
PART II. THEORIES OF BODIES AND PRACTICE

CHAPTER 4. THE BODY AND ITS SENSES: TOUCHING AND FEELING

Cultivating the body

Cultivation of self through the body (as in budo) is not the equivalent of body

disciplines—like exercise and diet—that are undertaken to cultivate a “firm, fit, and

flexible” body (as one of my colleagues calls it).  Aikidoists are not attempting to create

an ideal body shape or size (though they may be engaged in other systems that do this).

Nor are aikido movements produced for the purpose of display or personal expression,

though physicality and creativity are motivating factors for aikidoists.  Here, though,

physicality is only partially about health and skill.  It is more common for it to be about

sensory pleasure and the opportunity to learn through the body.  Creativity, rather than

being an explicit goal of aikido, emerges as a sign of skill and knowledge of the art.

Most aikidoists in my research group are more interested in the psycho-social

opportunities aikido practice affords: the chance to explore and develop one’s self

confidence, integration, acceptance, and well-being as well as one’s relationships with

others through the development of open-heartedness, trust, intimacy, and a sense of

community.

In this dissertation I explore how the Americanization of aikido—a self-

consciously syncretic Japanese martial art—reconstructs the experienced body and self.

These bodily reconsiderations take place though the “re-structuration of the habitus”

(Kapchan 1999), that is, not through cognitive forces but through bodily ones that

become habitual over the course of training.  In aikido, the processes of reconstructing

the habitus also re-socialize its practitioners.  In the following chapter, I outline

pertinent research on the sense of touch (which includes tactility and kinesthesia) in
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order to develop my argument that bodies in motion have powerful effects on the

experienced self and therefore on social relations.

Embodiments

Anthropologists are concerned with the body as a socialized artifact of culture and as a

socializing actor.  The body is an idiom through which worlds are made, perpetuated,

and challenged.  “Societies…reproduce and socialize the kind of bodies that they need”

(Scheper-Hughes and Lock 1987: 25).  Core cultural values are embodied in and

manifested through bodily practices and patterns of movement (Scheper-Hughes and

Lock 1987 and Lepczyk 1981).  Marcel Mauss (in 1934) and Pierre Bourdieu (in 1977)

were among the first to advance theories which demonstrate how cultural patterns or

structures “get under our skin” so to speak.1 They both posit that socially specific

“habits” (habitus) are the “techniques and work of collective and individual practical

reason.”  Therefore, attitudes, styles, manners, and postures of the body are socially

idiosyncratic (Mauss 1934: 458).  These “habits” are learned from authoritative others

and are a means of ordering the social world. 

Bourdieu writes that, “Bodily hexis is political mythology realized, em-bodied,

turned into a permanent disposition, a durable way of standing, speaking, walking, and

thereby of feeling and thinking” (Bourdieu 1977: 69-70).  The body remembers and

reproduces habitus through mimetic enactments of social belief (73).  Bourdieu is

interested in the largely unconscious (though socially learned) transference of social

practice and values in or through the body.  The body is a “depositor[y] of deferred

thoughts,” he writes, which are recalled whenever the body re-enacts the movement or

position associated with those thoughts.

While Mauss and Bourdieu focus on the outcomes of socially informing the

body, Susan Foster is interested in the “discourses or practices that instruct” the body
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and mold it into those specific forms (Foster 1992: 480, original emphasis).  Foster

argues that a value-laden Self is the motivating force molding bodies and their

movements through various disciplinary practices (e.g., dance or sports).  She describes

this disciplined, revelatory body as the “body-of-ideas.”  Foster is concerned with the

body as instrument and the acute self-consciousness developed by dancers, and by

extension any who develop the instrumental body such as singers, actors, or athletes.

She argues that those who systematically train in a specific technique develop a “bodily

consciousness” which is rooted “in a cultural and aesthetic moment” (Foster 1992: 482).

She demonstrates how the training techniques of modern stage dance cultivate an

“expressive self” along with a body capable of performing the appropriate parallel form

(485).  Thus, dances, dancing bodies, and dancing subjects (or persons) are created

simultaneously (Foster 1986: 3).

Bodies as agents of change

The common reading of Bourdieu implies that learned (conscious) gestures merely

imitate culturally infused, and socially controlled habitual (unconscious) gestures.  In

contrast, Susan Foster develops a dialectical body-idea model in which the durability of

habit can be overridden by consciousness.  In her examination of sports in China, Susan

Brownell elaborates a view of habitus in terms of ancient Chinese philosophies that are

exploited by sports and ritual:

“Both rituals and sports constitute important techniques by which an
orientation to the world is instilled in individuals, in the first instance
through the bodily manipulation of symbols and in the second through
the symbolic manipulation of the body.  They make use of a principle
recognized by Confucius fifteen hundred years before Bourdieu: when
structured body movements are assigned symbolic and moral
significance, and are repeated often enough, they generate a moral
orientation toward the world that is habitual because the body as a
mnemonic device serves to reinforce it” (Brownell 1990: 125).

In short, the movements of the body are both structured (habitual) and structuring
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through repeated bodily manipulation.  Bodies are not (necessarily) a docile repository

of social forces.  They must be understood as an agentive locus of social process, as

“embodied agents” in “interactive and relational, and therefore social (as opposed to

socialized)” conditions (Lyon and Barbalet 1994: 55).  Brenda Farnell provides a

semiotic analysis of “human action signs” that places the “signifying person” at the

center of cultural analysis.  She writes, “…the concept of person entails specifically

human powers and capacities for the exercise of agency.  Body movement is a medium

that in all cultures generates an enormous variety of forms of embodied knowledge,

systematized in various ways and to varying degrees, involving convention as well as

creative performativity” (Farnell 1995: 1).  Whether recapitulating social norms or

defying them, bodies are active agents in the production of social and cultural

sentiments.

Bodies are, or can be, agents of personal and social change.  In a global

movement environment, new values are transmitted across national boundaries through

the availability of bodily practices.  Bodies quoting other bodies outside of originary

contexts, however, is not so straightforward.  Recontextualizing forces (locale, language,

pre-existing values and body practices) create hybrids which may or may not fully carry

the original meanings into the new society.  As I will show, the Japanese practices of

budo (self-cultivation through bodily discipline) allow aikidoists in America to

incorporate Japanese self and social values while maintaining American values of

independence.

Touching and feeling

In addition to habitus—which has been to date our primary source term and theory for

enculturated bodies—somatics and kinesthetics are also “genres of embodiment” which

need ethnographic elaboration.  Kinesthesia and tactility, the senses I address in this
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dissertation, may be the least theorized senses in the West because our dominant

institutions (medicine, education, science) disregard their significance and desensitize us

to their importance.  Several researchers have demonstrated that investigators have not

sufficiently examined the place of tactile or kinesthetic knowing as integral parts of

human intelligence and its diverse expressions.  These authors suggest that this is due in

part to a disciplinary prejudice which places cognition over the senses.  According to

this model, the “highest level” of intelligence, indeed, the “defining feature of

intelligence” is pure cognition.  (Roberts, et al 1997: 112).  In counterpoint to this

position, there have been recent developments in theories of multiple intelligence which

include kinesthetic learning (Gardner 1983 and 1999) which I review below.  In

addition, anthropologists have recently turned their attentions to the senses in cultural

experience.  They ask: What and where are the senses?  What should we count as

evidence of a sensing body or of a sensory experience?  Is the sensing body one that

“feels” or one that emotes?  Is it one which “knows” authoritatively or which “does” or

acts in the world?  How many senses do humans have?  However, theories of the

sensations and memories of movement (kinesthetics) are noticeably lacking in current

literature on anthropology of the senses (e.g., Howes 1991), although dance researchers

and earlier anthropologists have been attending to the subject for many years (for

example, dance critic/historian John Martin in 1939; or Holt, Bateson, and Mead in the

1940s).

Beyond the physiological apparatus (such as eyes, ears, or proprioceptors), the

senses are culturally meaningful.  The taste of an indigenous Greek peach (Seremetakis

1996) and the “interlocking soundscape” of the Bosavi rainforest (Feld 1996: 100)

become culturally and historically evocative and productive.  They become modes

through which the world is known.  Feld argues for “the potential of acoustic knowing,
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of sounding as a condition of and for knowing, of sonic presence and awareness as

potent shaping forces in how people make sense of experiences” (Feld 1996: 97).  I am

arguing for the potential of kinesthetic knowing and suggesting that for certain

populations this may become a primary means through which the world becomes

sensible (or insensible).  Holt and Bateson, in their 1944 personality studies of Balinese

dance wrote: 

“One field which still awaits exploration is the question of how far a
dominant kinesthetic awareness of certain parts of the body is related to
psychological factors.  If posture and movement of an individual are
closely interdependent with his psychological state, would not stylized
posture and gesture in the dance of a people be relevant of a general
psychological trend in their life” (1944: 62-3).

Their general questions remain largely unexplored (except by Bateson himself).

Although I am not asking strictly psychological questions, I am asking how culture

produces particular kinds of kinesthetic awareness, a question that I think is implicit in

Holt and Bateson’s inquiry.

Stimuli for the traditional five senses are primarily exterior objects which can be

seen, heard, smelled, tasted, or touched (Scarry 1984: 165).  As already stated,

kinesthesia is unique in that the primary object or stimulus of the kinesthetic sense is the

same as the perceiving subject: the movement of human body, a body with specific

historical and cultural contexts.  Hence, cultural notions of the body—its health and

safety, the meaningfulness of its various parts—will impact kinesthetic experience.

Kinesthesia will be marked by choreographic phenomenon as well as by ordinary body

techniques; by synesthetic interplay (Feld 1996) with sights, sounds, smells, and

tactility; and by cultural norms and patterns of time, space, effort, and symbolic

associations with body parts (Foster 1986: 78-79).  Kinesthesias have histories, both

personal and collective (Frykman 1994; A. and J. Kleinman 1994), and cultures and

social arenas in which they will become more or less salient.  Movement arts, such as
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martial arts, dance, or sport, are particularly important sites for the experience and study

of kinesthesia.

Proprioception and kinesthesia—the movement senses

The history of research on the sense of touch (or “somesthesis” in scientific jargon and

perhaps “somatics” in the popular jargon) is as complex and fascinating as it is

inconclusive.  I was, in fact, surprised by the ambiguity of the terms and various

mappings of this sense by different parties.  The inability of researchers to pinpoint and

define somesthesia demonstrates the untenability of mechanistic blueprinting of the

body.  The elusiveness of the somatic senses create a bodily reality that is difficult to

order in a neat and tidy fashion.  The following table should give you a sense of the

variety of schema created by experts for the sense of touch.

Clinical researcher: Somesthesia includes
Tactility Organic sense Proprioception Nociception

Sports medicine researcher: Somatic senses include
Mechanoreceptors Thermoreceptors Pain

Chiropractor: Somatosensory reception includes
Mechanoreception Proprioception Nociception

Research on touch can be divided roughly into three areas: 1) scientific research on the

anatomy and psychophysiology of touch; 2) the phenomenology of touch as explored by

philosophers and therapists; and 3) the sociology of touching including its meanings and

taboos cross-culturally.  I will address each in turn.

The science of touch

Although there is “no clear consensus about the location” of the sense receptors nor

about the organization of neural pathways involved in the somatic senses (Laskowski

1997), researchers generally agree that “touch” refers to some formula of sensations
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generated through a variety of stimuli: through the skin (tactility or cutaneous

stimulation); through the lining of various internal organs (“organic sensibility” or

“interoception”); through joints and muscles (“proprioception” or “position sense”); and

through pain (“nociception”).  It is curious that all of these sensory experiences are

located under the rubric “touch” and there are those who argue they should be

distinctive categories.  Nonetheless, touch and “feeling” have in common the

physiological experience of tissue stimulation.2

Over the last one hundred years, scientists have attempted to determine which

tactile sensations have their own unique sense receptors and which are variants or

subdivisions; how tactile senses combine or “blend”; and what additional factors alter

tactile sensation.  For example, they have asked if touch is a single sense with four

primary “attributes” — pain, pressure, warmth, and cold, as declared by E. H. Weber in

the middle 1800s — or whether these represent “independent sense modalities” as

argued by M. Von Frey a few years later (Stevens and Green 1996: 4).  Early theorists

sought to show that these four attributes “blend” to create other varieties of sensory

experience.  For instance, the senses of pressure plus cold equals the sense of wet (5).

However, properties of thermal somesthesia like “adaptation” (the ability of the body to

adapt to thermal sensation), “spatial summation” (the sensory response to hot or cold

increases with the size of the receptor surface), and “paradoxical cold” (the stinging

sensation of cold from a hot object) further complicate the research.
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EXERCISE 1.  Spatial summation and adaptation

Prepare three bowls of water, two big enough for one human hand each;
and one big enough for two hands.  In the first bowl put cool water; in
the second, warm water; and in the third, neutral or room-temperature
water.

First, immerse one finger in either the cool or warm bath.  Then plunge
the whole hand in.  Note that the water will feel cooler (or warmer) when
the whole hand is the receptor.

This is known as “spatial summation.”  (Stevens and Green 1996: 9)

Second, immerse your left hand in the cool water bath and the right in
the warm.  Note that in a short amount of time the sensations of cool and
warm gradually fade in intensity and eventually disappear.

Now immerse both hands into the third, neutral bath.  You should initially
feel warmth in the left hand and coolness in the right.  In a short amount
of time, these sensations also fade and disappear.

This is known as “adaptation.”  (Stevens and Green 1996: 7)

In 1880, the adaptation exercise was interpreted as evidence of a “single thermal sense”

with “opponent” characteristics.  Later, other stimuli (such as the location on the body

or size of the areas being stimulated) altered this conclusion.  Other factors such as

length of stimulus, gender and age of patient, vision and kinesthetics had to be included

in the research.  “Active touch” or “haptics,” for instance, is necessary to perceive

smoothness and roughness, or liquidity and solidity.  Studies with Braille users

demonstrates that merely pressing a finger on the raised dots abolishes “reading

capacity” (Kenshalo 1978: 48).  

Earlier trends in somesthetic research attempted “to understand the neural

mechanisms underlying sensation” and attempted to map the bodies sense receptors.

The skin was viewed as a “mosaic of receptors, not an exploratory organ” (Gibson 1962

cited in Stevens and Green 1996: 17).  Today “perceptual plasticity” theory dominates
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the field and “challenge[s] the notion, implicit in the classical theory, that perception is a

purely passive process that plays out within a ‘hard-wired’ sensory system” (Stevens and

Green 1996: 18).  Contemporary concerns seek “to understand the nature of perceptual

experience” (Stevens and Green 1996: 18).  As one researcher put it, “in general,

experimenters have not realized that to apply a stimulus to an observer is not the same

as for an observer to obtain a stimulus” (Gibson 1962 cited in Stevens and Green 1996:

17.  Italics in original).

Dr. Edward Laskowski of the Department of Physical Medicine and

Rehabilitation at the Mayo Clinic provides a useful outline of the somatic senses for a

lay audience.  He describes three somatic senses: pain, thermoreceptivity, and

mechanoreceptivity which includes tactility and proprioception or the “position sense.”

Proprioception is the “key component of dynamic joint stability” and is characterized by

two “aspects”: static and dynamic. Note that “afferent” nerves carry messages to the

central nervous system while “efferent” nerves carry messages away from nerve centers.

“Static sense provides us with conscious orientation of one body part to
another. Dynamic sense gives the neuromuscular system feedback about
the rate and direction of movement.  Thus, proprioception can be thought
of as a complex neuromuscular process that involves both afferent input
and efferent signals and allows the body to maintain stability and
orientation during both static and dynamic activities. In general, it is the
process by which the body can vary muscle contraction in immediate
response to incoming information regarding external forces”

Laskowski also describes “two levels of proprioception”: conscious or voluntary and

unconscious or reflexive.  Voluntary proprioception is utilized when consciously

learning movement activities such as sport or occupational actions.  Reflexive

proprioception responds to the everyday needs of the body to stay balanced.  He

provides a useful example of how proprioception works.  

“Using the knee as an example, the afferent-efferent pathway can be
described as a neuromuscular servomechanism that modulates hamstring
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and quadriceps activity.  The central nervous system processes afferent
proprioceptive input by comparing actual with intended movement.  The
discrepancy between the two can then trigger efferent output to correct
the error. 

[One researcher] has questioned the traditional view of ligaments as
merely mechanical restraints and speculates that the neurosensory
importance of the ligaments may, in fact, approach that of their
mechanical effect.  Because voluntary movements initiated at the cerebral
cortex may be too slow to prevent injury, it is speculated that short-loop
or spinal reflexes may be capable of a more timely response.  Triggering
these protective spinal reflexes during an “at risk” maneuver may play an
even greater role in joint stability than the voluntary response.”

This description of proprioception provides us with a much clearer picture of the

relationship between the body and society, of habitus, and of bodily disciplines that

become embodied reflexes.  As aikido bodies experience tactility, interoception, and

nociception, they deepen their proprioceptive abilities.  Since aikido is an ethical

practice, all of these senses are interpreted within the framework of aikido sensibilities

or principles.  For the purposes of clarity, I will use the term “touch” to refer to tactility

and “kinesthesia” to refer to the bodies movements.

The phenomenology of touch

In 1939, dance critic and historian John Martin wrote on the nature of movement and

the relationship between dancers and spectators.  He suggests that because most body

movement becomes habitual, we tend to forget that “movement is a vigorous medium

for both expression and perception” (Martin 1969: 31).  Just as the dancer must “employ

movement to express his (sic) ideas” so too the spectator employs movement in order to

understand the dancers’ meaning (ibid.).  How is this accomplished?  Martin believes it

is due to “man’s innate faculty for imitation” (138). 

In addition to the five senses whose job it is to “establish contact” to the world

outside the body (42), Martin argues that there is a sixth: the movement sense.
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“Movement-sense receptors” (44) are located “in the tissues of the muscles and in the

joints, which respond to movements of the body in much the same way that the eye

responds to light or the ear to sound.  They register change of posture however small

throughout the body…” (43).  This sense allows a pianist, for example, to know what

both the right and left hands are doing, or a dancer to poise in arabesque on one toe

(44).  Movement-sense receptors allow us to monitor and make continual and elaborate

motor adjustments (44).  Movement sense memories allow us to perceive and respond to

the world (46) and to make judgments about potential muscular motor activities, such as

judging the weight of an object to be lifted based on past attempts (45).

Martin suggests further that movement-sense receptors “which report movement

and postural change are closely connected with that part of the nervous system which

belongs to inner man where emotions are generated” (47).  Emotional experiences create

pathways through the neuromuscular system: incoming sensations and outgoing

movement responses “lead through the territory of the inner man” and carry “emotional

connotations” (ibid.).  These pathways make it possible to experience mimetically or

sympathetically the world outside, a process Martin terms “inner mimicry.”

“Inner mimicry,” writes Martin, is that process which, for example, causes us to

salivate when we watch someone else suck on a lemon.  It is a re-membering of our

own experiences eating lemons.  Gestures, facial expressions, emotional signs displayed

through the body, or contagious yawning “are translated into sympathetic awareness in

our own bodies…because we have felt similar muscular experiences ourselves and

recognize the postural attitudes and their emotional connotations as having happened to

us” (47-48).  To return to the question of how spectators employ movement to interpret

a dance performance, Martin argues that when watching dance, spectators “become

participants in the movement” by “dancing synthetically with all [their] musculature”
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(53).  Their motor responses “awaken appropriate emotional associations akin to those

which have animated the dancer in the first place” (ibid.).  

Here is where anthropology’s concern with cultural specificity must enter the

analysis.  As Mauss and Bourdieu have shown, muscular habits of the sort Martin is

referring to are largely culturally constituted.  In order for the sympathetic translations

to take place, the spectator must have had “similar muscular experiences.”  If I had

never eaten a lemon, I would not salivate while watching someone else eat one.  I would

have no reference.  In addition, the muscular memories must also reference similar

emotional meanings.  The slow and restrained movements of a Native American

women’s blanket dance do not mean the same thing as the slow and restrained

movements of a European American woman’s improvisational ritual dance.  They come

from different cultural worlds where speed and taking up space have different meanings. 

Double touch

Merleau-Ponty (1968) proposed a theory of “double touch” or “reversibility” of tactile

touch in which touching (oneself or another) simultaneously includes the sense of being

touched.  Try this yourself:

EXERCISE 2.  Double touch

With a partner, place your palms together so that the fingers align with
one another.  With your free hand, stroke the joined first fingers
simultaneously with your thumb and finger.  Note the sensations of
touching and being touched in your joined finger and the sensations of
only touching in your partners finger.

The distance between object and subject disappears in this moment of experiential unity.

Through touch, mind and body, self and other exist as kind of phenomenological

Möebius strip (Vasselev 1998: 27) or in relationship of mutual dependency in which the
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mind is “the other side of the body” (Merleau-Ponty cited in Vasselev 1998: 27).  For

Merleau-Ponty, the “lived body” is a perceptual and cultural entity while the physical

body is biological.  “Flesh” is his term for pre-discursive, and pre-social feelings: “I” do

not feel because feeling is “an anonymous sensibility” (31) without an ego.  I do not

disagree with Merleau-Ponty, but I am specifically interested in how “I feel.”  I do not

distinguish between lived and physical bodies: my whole point is that they are one.

Merleau-Ponty is concerned with phenomenological subjects; I am concerned with

cultural ones.  For him, reversibility of touch explains a pre-cultural and universalistic

reality of the flesh which he interprets as a common human inter-corporeality.  For me it

tells a story of inter-corporeal relationships made meaningful by sociocultural realities.  

Some researchers suggest that a sense of individual self is lost through the

phenomenon of reversibility (Hahn 1996; Gardner 1983).  Hahn describes a lesson in

nihon buyo, a classical Japanese dance form, in which the instructor physically

manipulates the student’s arms and torso into the proper positions.  Hahn argues that in

order for knowledge of the art to be transmitted directly from body to body in this

manner, the student must abdicate her will, and for the moment, transcend her self.  This

has obvious implications for the partnered practice of aikido: uke and nage (the two

roles that make up a partnership) are continuously and mutually exchanging information

about the techniques by way of their bodily proximity.  

I posit that it is not only the sense of a discrete self that is lost in double touch

between human subjects but that there is also a confusion of agency.  Because of the

reversibility of sensation, when contact is made the agent of touch is confused with the

recipient; it becomes unclear who initiated the contact.  This ambiguity gives human

touching the potential for both dangerous and pleasurable connections.3 For European-

Americans, such close proximity to the body of another as well as a sense of lost
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agency, may challenge the ethos of self-reliance or of a self that is and should be

contained within one’s discrete body.  The phenomenon of the double touch may, I

suggest, cause a psychic disorientation creating the conditions for the relatively extreme

taboos on touching in the U.S.A.  In a society where touching—especially between

relative strangers, like teachers and students—is considered a violation, we have to ask

about the nature of that violation.  In the following section, I will discuss the

sociological forces that regulate how touch is governed and experienced.

The sociology of touch

Sociologists and therapists examine touch in the context of culturally determined taboos

and proscriptions and the affects it has on individuals.  Here, I am referring to humans

touching other humans rather than tactile contact with inanimate objects.  Touch is made

meaningful through social rules regarding the relationship between toucher and touch

recipient within particular settings, as well as through the timing, depth, and length of

the touch, and through accompanying verbal and gestural cues.  Because physical touch

is the most socially intimate sense, one which requires knowledge of and sensitivity to

the social context, the special character of this sense is in its communication of

“relational messages” (Jones 1994: 20-22).  The immediacy of physical touch carries

“undeniable messages” and almost always calls for a response from the recipient

regarding its appropriateness.  

Touch is an evolutionary trait with importance in the development of infants and

of the adult self (Montagu 1971; Jones 1994).  Scientists report that “touch is the very

first sense to emerge in the growing human fetus” and that continued touching is crucial

to the vitality and further development of newborn human offspring (Jones 1994: 9-15).4

Being in physical contact with a caregiver provides security allowing infants to

confidently learn about their worlds through exploration and play.  In adulthood,
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touching becomes less critical to survival, but seems to continue to be important in the

development of self and one’s sense of well-being.  Although the research I found does

not say so categorically, I suspect that this sense of well-being comes from knowing

oneself as related to other selves, that is, as more than an individual.  Having a sense of

one’s rightful place as a member of society may develop in response to repeated

experiences of healthy touching.

If, in fact, touching initiates social as well as personal intimacy, then it is

reasonable to suggest that good and bad experiences of touching will shape an

individuals sense of security in and trust of their social environment.  Touch doesn’t

discriminate sensory stimuli the same way hearing and seeing can.  “When we are

driving on a city street, for example, our visual sense is especially important, but we

focus only on the input that seems especially relevant” (Jones 1994: 9).  But with tactile

stimulation, we cannot (under normal circumstance) block some touches and not others.

“This is especially true,” writes Jones, “of a touch from another person.”  An

unexpected touch—one that is unintentional or unanticipated—arouses the fight-or-

flight instinct and requires immediate assessment.  Knowing the rules of touching in

their cultural context becomes essential.  I suggest that these social consequences of

touching combined with Merleau-Ponty’s notion of its reversibility give physical contact

enormous power.  In aikido training, a sense of trust is developed with partners through

tactile and kinesthetic experiences.

Touch and the sense of self in American culture

“There’s a real interesting thing that happens, physically with aikido, and
that is that you, you get to touch people.  And if feels good.  It energizes
people so that uh, I mean you see the evidence after class, when you talk
to people and everyone is charged, I mean I talked about how good I feel
after class, um, but other people feel good as well. And it all stems from
the fact that you, not that you exercised separately, but that you’ve
exercised together, not that you’ve just all been in the same room
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together, but that you’ve actually been physically grappling for lack of a
better word, throwing, blending, whatever, and in a way that is very uh,
very high spirited, it’s not a mean spirited practice at all, it’s uh the
quality of practice, and you don’t find it in every dojo. Of course you
don’t find it with every martial art.…I just feel uh, the actual connection
with people is great!”

— Martin, North Bay Aikido1997

“The most fascinating thing about Aikido for myself— and it remains a
mystery how it does this— is that it gives me an opportunity to look at
myself and how I interact with others, how I interact with the world, how
I behave, what my image is to others, what they see in me. …I’m
mystified by how it does that, because I’m just doing some exercise.  I’m
just rolling around, grabbing people and stuff. …You can do an exercise
anywhere, any kind of exercise.  Why is this one particularly different?
What’s going on here?…Why can’t you do this skiing, or playing
basketball, or something else?  So, must be something unique about it.
Its a situation where you actually have to work with another person to do
the exercise.  You have to cooperate with the other, and in doing that it
develops this kind of intimate relationship for a moment while you deal
with these other people.  Because, well certainly in our culture, it is quite
an intimate relationship.  We’re grabbing each other all over our bodies,
and you just don’t do that in our society at all, you don’t even touch
people.  In fact it’s almost illegal.  It is, it’s practically illegal to touch
anyone.  So to have this form where that is not only permissible, but it’s
quite acceptable to everyone that’s participating in it, and it’s just an
accepted fact that that’s what we’re doing here.

— Hiram, North Bay Aikido 1998

Touching between humans always means something.  Its meaning is known and

produced within sociocultural contexts.  What kind of a worldview would need to have

a set of taboos that ward one away from physical contact, that make touching “almost

illegal”?  What are the consequences of such a worldview and how do members of that

society cope with the loss of touching?  Communications expert Stanley Jones suggests

that there are “high-touch” and “low-touch” cultures, subcultures, and families.

Interestingly, he cites a research psychologist (Sidney Jourard) who, in 1966, tested this

idea by observing how often couples in cafés touched one another in an hour’s time.
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Jourard concludes that San Juan, Puerto Rico is a high-touch zone (with a score of 180

touches per hour) and London, England is a low-touch zone (zero touches per hour)

(cited in Jones 1994: 15).  Americans (and though he neglects to specify this,

“Americans” must be understood in his writing as Anglo-Americans) fall into the low-

touch category.  Montagu asserts that upper-class Anglo-Saxons are particularly resistant

to touching (Montagu 1971 and Montagu and Matson 1979).  While some regard this as

a consequence of sexual insecurity and the value this population places on

individualism, Jones disagrees.  He argues that touching is confusing to Americans (sic)

because “it requires a certain degree of mastery of a complex code of a type which

many people in this culture do not feel confident using” and that they experience “an

underlying uncertainty about how to touch in such a way that intentions are conveyed

accurately and appropriately” (17).  Certainly, in the era of increasing consciousness of

sexual harassment, this uncertainty has been exacerbated.  But while his explanation of

“uncertainty” may apply to the changing nature of American social and sexual relations,

I think he dismisses the individualist account too easily.  If we accept Merleau-Ponty’s

observation that tactility involves reversibility, and Hahn’s and Gardner’s suggestions5

that reversibility threatens one’s sense of a discrete self, then an ideology of

individualism must increase the insecurity experienced in physical contact.

Relations of power between genders and classes give touch a powerful place in

American society.  Touch can be used to influence, persuade, or manipulate others.

Who touches who is (or at least has been) hierarchically organized in the U.S. and is a

marker of social status.  Nancy M. Henley elaborated the “politics of touch” in a 1970

conference paper for the American Psychological Association.  Although some of these

relationships have changed since then, many of her observations continue to hold true.

She asks us to consider who is more likely to initiate touching in a series of
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interpersonal relations: “teacher and student; master and servant; policeman and

accused; doctor and patient; minister and parishioner; adviser and advisee; foreman and

worker, businessman and secretary” and of course men and women (Henley 1970: 3).

Even today it would seem that the “superior-status person” typically has social

permission to touch “the inferior-status one” (ibid.).  Research at that time demonstrated

unequivocally that males initiated touch with women and that men are touched with far

less frequency than women (in other words, men touch women, women touch women

and men, but men don’t touch other men).  At that time in particular, women touching

men was often interpreted by men as a sexual invitation thus undermining women’s

tactile powers — something my own sense memory remembers clearly.  Non-reciprocal

touch, then, is “a symbol of status and power” (6) used by higher-status persons to

manipulate, control, and even threaten lower-status persons.  Jones refutes Henley’s

findings as a feminist complaint, though he seems to contradict his own findings

concerning cross-gender touching.  He does, however, recognize that there are “high-

status touchers” (133) and “status reducing” touch (186) which he claims can be male-

to-male as well as cross gendered.  Regardless of gender, it is clear that “touching up”

(to borrow from Laura Nader) can incur swift and powerful responses of retaliation in

an attempt to re-establish hierarchical relations.

Researchers agree that white, middle class Americans are counted among the

most “touch deprived” (Jones 1994)  and “skin hungry” (Montagu 1971) populations.

In a society with so many taboos on interpersonal touching, these Americans have

invented a variety of socially sanctioned opportunities in which touching is appropriate.

In the past few decades, there has been an increase, for example, in pet ownership

(doctors recommend cats and dogs for grieving widows and widowers), in massage and

other touch therapies, and more recently, an increase in popular dance forms that require
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contact (such as swing or contradance).  Novack cites “everyday social comportment

(the handshake), confrontation in sport, touching in sexual interaction, and nurturing of

children by parents (and, by extension, of one friend by another and of the injured or ill

by health-care workers)” as constituting some of the “major activities in which touch is

acceptable in American culture” (Novack 1990).  

Aikido is a high touch activity in which conventional social statuses do not guide

touching rules.  Everyone has permission to touch everyone else but within a bounded

context.  That is, how touch is delivered, received, and interpreted is guided by dojo

principles and rules.  One of the reasons aikido is effective is because it takes place

within a non-ordinary frame: the dojo.  As an extra-ordinary behavioral frame,

practitioners are permitted to suppress certain social mores and heighten others and in

this way re-habituated both body and self.  Gregory Bateson’s theory of “play” as a

frame for touch activities helps to illuminate how extra-ordinary conditions make

socialization and transformation possible.

“This is play”

Bateson elaborates (as only Bateson can) the workings of play.  Play, threat, histrionics,

ritual, (and combinations of these, like playful threats) are all “metacommunicative”

actions of a particular type.  When actions and behaviors are framed as “This is play,”

he suggests, they no longer mean what they seem to mean.  Instead, “This is play”

means “These actions in which we now engage do not denote what would be denoted by

those actions which these actions denote.”  In simpler terms this means that a “playful

nip denotes a bite” but NOT what a bite itself would denote (Bateson 1972: 180).  This

framing is a cultural construct that is psychologically experienced (Bateson calls them

“psychological frames”).  It “delimits” a set of behaviors (186) which in turn reproduce

the frame.  In aikido this might mean, for example, that a strike to nage’s head with a
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wooden sword denotes a strike with a “live” sword, but it does not denote a desire to cut

off the head of your training partner.  The dojo with its specialized rules of behavior,

dress, and architecture, frame the actions as “play” rather than “combat.”  What aikido

actions denote is the subject of this dissertation.

Bateson reminds us that there is always the possibility of slippage between or

outside of frames, a slippage between “logical types.”  Bateson (following Korzybski)

likens this to the map-territory relationship: the word “cat” denotes (is a map of) the

fuzzy animal we call “cat” (the territory) but should not be confused with it.  The map is

not the territory.  “The word ‘cat’ cannot scratch us” (180).  “Play” and “not play” are

different logical types but so tenuously differentiated that one is sometimes confused for

the other.  This leads to confusion or even the complete breakdown of the frame when

play becomes combat (182).  Play behaviors may not denote “what they seem to denote”

but can nonetheless evoke real sentiments (183).  This makes play a useful substitute for

socially prohibited actions that evoke desirable experiences, like touching. 

Using a picture frame as an analogy (and being careful not to over-concretize the idea of

frames), Bateson argues that the frame is itself a message that says “Attend to what is

within and do not attend to what is outside” (187).  The players then attend to the

messages within the frame ignoring, at least temporarily, the outside stuff.  Within the

frame, alternative or non-ordinary behaviors are (may be) sanctioned.  Bateson

compares the play frame to psychotherapy.

“As we see it, the process of psychotherapy is a framed interaction
between two persons, in which the rules are implicit but subject to
change.  Such change can only be proposed by experimental action, but
every such experimental action, in which a proposal to change the rules is
implicit, is itself a part of the ongoing game.  It is this combination of
logical types within the single meaningful act that gives to therapy the
character not of a rigid game like canasta but, instead that of an evolving
system of interaction” (192).
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With this analysis in mind, aikido can be understood as “play” in which touching is a

sanctioned, appropriate behavior; in which resolution or management of social conflict

is experimented with; and in which real sentiments are evoked and examined.  Slippage

outside the frame occurs because real bodies are in physical contact with other real

bodies all of whom exit the dojo embodying a new set of rules for behaving in social

situations.

Multiple intelligence theory and kinesthetic learning6

In 1983 Harold Gardner produced a volume on multiple intelligence theory in response

to the Project on Human Potential, a program conceived of by the Graduate School of

Education at Harvard.  Gardner’s contribution was to expand the notion of

“intelligence” from its limited, and culturally specific conception as the ability to

cognize data.  Gardner’s criteria for forms of intelligence are instructive.  He includes

the potential isolation of the intelligence by brain damage which indicates its relative

autonomy; the existence of it in savants, prodigies or other extraordinarily skilled

individuals; “identifiable core operations” with neural mechanisms that respond to

specific stimuli; the presence in individuals and in the species of an “identifiable

developmental history”; and the “susceptibility” of the intelligence to culturally imposed

symbol systems.

In the 1983 volume, he identified seven distinctive intelligences: linguistic,

musical, logical-mathematical, spatial, bodily-kinesthetic, and two “personal

intelligences” or the dual senses of inter- and intra-personal intelligence.7 Gardner

insists that these forms of intelligence rarely function in total isolation from one another,

that their elaboration and valuation are subject to cultural variation (1983) and that

individuals will develop their own “peculiar array” (1999: 72).  Indeed he reminds us

that “these intelligences are fictions—at most, useful fictions—for discussing processes
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and abilities that (like all life) are continuous with one another” (1983: 70).  Their

academic isolation is nonetheless useful in an effort to bring about a broader awareness

of forms of intelligence in a society that recognizes (as does the U.S.) so narrow a

definition of human aptitude.  Because my interest is in developing our base of

knowledge on bodily-kinesthetic intelligence—one of the most undervalued forms in the

U.S.—I will review this aspect of his research in some detail.8

Gardner documents the development of bodily intelligence in the evolution of

the species and in the individual arguing that the patterns of child development may be

replicated in adult learning sequences with regard to the acquisition of bodily skills

(1983: 221).  One of the core operations of bodily-kinesthetic intelligence is the ability

of the body to sense, monitor, and respond to its own movements and actions.  This is a

function of the proprioceptors and what Gardner describes as “the coordination of a

dizzying variety of neural and muscular components in a highly differentiated and

integrated fashion” (210).  Gardner identifies two “core components” of bodily-

kinesthetic intelligence: one, the ability to master body movement itself, like dancers

and actors; and, two, the ability to manipulate objects through the refinement of motor

skills, like a violinist, softball player, or crafters.  There is neurological evidence that

injury to zones in the left hemisphere of the brain—the locus of motor activity in

humans—causes the isolation of various “sets of motor sequences” without interference

with other intelligence abilities.  Patients with apraxias, as they are known, may, for

example, lose linguistic ability but retain the ability to learn and carry out “complex

motor sequences and patterns of behavior” (213).  They may lose the ability to

command the body to carry out motor sequences they have long been familiar with, or

be unable to carry out the actions in the correct order.  Some idiot savants and autistic

individuals demonstrate unusual abilities to manipulate and create mechanical and
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electronic devices.  And of course, the list of movement “geniuses” in dance, sports, and

today, the marital arts are legendary.  Gardner opens his chapter on bodily-kinesthetic

intelligence with a detailed description of one of Marcel Marceau’s performances, a

mime whose abilities epitomize this form of intelligence.

Bodily-kinesthetic intelligence is a learning method utilizing the body’s

“feelings” as a way of interpreting and incorporating social information.  “Feelings” is

used here in its dual meaning as both sensation and emotion.  Lyon and Barbalet suggest

that these are not separate experiences but rather that emotion is “precisely the

experience of embodied sociality” (1994: 48).  External, social stimuli are interpreted

and “evaluated” by way of bodily senses and sensibilities (57).  This is sometimes

referred to as the “haptic system.”  Thomas Csordas elaborates this system as a “somatic

mode of attention.”

Csordas defines embodiment as “an indeterminate methodological field defined

by perceptual experience and mode of presence and engagement in the world” (Csordas

1994: 12; italics mine).  He argues that a dialectical engagement between Merleau-

Ponty’s “perceptual consciousness” and Bourdieu’s “collective practice” produce what

he terms “somatic modes of attention” (Csordas 1993: 137).  He suggests that, when we

turn our attentions to our own bodily sensations (“perceptual consciousness”), we are in

fact attending to our intersubjective situatedness in a cultural world, a situation “that

gives rise” to the sensations to begin with (“collective practice”).  In consequence, we

are also “paying attention” to the world with our body (138).  Thus, somatic modes of

attention are always to and with ones own body, as well as a mode of attending to other

bodies (139).  Csordas’ model serves an analysis of aikido quite neatly.  Aikido is a

“culturally elaborated,” and “consciously cultivated” (140) mode of attending to the

shapes and movements of ones own body as well as a mode of attending to the world
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with ones body.  This takes place in the context of close, physical partnerships which

require the development of awareness of one’s own body in relation to the body of the

other—the non-self in the interdependent partnership.  This will become clear in later

chapters where the techniques and particular characteristics of training partnerships are

discussed.

Ethnographic studies of kinesthetic knowing

Cultural elaborations of kinesthetic intelligence has been documented by dance scholars

and anthropologists.  Gardner mentions several that I have found illuminating in my

own research—John Martin, Ruth Benedict, Gregory Bateson, and Margaret Mead.

Bateson and Mead studied how people learn—and learn to learn (what Bateson later

called “deutero-learning”)—and thus come to embody culture.  At the time of their

research, Balinese children learned primarily through tactile processes and secondarily

through visual ones, with virtually no verbal instruction at all.  Dance, postures of

prayer, eating, and walking, were learned kinesthetically and visually (Bateson and

Mead 1942: 16) until gestures became “echoes of an experienced pattern” (14).  In a

scene from their film, Learning to Dance in Bali, we see a dance teacher crouched

behind a young student who has given over to the instructor his bodily will.  “The

flexible body of the dancing pupil is twisted and turned in the teachers hands” writes

Mead (Bateson and Mead 1942: 15) so that the student becomes an extension of the

instructor.  This relationship is reflected in their child rearing practices as well as in

Balinese puppet theater.  This seems to have produced a deep “identification” between

an individuals body parts (Mead comments on watching adult Balinese who display “a

sense of the whole body, with the way in which the tip of the finger is an integrated part

of the whole” 19) as well as between one self and the whole community.  This group

identity was so strong that Balinese refused to learn European skills for fear of losing
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the continuity of “being Balinese” (16).

This method of teaching is also used in Japan, as previously noted.  Hahn notes

that in her study of nihon buyo, teachers—standing behind the student in the same

manner as the Balinese teacher—may take hold of the student’s body in order to

transmit the movements directly from her own into the students body.  The transmission

of kinesthetic knowledge occurs “in real time” (83), in contrast to the deferment of

knowledge acquisition that occurs between observing the instructor and then imitating

her.  And in taking a student into her embrace, Hahn argues, “there is also a sense of

losing one’s self, through attempting to feel the teacher’s way of dancing” (84).  The

self is only lost temporarily, however, and students are expected to “embody the dance

and instill our personal self” as expertise is gained (ibid.).  She suggests that this method

of teaching requires self transcendence in order to produce an experience of immediate

“connectedness” with Japanese traditions.  Ruth Benedict noted that this method of

teaching was also used in instructing Japanese children to write.  In the context of a

nihon buyo or calligraphy lesson, touching is acceptable but is also regulated by the

teacher-student hierarchy: students do not initiate touch with the instructor but are

required to be the recipient of the teacher’s touch.  

Summary

The experienced sense of touch in both its kinesthetic and tactile forms is effected by

specific historical and cultural moments.  Both forms contribute to the sense of self as

an individual and as a socially connected being.  Under particular contexts, the sense of

touch can be heightened or diminished.  In addition, the sense of a discrete self can be

diminished through the phenomenon of double touch, especially when the individual

gives over her or his will in efforts to feel immediately connected to another: a dance

teacher in Bali or Japan, or a training partner in aikido.  In the following chapter I
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elaborate the experience of moving in concert with others as a method of heightening

social solidarity.  This calls for an examination of an alternative American body culture

as it has evolved since the 1960s and a comparative discussion of Japanese philosophies

of self-cultivation.
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CHAPTER 5. COLLECTIVE BODIES AND SOCIAL CHANGE

Meaning, social relations, a temporary displacement of self, group cohesion, and a sense

of the sacred are produced primarily through the tactile and kinesthetic experience of

aikido practice.  In the previous chapter, I examined the sense of touch and its

physiological, phenomenological, and sociological effects.  In this chapter I explore the

role of collective bodies in producing, maintaining, or altering social sentiments.  I

begin with an examination of both dominant and innovative attitudes toward the body

and social relatedness in American culture.  Because aikido is a martial art born of a

Japanese culture, I also discuss how the body, self, and society are conceptualized in

Japan. 

Re-inventing collective bodies

Bodies, like culture, are always undergoing change.  Dominant Western historical trends

reflect the tension between sensory and mechanical bodies; between “collective

effervesence” and a disenchantment of collective bodies; between Gemeinschaft and

Gesellschaft.  Historically, Westerners have compartmentalized bodies, minds, and

spirits attributing to each class its own characteristics and social domains (for examples,

sports train the body, schools are institutes of and for minds, and churches are institutes

of spirit).  These divisions are institutionalized in the way social science has organized

its own departments and analytical fields along what had seemed a natural model (for

example, medicine, psychology, and religion).  Subordinate trends which re-enchant

bodies by giving authority to sensory experience have co-existed, as I will explain

shortly.  If, as Lyon and Barbalet assert, that “feeling” is “precisely the experience of

embodied sociality” (1994: 48), then when societies no longer “feel” right, bodies—

collective and individual—act in ways intended to bring about changes.  Jonas Frykman

suggests that “Every change in society takes on a physical form,” (Frykman 1994: 66)
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and in fact bodily practices may precede cognitive changes.  “Collective identities in

modern society take on specific bodily shapes, or are expressed in the aestheticization of

that body’s surface” (ibid., p. 66).  Thus, “cultural analysis” should attend to the body’s

“potential for producing the kind of truth that challenges social claims or already given

definitions” (ibid., p. 66).  Traditional and innovative cultural values are produced in

and through bodies.

Corporate or collective bodies create social solidarity through body practices

engaged in by individuals in group contexts (Lyon and Barbalet 1994; Blacking 1977;

McNeill 1995).  In the following sections I summarize Philip Mellor and Chris

Shilling’s analysis of historical trends regarding body and society in Europe and by

extension America.  Mellor and Shilling examine the corporeality of historical

transformations in Western societies, or the various historical “forms of embodiment.”

They argue that social forms and embodied experiences must be studied in tandem.9 I

also examine how mass movements of the body are deliberately employed to heighten

group (often national) sentiments.  Following this I discuss American grassroots

interests in overturning the dominant Western paradigm which polarizes body and mind.

These trends towards unification borrow freely from Eastern traditions, in particular

Chinese and Japanese mind-body philosophies.

Mellor and Schilling organize European social forms and their attendant re-

formations of embodiment into four periods: 1) “Volatile bodies and sacred

communities” were developed in the period of Medieval Catholicism; 2) “Sinful bodies

and profane associations” emerged out of the Protestant Reformations; 3) “Janus-faced

modernity” concerns the period in which Protestantisms and the Catholic Counter-

Reformation vied for the attentions of a developing modern society; and 4) “baroque

modern bodies” and “sensual solidarities” describe more contemporary attempts to
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retain the cognitive emphasis of Protestantism while simultaneously recovering the

sensuality of Catholicism.10 Because I consider the practice of aikido at North Bay to

be, to a significant degree, an example of sensual solidarity, and because understanding

this period requires some knowledge of its history, I think an extensive review of Mellor

and Shilling is illuminating.

“Volatile bodies and sacred communities”  

Fourteenth and fifteenth century Catholic Church communities were “built on physical

practices” (religious rituals) (Mellor and Shilling 1997: 72) in a social period in which

bodies were threatened by daily violence, warfare, rape, or starvation (75).  Within this

physically volatile world, the Church sought to “harness … somatic experience” in order

to “bind individuals through their bodies” (64-65) into the Church.  Through the magic

of transubstantiation, the Eucharist became the material substance through which this

binding took place.  The Church (the Body of Christ) nourished individuals spiritually

and materially through the bread-become-flesh of Christ (Communion) and these

individuals “ate into” the Church and thus society.  Through the sacramental rituals of

baptism, confirmation, marriage, and penance, the Medieval Catholic Church “sought to

Christianise crucial life stages, so that participation in the Church and the pattern of life

itself became inextricably integrated” (78).  In addition, the Church “encouraged

extreme ascetic flights into grotesque physicality such as lengthy fasts, flagellation, and

hazardous pilgimages and ordeals which ended in near certain death” (75).  Thus,

through the sacraments and ascetic ecstasy, “sacred knowledge was encountered through

the body” (78) and “the distinctions between the material and the spiritual” was blurred

(68).  “Community” was created through potentially volatile bodies directly

participating in and experiencing sacred communal activities.
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“Sinful bodies and profane associations”  

The rise of status in court society and an emerging consciousness of self contributed to

the secularization of the body and community in the following centuries.  Though the

Protestant Reformation was preceded by a secular “tendency toward introspection and

the development of an inner life” (90), it succeeded in furthering social interests in

individuation.  Mellor and Shilling posit that “Protestantism undertook a discursive

symbolisation of religion closely associated with individualism, self-reflexivity and a

tendency towards the production rather than the consumption of religious meaning”

(100, italic in original).  Individuals were required (or given the freedom) to “interpret,

monitor, and evaluate the self and others” (91) in their search for spiritual knowledge.

Mellor and Shilling argue that Protestant forms of rationalization lead to the

“psychologisation of Christianity” (127) and a confessional “vogue for diaries, journals

and autobiographies” (126) which aided in individual attempts to uncover God’s plan.

Linguistic symbols (such as the Word of God) replaced embodied actions (those

ritualized opportunities for “collective effervescence”) that were integral to the Catholic

Church; intellectual and verbal discourses replaced the sensual relations earlier

Christians had with God, Church, and society; rational and profane associations of

believers replaced enchanted, sacred communities.  Self consciousness took priority

over communal ritual making social cohesion an ambiguous project.  The body and its

emotive potential was alienated from spirit and intellect; it became a site of profanity

subject to various degrees of discipline and control, making it “difficult for believers to

‘make sense’ of their fleshy desires and relationships” (122).

“Janus-faced modernity”

But the body, as Margaret Lock and Susan Foster remind us, refuses to hold still for

historical contingencies (Lock 1993: 148, Foster 1995: 4).  The sensorial body cannot be

denied its place in human experience.
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“Protestants were not able to extract large chunks of human sensory
capabilities from the body and, despite their emphasis on cognitive
apprehension, there was always the danger that touch, taste, smell, sight,
and even hearing, could lead to heretical knowledge.  Similarly, the
modern emphasis upon rationality and the regulation of passions has an
equally vulnerable basis, expressed in a persistent anxiety about the
fleshy body, and the uncontrollable reappearance of passions in the form
of modern anomie.” (Mellor and Schilling 1997:134)

In the early periods of modernity, a Catholic Counter-Reformation contended with

Protestant and Enlightenment forces for control of social bodies, minds, and spirits.  The

extravagance of baroque art, for example, expressed a “sensual view of the world” and a

contestation of the Protestant secularization and disenchantment of the world.  While the

Catholic Church utilized baroque sensibilities, they also began to rationalize and codify

their social relations and in this way appropriated some of what the Protestants were

promoting.  But the rift between the sacred and the profane, between the embodied and

the disembodied, and between Church and State continued to grow.  The Church looked

back nostalgically for its lost sensual communalism while the State looked forward to a

modern, rationalized, secular society.  

It was also during this period, write the authors, that reflexivity challenged both

the authority of the Church and the emerging modern state.  Theorists of civil society,

such as Thomas Hobbes, argued that because humans were rational beings, they would

be willing to submit to rational systems of authority (146).  As individuals reflected on

themselves and their place in the world, state powers, increasingly anxious over

potential carnal eruptions, sought to civilize bodily desires through education, which

emphasized “moulding of consciousness, intentions and language” over physical

training (151) and through surveillance by both person and state (147), as Foucault has

so thoroughly examined.  Orders of intellectual capacity were established with white

males at the apex and unruly non-whites, females, and the aged at the bottom.  This
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ordering was further established and promoted through rational sciences (such as

eugenics and craniometry), statistics, and intellectual and psychological testing.  The

secularization of Protestantism had provided the stuff from which a thoroughly

rationalized civil society could emerge.

“Baroque modern bodies and sensual solidarities”  

Since at least the 1960s, the U.S. has seen a rise in interests concerning the body and

new forms of group association.  In attempting to re-imagine society, counter-cultural

forces have sought alternatives by looking back to an idealized, romanticized past and a

fantasized utopian future. “Baroque modern bodies,” the authors argue in explanation of

this phenomenon, “are not simply post modern bodies…, but can more accurately be

seen as possessing qualities which share affinities with past, present and future” (12).  In

other words, contemporary bodies are attempting to retain the cognitive aspects of

Protestantism while simultaneously recovering something of the sensuality of Medieval

Catholicism (47).11 As modern (or postmodern) revelatory practices continue to erode a

sense of security in/with worldly knowledge, two forms of association have developed:

banal associations and sensual solidarities.12 Though these are co-existing strategies for

“managing the cognitive and corporeal flux of modern life” (177), I will turn my

attentions primarily to the later.  

Unlike banal, contractarian, or cognitively-based associations, sensual

solidarities “emerge from the immanence of the fleshy body within situations of co-

presence and interdependence” (174) and are bound less by discursive commonalities

than by emotional and sensory ones.  Mellor and Shilling provide several examples of

sensual solidarities each characterized by “the embodied processes of meaning

construction” inherent in them.  Erotic relationships, for instance, are contrasted to banal

marriages held together by personal and legal contract and intimate talk.  Sensual
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intimacy (physical, emotional, or religious eroticism) binds people through bodily

relations which can “wipe[ ] away the discontinuities that separate individuals, and

accomplishes a temporary fusion of selves” creating “a feeling of profound continuity”

(182, my italics). 

Sensual solidarities may or may not, at least to my understanding, evolve into

formal associations or communities as in the case of the aikido dojo.13 In today’s

society, solidarities and associations are temporally unstable, which is not necessarily an

undesirable condition.  Flexibility in economic life (E. Martin 1994), emotional drain,

and everyday pressures on time all contribute to the untenability of permanent

associations for most Americans.  This does not diminish the import of the feelings of

“profound continuity” created in sensual solidarities; indeed, I would argue that these

momentary experiences of intersubjectivity and “intercorporeality” (Yuasa 1993 :

195n18) are crucial to a society that places such high value on independence.  They are

the glue that keeps the society from dissolving into anarchy.  When these sensual

solidarities become sensual associations, they fill an important gap in American social

life, even though “belonging” may take the form of serial commitments to a variety of

communities over a lifetime.

Mass movements of the body

Sensual solidarity is produced within larger social contexts as well as in local

collectivities.  Mass movements of collective bodies achieve united experiences of

political, religious, or social sentiment. Church ritual, military drill, nationalist

assemblies provide some obvious occasions of this group dynamic.  Lyon and Barbalet

examine the “interactive and relational, and therefore social” body.  Attention to a

collective or corporate body, they suggest, will show how social institutions are

characterized and made possible through collective bodily activities with particular
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emotional goals (1994: 55-56).  

“The Christian congregation and the army corps are made up of human
bodies of particular types of disposition, brought together as a unity at
particular times through cognitive and affective orientations.  Indeed, the
role of feeling and emotion in the creation of a corporate or collective
body is through engaging aspects of the individual body in a particular
and direct manner.  Thus prayer and song in the Church, and route
marches and drill in the army function to generate relevant feelings and
emotions by and at the same time through engaging particular aspects of
the body in a particular manner, depending on the organization in
question” (Lyon and Barbalet 1994: 55).

The body and its practices have often been appropriated by national governments as a

way of creating nationalist sentiments.  For example, sociologist Michael Messner

argues that the character of competitive team sports that is familiar to us today is the

outcome of a socializing process intended to created men who would carry out Great

Britain’s colonialist project. 

“Team sports [in Britain], based as they were on the twin values of
dominance over others and deference to the authority of leaders…[were
used to] socialize boys to a certain kind of ‘manliness’ whose raison
d’etre was the administration of domination over (mostly nonwhite)
colonized peoples” (Messner 1992:10).

The Cuban government, in another case, appropriated a working-class dance form—

rumba—to serve a nationalist agenda, turning rumba into a representation of

“Cubanness” (Daniel 1991 and 1995).  Susan Brownell demonstrates that Chinese

historians claim a “long and illustrious” history of national involvement in the

promotion and construction of sports and martial arts (Brownell 1995: 63).  In an essay

on the construction of national identity from below—or “how people create a national

identity in the practice of everyday life”—Jonas Frykman (1994) outlines a process of

developing group dispositions.  Frykman takes as his example the health movement in

Sweden which began in the 1930s.  Meeting at the local gymnastics association meant

that “bodies became able to imitate or quote bodies” other than those of immediate
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family or neighbors.  And through this bodily mimesis, new social relationships were

constituted and “new values were transmitted” (Frykman 1994: 76).  Part of the new

value system was the rationalization of the body; a body which could “achieve

enlightenment” through individual initiative.  Thus, participation in the gymnastics

programs reconfigured differing rural and urban local identities to national ones—to

Swedes as rational, independent, and industrious.  The national agenda to modernize (or

rationalize) had roots in Lutheran austerity and the science of the gymnasium gave these

widespread sentiments a physical expression.

William McNeill is one of the few scholars to take seriously the processes and

effects of “muscular bonding” or “muscular manifestations of group solidarity”

(McNeill 1995: 10).14 McNeill reminds us of the innumerable occasions in which

“muscular bonding” might take place as well as its long history.  In the social realm,

group movements have been used in healing practices such as the dances manias

surrounding Europe’s plague years in the 14th century, and in the formation of “new ad

hoc communities” (59) or the re-establishment of indigenous community as in the 19th

century Ghost Dances.  Early American slave laborers (the “gandy dancers”) used it to

coordinate labor and to express resistance; and Fordian labor processes used it to

increase productivity.  Ecstatic religious practices such as the Mevlevi or “Whirling

Dervishes” and the early American Shaking Quakers or Shakers employ group

movements to evoke spiritual states.  Church congregations create mutual sentiments

towards deity as well as an insider “religious identity” (98) through ritualized

movements.  Military drill and marching are among the most well-known forms of

“keeping together in time.”  McNeill comments that the “the Hitler stiff-arm salute and

the Heil Hitler greeting decreed in 1934 required everyone to give overt muscular

expression of loyalty to the regime at frequent intervals every day” (148).  Who can
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forget the images of Hitler’s youth brigades and armies marching in formation in the

massive demonstrations held in Nuremberg and elsewhere in the 1930s.  Part of Hitler’s

military and political genius was in his understanding that verbal propaganda alone

would not persuade citizens to follow him.

Socialist movements in China, Europe, and the U.S.—aware of the linkage

between body and communality, or between the individual and social body—have made

use of synchronized group performances to instill and evoke mass sentiments.

Anthropologist Susan Brownell documents how Chinese choreographers used

“traditional socialist mass calisthenics” to “express Chinese people’s sentiments,

character, and ideals” (Zhao Lihong 1987 cited in Brownell 1995: 117) in the opening

ceremonies of their 1987 National Games.  This performance employed 14,500 students

and, in Brownell’s words, “is an example par excellence of the synchronization of the

rhythms of the social body” (Brownell 1995: 146).  She points out that these mass

movements—initially used to express “the militaristic, egalitarian, and collective body

culture of the Maoist era”—were becoming distasteful to some Chinese ex-patriots who

saw it as “a powerful visual image of the imposition of communist disciplinary

techniques upon the bodies of the populace” (316). 

Dance scholar Mary Anne Santos Newhall records how German and American

modern dance pioneers in the 1930s employed mass movement choreographies to

support socialist and labor politics in Germany and in New York (Santos Newhall 1999).

One of the German dancers, Mary Wigman, choreographed abstract ensemble dances

under both the Weimar and Nazi regimes.  Biographer Susan Manning characterizes

these dances as an expression of Gemeinschaft, of social cohesion in contrast with the

growing fragmentation of society at that time.  Weimar German artists struggled to

balance “the promise of emancipation against the fear of chaos” (Manning 1993: 117).
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Wigman’s women-only group dances expressed a “stylistic reconciliation between the

choreographer’s authority and her dancers’ autonomy” (109) producing an “imagined

community” of women and allowing for the coexistence of “authoritarianism and

individualism” (117).  Group pieces erased individuality through abstraction: the

dancers became Gestalten, anonymous figures in motion.  However, “The shared rhythm

of their pacing unites the dancers, while their varied gestures lend them differentiation”

(109).  Social tensions between the individual and the masses reached a peak during the

Nazi years.  Wigman received support from the Nazi party (as did many German-Aryan

artists) and participated in the choreography of the opening night festivals of the 1936

Olympics, a spectacle that employed some ten thousand performers (174).  Its mass

movements expressed both the internationalism of the Olympic tradition and the

emerging German-Aryan nationalism.  Soon, however, the differences between

Wigman’s personal philosophies and party politics caused a rift and Wigman began a

period of solo work reasserting the value of the individual.

American left-wing dancers also performed mass choreographies in sympathy

with socialist and communist movements overseas.  With the rise of communism and

fascism in Europe, however, these dances began to be viewed as anti-American

propaganda.  To this day, the socialist choreographers of the Thirties are often left out of

dance history texts and classes.  Images of mass movement continue to be so powerfully

associated with Nazi Germany and Communist China that mass displays as a

“performance genre” (Brownell 1995: 314) are still suspect in the West (McNeill 1995:

149 and Brownell 1995: 314).  There is a sense of apprehension in considering mass,

synchronized movements in a country (the U.S.) with commitments to individualism,

democracy, and entrepreneurial capitalism.

But moving together in groups has positive effects that should not be
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overlooked.  The experience provides participants with a sense of belonging, of group

identity, and of aesthetic comfort.  In Beyond Culture (1981 [1976]), Edward Hall

outlines a theory of “synchrony” between humans who share cultural organization or

pattern.  Synchrony is a rhythmic pattern of verbal and nonverbal communication or

expression which reveals itself in culturally specific forms of using the body and which

binds groups of humans together.  It is learned consciously and unconsciously and is

expressed in kinesic and proxemic patterns as well as in paralinguistics and artistic

productions.  (One might say it is the rhythmic aspect of habitus.)  Hall suggests that

“humans are tied to each other by hierarchies of rhythms that are culture-specific and

expressed through language and body movement” (Hall 1981: 74, original italic).  He

argues that when we encounter the unfamiliar rhythmic patterns of a foreign culture or

subculture we may feel “out of sync,” an experience which may produce fear, tension,

confusion, or panic.  For example, Martha Myers argues that Western concert dance

students evaluate, judge, and respond to movement combinations using previously

conditioned “movement preferences and capabilities” as their criterion (Myers

1991/1992: 17).  These evaluations, she suggests, are both morally and aesthetically

informed and she comments on the “aesthetic distress” experienced when a dancer’s

embodied aesthetic values are in conflict with the values embodied in the structures and

qualities of the choreography.  This can (and frequently does) cause profound physical-

emotional distress or discomfort to a dancer.  Myers gives an example of a student who

experienced Martha Graham’s stylized walks as “pompous” and “fascist.”  Clearly, this

student associated the direct and strong body posture of Graham’s walk with fascism

and Hitler’s marching troups.  

As Hall points out, pleasing synchronies also exist, and these coherencies have

more gratifying affects on the movers.  Being and feeling “in sync” with others either
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through unconsciously produced cultural rhythms (habitus) or through choreographed

patterns of movement has demonstrable positive effects on group sensibilities.  McNeill

argues that “keeping together in time” results in the diminishment of a sense of

individuality and the development of a sense of social connectedness.  He cites one

dancer who describes a sense of “boundary loss” and “oneness” with the others engaged

in dancing.15 An articulate soldier describes the phenomenon of “sustained group

cohesion” on the battlefield: 

“Many veterans who are honest with themselves will admit, I believe,
that the experience of communal effort in battle, even under the altered
conditions of modern war, has been the high point of their lives.…Their
‘I’ passes insensibly into a ‘we,’ ‘my’ becomes ‘our,’ and individual fate
loses its central importance” (cited in McNeill 1995: 10). 

Wigman’s group dances “became a metaphor for Gemeinschaft, a utopian

reconciliation of the choreographer’s authority and the dancers’ autonomy” (Manning

1993: 97).  Wigman argued that the individual dancer was not subsumed by the group

but rather that she co-existed with “her consciousness of the group” (87).  Of her group

dances in the Weimar period, Manning writes “Just as the soloist transcended her

‘subjectivity’…so a member of the group transcended her individuality through

participation in the ensemble” (87).  Dancers, Wigman argued, should perfect both their

“dance personality as an individual” while also “blending this individuality with an

ensemble.…Whether both can be harmonized depends on the dancer’s will and strength

to attend to these two tasks and to muster enough understanding that subordinating his

own personality to a multiform organism is not synonymous with giving up his

individuality” (Wigman cited in Manning 1993: 87-88).

Mellor and Shilling, McNeill, Hall, and Manning have demonstrated that

Western society has a tradition of embodied practices which produce a social body or

community, one that could not be completely subordinated to the development of
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individualized self identities.  In fact, if we follow Wigman’s advice, individuality need

not be lost in mass movements, though it is perhaps deferred.  The 1960s Human

Potential Movement, current explorations of “somatics” and the adoption of Asian mind-

body philosophies all contribute to contemporary versions of these sensory trends.

Aikido is one idiom through which internal mind-body harmony is achieved only

through the interpersonal harmony of ki between training partners.  It bridges the gap

between individual and social bodies.

American bodies new and old

One of the ways American’s know themselves as individuals is via the dominant

Western paradigm of the body.  But because we have not asked specific questions nor

researched particular people in the West regarding bodies, the “Westerner” is reified and

homogenized and tensions or contestations of the norm are rendered invisible.

Anthropologists assume (with rare exception) that they understand how “the body” is

understood and experienced by Westerners. While critics within and without the

academy have argued that social scientists have incorrectly universalized the Western

model of the body, they have neglected to ascertain whether the Christian (body/spirit)

and Cartesian (body/mind) splits are in fact universal notions within the Western world

itself.  Social scientists have also placed themselves in a privileged position as leaders in

theorizing bodies, ignoring trends in U.S. popular practice and ideology, and frequently

denouncing and dismissing these trends as “New Age.”16 These practices and

practitioners, however, no longer represent a marginal fad but a demographically

significant population.  

Retail products (music, books, and consumables) are routinely targeted for “New

Age” markets.  In 1994, for example, Coca-Cola began marketing a soft drink aptly

named “Fruitopia” (Wells 1994).  Emerging New Age religions are regularly reported on
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in periodicals as diverse as Time and Christianity Today.  Frequently these practices and

philosophies do not replace but augment preexisting conventional practices.  Healing

practices originally promoted in American alternative medical contexts have reached the

mainstream: as of 1988 an estimated five million Americans had received acupuncture

(Wilson 1988), a system which relies on Chinese energetic body principles.  The

enormous popularity of physician-mystic Deepak Chopra in the 1990s is further

evidence of the widespread acceptance of new ideas concerning the interdependence of

corporeality with psychological and emotional/spiritual realities.17 A popular daytime

television talk show recently devoted the whole hour to a discussion of “karma” as

presented by an Anglo author and lecturer on new age philosophies (Oprah, March

2000).  A nighttime situation comedy features a character named Dharma, the daughter

of Californian “hippies.”  Even the American Medical Association has had to accept the

presence of “complementary” medicine (though they are still nervous about the

challenge to their authority) and in 1990 the federal government opened the Office of

Alternative Medicine to study these therapies.  Clearly, it is time to take another look at

what may be significant changes in American conceptualizations of the body, mind, and

spirit complex.

The reductiveness of the Cartesian-Christian model has made it difficult to

consider and articulate experiences in which body, mind, and spirit intersect or conjoin,

or in which they have been irrelevant or misleading.  Dissatisfied with institutional

adaptations and consequent valuations of the mind-body polarity many Americans are

turning to Eastern philosophies and practices for guidance.  Given their reputed greater

integration of bodily and spiritual practices, Asian medical and movement arts have

become one important element in attempts to resolve the Cartesian dilemma.  These

Americans are, I believe, looking for alternatives to educational institutions that value
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mind work over body work or medical institutions unable to cope with neurasthenic and

other chronic conditions created in capitalist economies.  And they are searching for

practices that resonate with the new philosophies they are developing.  “Somatics”—the

study of the body from a first-person perspective—is a field of study advanced at a

grassroots level throughout the twentieth century in Europe and America.  In addition,

aikido is frequently cited by this body-mind-spirit conscious population as a kinesthetic

practice which enhances somatic and proprioceptive awareness (see for example, Elliot

and Morris 1992).  The emphasis on kinesthetic knowing in aikido offers one example

of how some Americans are exploring new ways of being (in) their bodies.  My

examination of how cultural ideologies and practices of the body are conceptualized and

constituted through the practice of aikido in California will contribute to our

understanding of a changing U.S. body culture in a changing U.S. society.

Somatics as grassroots research

Anthropologists have followed the lead of the medical community in interpreting

“somatization” only in terms of non-organic, sociological causes of bodily disorders

(Parsons and Wakeley 1991; Kleinman and Kleinman 1985) especially somatizations

caused by “unequal power relations” (Kliger 1994: 216).  Robyn Kliger offers an

alternative perspective arguing that somatization is not “inherently either an illness

behavior or a psychiatric disorder” but a kind of phenomenological embodiment and

“body praxis”; it is “the material expression of the mind-body experience” (Kliger 1994:

216).  This more accurately describes the position taken by American’s exploring the

“mind-body-spirit connection.”  “Kinesthesia,” “proprioception,” and “somatics” have

become white, middle-class “ethnotheories” of the body employed to produce and

describe therapeutic and spiritual experiences both stressful and pleasant.  I have heard

the term “proprioception” colloquially referred to as “the sixth sense.”  It is a term
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recently appropriated from physiology by non-scientific communities to indicate the

sensory apparatus which allow us to locate our own bodies in space, discover the

general states of the body (e.g., hunger or temperature), and remain in tune with the

“wisdom” of the body (Knaster 1996: 57-59).18

“Somatics” refers to a field of study that has developed over the past 100 years

as a kind of grassroots phenomenon.  Although the term has a specific meaning in bio-

medicine, “somatics” is a term that is also being deployed by therapeutic practitioners

outside of mainstream medicine.19 Here, it refers not only to bodily expressions of

social tension, but also to other cultural conditions experienced in, with, or by the body.

The term was coined for this context by Thomas Hanna in 1970 (though many such

practices predated this coinage) to describe the study of “the body as perceived from

within by first-person perception” and to distinguish it from Western medical third-

person studies of “the body” (Hanna 1989-90).  As the term is popularly used in certain

health- and body-conscious communities, somatic study involves becoming aware of, in

order to re-educate, not only one’s biological body but one’s entire “mental-spiritual-

physical-emotional” system (Eddy 1991/1992: 22).  It also refers to the phenomenology

of embodiment, as well as the politics of the experienced body in terms of class, race,

gender, and nation.  Somatics in this community is both a state of embodiment and a

way of knowing that can be deliberately developed.

The notion that bodies have a particular wisdom outside of or beyond the

wisdom of rational thought is in counterpoint to the hegemonic belief systems which

place the mind over matter.  Though it would be hard to deny the dominance of

Cartesianism in American society, the notion of body wisdom has survived as a parallel

though subordinate philosophy.  Grassroots research (in contrast to biomedical,

scientific, funded research) on somatics arose in Europe and America around the
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1920s.20 Somaticians promoted a subjective method of exploring the body using their

own and reported bodily experiences of participants as evidence of their particular truth.

It is not a surprising trend.  Seeking authority in individual experience probably has its

roots in the sixteenth century Protestant Reformation.  Mary Douglas notes a common

pattern of rebellious ideology in the religious insurrectionists of the sixteenth century

and the New Left of the 1970s. She notes  

“…a denunciation not only of irrelevant rituals, but of ritualism as such;
exaltation of the inner experience and denigration of its standardised
expressions; preference for intuitive and instant forms of knowledge;
rejection of mediating institutions; rejection of any tendency to allow
habit to provide the basis of a new symbolic system” (Douglas 1970: 19).

The Protestant reformers were rebelling against what they viewed as empty, formulaic

religious ritual.  The somatic reformers were/are rebelling against what they view as

anachronistic and unsatisfying systems of knowledge.  These somatic modes of inquiry

are considered an alternative to mainstream “scientific” studies of the body which rely

on objective distancing and ocular devices to explore body.  It places authority in the

individual, and in this way is both traditional (in that it continues an historical trend) and

innovative (in its rejection of science).

I include this discussion of somatic philosophies and “bodyways” (Knaster 1996)

because “somatic awareness” as a health behavior and spiritual path is an important

aspect of the “kinesthetic ambiance” (Novack 1990: 138) of the Santa Cruz area and

thus on the kind of people who join North Bay Aikido.  In addition, like Japanese budo,

these modern Western bodyways assume that self and mind can be changed through

bodily practices.
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Transforming self through body practice

The Human Potential Movement: Zeitgeist of the 60s-70s in the U.S.

In 1960, Aldous Huxley toured college campuses across the U.S. lecturing about what

he called “human potentialities” and encouraging active research into this area

(Anderson 1983: 10).  The 1960s was a period of American history in which “new

patterns of religious community were emerging on all sides” (Ellwood 1994: 9), and, I

would add, new patterns of self and secular community as well.  California—especially

its coastal communities—became the mythological hot-spot where most of the new and

exciting ideas about human potential were thought to be generated.  Justifiable or not,

California’s leading role in the search for new human potentialities became the common

national opinion reinforced by the historical phenomenon of the Big Sur Bohemians of

the 1940s, the San Francisco Beat Generation of the 50s, and the Hippie scenes of 60s

(Anderson 1983).  The founding of a new University of California campus in 1965 and

located in Santa Cruz (midway between Big Sur and San Francisco) coincided with the

historic and cultural phenomenon of the now legendary Sixties.  Aikido was introduced

to Santa Cruz in 1969 and to the University of California in Santa Cruz in 1970 by

Robert Frager whose personal interests intersected with and were inspired by Morihei

Ueshiba’s practical philosophy and with many of the goals and techniques of what came

to be known as the Human Potential Movement.

The aims of the Sixties revolutions were ultimately to reform society.  In order to

imagine a more fulfilling world, the followers of the Human Potential Movement21

sought to discover what humans were ultimately capable of.  They sought answers in

both Eastern and Western wisdom traditions, religions, and philosophies.  In 1962,

Michael Murphy and Richard Price established a seminar center in Big Sur, California

for the study of “human potential.”  Esalen Institute sought “synthesis: the flowing-
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together of East and West” (Anderson 1983: 48).22 The political movements of that

time—civil rights and peace—were movements of “opposition and resistance” to

established political forces (Anderson 1983).  On the other hand, the Human Potential

Movement, strongly influenced by the Beat Generation’s explorations of Zen, “had a

much more Oriental tone; it was derived from the Taoist principle of wu-wei, which had

to do with acting by not placing oneself in frontal opposition to the direction of

things.…The Esalen approach to changing the world was to be in the flow…” (141).

These notions are very much in harmony with aikido philosophy and practice in which

blending with the flow of the attacker begins by “getting off the line of attack.”

The Sixties movements went a long way toward lightening the burden of

Protestant sublimation of the senses and radical individuation of the body.  Although

many of these movements were originally intellectually oriented, bodies became a

central focus: sexual bodies, gendered bodies, racial bodies; drugs, sex, and rock and

roll; revived interests in ritual, in altered states of consciousness, and of immanent

spirituality.  These trends were often characterized (and condemned) as uncontrolled

sensual feasts and an attack on the Protestant ethics that continued to govern the United

States’ socioeconomic structures.  (Ironic ain’t it?  Protestant self-authority has run

amok.)

Direct bodily experience (rather than intellectual discussion) quickly became an

important medium through which individual selves and interpersonal relationships could

be explored.  In part, the interest in bodily experience was a counter move against

Western traditional emphasis on the “distant senses”—seeing and hearing—and against

its reliance on verbal and literary sources of truth.  The Sixties recovery or discovery of

transcendental uses of “proximity senses”—touch, taste, smell—was served in part by

experiments with Eastern spiritual practices.  A new sensory order was emerging and
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kinesthetic experience was an important part of it.  Explorations of alternative ways of

experiencing the body, of alternative body practices, and a new appreciation for body

knowledge produced a “kinesthetic ambiance” (Novack 138: 1990) in which aikido

could take hold in the central coast regions of California.

This new sensory order had effects on American dancers (or perhaps it is more

accurate to say that the dancers helped to promote this new order).  Dance scholar

Cynthia Novack characterizes many of the dances of this period as anti-intellectual—

that is, focused on “the body, not the mind” and on subjective, sensual experience

(Novack 1990: 27).  She suggests that dance and other movement and body therapy

experiments emphasized “the shared ethos of [the 60s] movements for social change”

(42).  Movement experiments attempted to break down or through social strictures:

differences in class, gender, and race were (ideally) minimized; costuming and

movement choices became pedestrian rather than specialized; a search for personally

“authentic” or “natural” movements replaced the dictates of an authoritative

choreographer; and Zen-like flow of movement supplanted rigid Puritanical patterns of

motion.  Modern dancers (like those at the Judson Church Dance Theatre in NYC and

the founders of contact improvisation) and social dancers (performing the Twist and

other unstructured, non-contact dances of the period) “enacted a commitment to

individualism and egalitarian ideals frequently voiced in ‘60s politics by the New Left”

(42).  Dance communities—sometimes in the form of communes—were formed around

particular systems of movement or movement philosophies.  And moving the body

became an opportunity to re-invent the relationship between self and society: it “both

reinforced and crystallized an image of the self: independent yet communal, free,

sensual, daring” (38, my italics).

Robert Frager, with Robert Nadeau (whom he befriended at Hombu Dojo when
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they both trained there in the 1960s), introduced aikido to students of human potential

through the San Francisco branch of Esalen.23 Nadeau is considered by some to be one

of the pioneers of “energy work” in the San Francisco Bay Area (Stone and Meyer

1995: 57) and is an important aikido instructor in the region.  At Esalen, Frager and

Nadeau began experimenting with ways to convey aikido’s psychosocial lessons to

students who were there only for short week-long or week-end workshops.  Because this

was not enough time for students to even begin technical training, they taught “energy

awareness,” “centering,” and mind-body harmony techniques, notions drawn heavily

from aikido (Stone and Meyer 1995).  It may be that this interest in taking aikido “off

the mat” and exploring its sociological and psychological possibilities is a particularly

American phenomenon that emerged from the human potential movement.

Budo: cultivation of self through body practices

As you will recall, aikido is a form of budo or self-cultivation through bodily discipline.

In this section, I demonstrate the ways budo resonates with American interests in mind-

body unity and the Human Potential Movement.  Budo is founded on a Japanese ethos

of self and other, self and society, and mind and body relationships.  These paired

concepts are—unlike polarized Western binaries—interdependent and inseparable.  Like

“the inner and outer surfaces of a drop of water, or the front and back sides of a piece of

paper” each side of the pair requires the other (Friday 1997: 61).  I argue that what

makes the experience of aikido unique to many American practitioners is its ability to

transform the sense of an individual self into an experience of self that is always in

potential relationship with other selves through the uke/nage relationship.  Dorinne

Kondo suggests that the Japanese “self” may have a “relational quality” of

interdependence with contexts and others (Kondo 1987: 245).  “Ideally,” she continues,

the social or relational self and the individual, emotional self “exist in dialectical
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interplay and a relationship of complementarity” (246).  Thus, (borrowing from Kondo)

in aikido practice, the uke/nage relationship may be seen as one of “unresolvable” but

“creative” tension.  “Without an other, there simply is no self” (245).  Without an uke

there is no nage.  This has consequences for American aikidoists whose “self” is

typically constituted—along with its corporeality—as separate and indivisible.  An

examination of Japanese conceptualizations and practices of self and society, and of

mind and body, should illuminate the relationship of interdependency.  Keep in mind

that this analysis is based on textual sources, not fieldwork in Japan.  Nonetheless, my

own physical training in aikido, a system founded on these relationships, has given me

some access to this ethos.  Simply reading about Japanese social relations was not

helpful to me until I let my kinesthetic memories of being uke and being nage guide me.

Much has been written about Japanese relational interdependencies.  Frequently

the relationship between self and society has been construed as an erasure of the

individual in favor of the group.  Bachnik (1998) disputes this arguing that these

relationships are actually dynamic and created through social performances or actions.

A Japanese self is always actively performing social relationships making context an

essential element.  While the Western “self and other are separate entities, who must

create a connection,” Japanese self-other relations are always already connected, or at

least provisionally connected.  Lebra (cited in Bachnik 1998: 92) describes this

participatory connectedness well: “The Japanese Ego acts upon or toward Alter with the

awareness or anticipation of Alter’s response, and Alter in turn … influences Ego’s

further action…. Activation of the chain cannot be attributed to either Ego or Alter

exclusively but to both or to the relationship between the two.”  The relationship exists

in the time-space between them, “as a connective ‘and’ between self and other” (93) and

in a continuous, dynamic flow of awareness and influence.24 Unlike the Western
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polarized self and other or society in which the particular self is the primary focus,

Bachnik argues that in Japan, society is the “centerpiece of the cosmos” (Smith cited in

Bachnik 1998: 91).  

The relationship between mind and body in Japanese philosophy is also one of

complementarity.  The cultivation (shugyo) of this unity presupposes a normal condition

of “provisional dualism between mind and body” which, through bodily disciplines is

transformed to a “supernormal condition” of “non-dualism” (Nagatomo in Yuasa 1993:

xiv).  Although budo is often translated as an art of self-cultivation25, it is not an

individual self that is being cultivated.  Rather, a deeper harmony of mind and body is

cultivated in order to achieve a state of no-mindedness (mushin) or, more appropriately,

of “no-self” (muga).  Yuasa contrasts the Eastern notion of shugyo in which cultivating

the mind is accomplished by training the body, with Western sports which aims to

“enhance motor capacity” to improve athletic performance and Western medicine which

compartmentalizes body and mind (Yuasa 1993: 8-9).  To some degree, I would argue

that the aim of most American theater dance training is also to increase muscular and

expressive capacity but has not deliberately cultivated the transformative potential of

dance, though this is sometimes a by-product of training.  Still, American dancers and

athletes have described feelings of mind-body unity when the felt experiences of mind

and body are no longer polarized (Brownell 1995, Fraleigh 1987).  Csikszentmihalyi

(1990) calls it the “flow experience” and insists that its’ achievement is a pan-human

desire.  It is a state in which “there is no gap between the movement of the mind and

that of the body” (Yuasa 1993: 26).

Budo is a martial expression of shugyo in which mock combat techniques are

employed to cultivate a principled person and to develop a deeper state of no-

mindedness.  The techniques are an expression of the principles and in this sense they
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are inseparable.  Samurai combat techniques (bujutsu) were transformed into budo

through the synchretization of moral and ethical principles drawn from (among other

things) Buddhist methods of self-cultivation (still or moving meditations).  Yuasa

explains that aikido in particular has as its goal not only the cultivation of ones own

body-mind harmony but also the achievement of union with the body-mind movements

of ones training partner.  In this sense, it can also be understood as a corporealization of

Japanese social relationships.  Training partners (uke and nage) attempt to reach a

mutual state of indivisible harmony through long-term practice (keiko).  Techniques

(waza) are the specific means by which union is achieved or cultivated; ki is the shared

energetic force that makes and maintains this union.  Like Japanese self-other

relationships, uke/nage relationships exist in and through performances of techniques.

My present point is to demonstrate the parallel between the goals of budo and

the goals of many aspects of the Human Potential Movement.  Budo offered what the

HPM sought: a united relationship between body and mind; a united relationship

between self and other.  With a heightened interest in somatics and the wisdom of the

body, budo also offered an appropriate starting point for self transformation.  

NOTES TO PART II:

1 For overviews of anthropological studies of “the body” I recommend the following.  Margaret Lock’s
1993 review essay on anthropology and the body offers an overview of theoretical trends regarding “the
body as a product of specific social, cultural, and historical contexts” (Lock 1993: 134).  An earlier
“prolegomenon” for medical anthropologists by Lock and Scheper-Hughes provides a rich variety of
ethnographic examples of how bodies are understood and experienced cross-culturally (Scheper-Hughes
and Lock 1987).  In 1996 Andrew Strathern reviews the primary literatures on the body in anthropology
underscoring his view that bodies are mindful.  His sources include recent anthropological literature on
bodies; histories of Western philosophers; classical “ethnotheories” of minds and bodies; and
ethnographies of foreign cultures which are juxtaposed to the West for comparative purposes.  And
recently two Annual Review of Anthropology essays summarize anthropological studies in dance (Reed
1998) and in human movement (Farnell 1999).

2 Though I am not prepared to do so here, there is much to be said about the relationship between the
body and emotions.  Lyon and Barbalet argue that emotion is the activation force motivating bodily
action; that it is the “link” between body and society; and that it is “precisely the experience of embodied
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sociality” (Lyon and Barbalet 1994: 48).  Our emotions are known to us through our interoceptive
capacities (gut feelings), an ability that actors are often trained to exploit.

3 Although I have not found research to support this, I suspect that the profound psychological impact of
incest and sexual abuse and the difficulties of recovering from these experiences may be attributed to this
phenomenon.  Victims often report feeling guilty for their perceived participation in the events (a feeling
supported by statements like “incestuous relationship” as well as the tendency in American society for
women—the most common victims in these crimes—to accept blame for things that go wrong in their
lives) and their inability to distinguish between the actions of the abuser and their own sensations (Blume
1991: 110).  The phenomenon of double touch contributes to this perception.

4 Jones does not address unambiguous and dangerous touching as in hitting, rape, or torture.  He may
believe that these are not evolutionary and developmental necessities and therefore represent cultural
abnormalities.

5 I discuss Gardner’s opinions on this subject in another chapter.

6 The term “kinesthesia” has various meanings among its users in dance and sociocultural research.
Robert Desjarlais, for instance, does not use the terms “kinesthetic” with quite the specificity that I do.  In
his short section on the “kinesthesia” he misuses the term, in my opinion.  He is not referring to bodily
motion but more generally to the consciousness of body and bodily sensation.  “Somatesthesia” or even
proprioception describe this awareness more accurately.  Susan Foster uses the term in Reading Dancing
(1986) in reference to the choreographies of Merce Cunningham and his Judson Theater offspring (Trisha
Brown, Lucinda Childs, et al).  Her references to “kinesthetic images” or “impressions” focus our
attention on the objectivized movements which were the subject of Cunningham and Judson dancers
(Foster 1986: 176).  “Kinesthetic events” and “paradoxes” (178-9) produced by the choreographer’s
chance or formulaic arrangements of movement vocabularies created surprising, unpredictable, and
disruptive experiences for the audience.  Here then, kinesthesia references the movement images observed
by the audience.  In other places, Foster uses the term in a manner similar to John Martin’s notion of
“inner mimicry” (Martin 1939); that is, to indicate how audience members can empathically perceive the
movements of a performer through their own kinesthetic awareness (Foster 1986: 98).

7 At a later date, Gardner included an eighth intelligence—“naturalisitic”—and speculated on the
possibility of a ninth regarding the species-specific ability and desire to ask questions about “ultimate
realities” (Gardner 1999: 72).  Gardner leaves open the possibility of redefining intelligences as long as
they can be demonstrated within some standardized criterion.

8 I support Gardner’s position that discovering intelligence potentialities in young people will allow us to
direct them towards appropriate learning modalities.  “The fact that some individuals prove skilled at this
kind of learning, but that it is accorded a low priority, may help explain why many promising young
performers and dancers in our culture become alienated from school at an early age” (1983: 229).  See
also Gardner 1999.  As a member of a family of kinesthetic learners, I can testify to the disservice our
school systems do to young people with non-traditional intelligences.  It may be clear by now that the
origins of my interest in this research begin with my own experiences as a learner in a limited and
limiting scholastic environment and that I am highly motivated to change that situation.

9 In counterpoint to most anthropological tracts of this sort which align themselves with Husserl,
Merleau-Ponty, and the like, Mellor and Shilling count their intellectual legacy back to, among others,
Durkheim and Weber.  They expand Durkheim’s discussions of “collective effervescence” as bodily
experiences which incorporate individuals into social groups.  They draw from Weber’s analysis of
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Protestant social forces and develop a theory of how those forces re-formulated the body and how it could
be experienced.  In addition, they rely on and develop Ferdinand Tönnies’s model of ideal social types,
Gemeinschaft (medieval corporate and communal society) and Gesellschaft (modern individualistic and
cognitive society) (Mellor and Shilling 1997: 13).

10 I share Mellor and Shillings (and others) assertion that there is no clear demarcation between Medieval
and modern society, between modern and postmodern societies, or between sacred and secular societies,
but rather that there is an “increased dominance of certain aspects” of each in different historical moments
(see Mellor and Shilling 188n1).

11 As I will show later, statements made by North Bay aikido students in formal interviews demonstrate
that practitioners “think” about what they do in the sensory practice of the art.  For them, aikido is both
good to do and good to think.  But thinking about aikido, through reading and writing books, magazines,
and face-to-face discussion, and online chat rooms, contribute another method toward understanding.

12 Note that “banal” is not the equivalent of “profane,” nor “sensual” the same as “sacred.”  191

13 Though my dissertation describes a solidarity produced through the kinesthetic senses, other senses
shared in group contexts produce similar results.  Playing music in time with others, for instance,
combines both kinesthetic and auditory senses to create solidarity between players (Donald Brenneis,
pers. com.); actors in a repertoire company create sensual solidarities through a variety of bodily and
verbal engagements (Charles Ruhe, pers. com.).

14 I have several concerns with McNeill’s text.  Most of his early dance histories were written by scholars
(such as Sorell and Sachs) now discredited by dance historians.  His pre-historic speculations are also
based on old sources. McNeill is interested in rhythmic and patterned human movements engaged in
communally, but it is not clear what he means by “rhythmic” movement: are these simultaneous, identical
movements as in a corps de ballet?  Are they musically rhythmic?  Or movements of ecstatic frenzy?

15 McNeill refers to this sense of oneness as ‘fellow-feeling” a term that, with all due respect for Mr.
McNeill, I simply cannot use.

16 I use the term “New Age” to refer to a broad and amorphous collection of people, practices, and
philosophies drawn from ancient Eastern and Western esoterica.  Despite the reference to “new” age,
these interests actually have a long history in America and England (see for examples, Ellwood 1997 and
1994; Kerr and Crow 1983).

17 See for example the cover story “Can Your Faith Make You Whole?” and related story “Deepak
Chopra: Emperor of the Soul” Time 147(26) June 24, 1996: 58-68.

18 Proprioception is also a concern for athletes and sports doctors interested in preventing or repairing
joint injuries.  One athletic manufacturer has invented the “Jumpsoles Proprioceptors,” a device that
attaches to training shoes to enhance proprioceptive abilities (http://www.jumpusa.com/proprio2.htm
2000)

19 I am aware that there is a great deal of literature on somatics in dance therapy and medicine which I
have not studied.

20 Interestingly, this is the same period of time in which modern dance began its development in those
nations. Historically and philosophically parallel, both dance and somatic pioneers broke with Western
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traditions and sought movement and healing modalities based on immediate observations of their own
sensory experiences.

21 Among its many supporters (including, for example, Huxley, Alan Watts, Abraham Maslow, Fritz
Perls, and Gregory Bateson) was George Leonard, editorial manager and reporter for Look magazine and
an integral figure in the development of Esalen.  Leonard and Murphy together coined the phrase “human
potential movement” sometime in 1965 in San Francisco during one of their many brainstorming sessions.
Leonard initiated a special Look issue on California in 1966 bringing both this phrase and this
phenomenon to national awareness while simultaneously making California its mythic birthplace.  “The
issue [of Look magazine] brought together many themes: youth, the future, revolutionary change, inner
exploration, psychology, the human potential movement (a phrase that was used several times), and
California” (Anderson 1983: 142).   

22 Esalen historian Walter Truett Anderson documents the diverse influences on the Human Potential
Movement which, he argues, “You could see in its purest form at Esalen itself” (Anderson 1983: 210).
Esalen was also the most influential site and “testing ground” (233) of the subculture as it spread across
the country during the 1960s-1970s.  Because of its centrality to the movement and its location just south
of Santa Cruz, I am using Esalen’s history as emblematic of the transformational ambiance of the period. 

23 Among Frager and Nadeau students at Esalen was George Leonard who eventually received his 5th
degree black belt, wrote numerous books about “the magic of aikido and its ability to transform people’s
lives” (Stone and Myers 1995: 215).  Frager went on to open the Institute for Transpersonal Psychology,
in Palo Alto, CA in 1975 making aikido a required part of the curriculum. Leonard, along with Richard
Heckler and Wendy Palmer co-founded Aikido of Tamalpais in Marin County, CA in 1976.  Heckler—a
psychotherapist—founded the Lomi School of bodywork into which he has integrated aikido techniques
and philosophies.  Palmer is the author of The Intuitive Body: Aikido as a Clairsentient Practice
(Berkeley: North Atlantic Books, 1994).

24 Bachnik elaborates the space-time context of paired relationships, though I do not think it necessary to
examine that here.

25 Yuasa’s original title, Ki, Shugyo, Shintai, has been translated for English speakers as The Body, Self-
Cultivation, and Ki-energy.  Translator Shigenori Nagatomo explains that he re-arrange the title putting
“body” before “ki” because for Westerners the body is a more easily accessed concept than ki (Nagatomo
in Yuasa 1993: xxxv).  Appending “self” to “cultivation” (shugyo) likewise establishes a recognizable
context for Western readers though we are cautioned that the goal of shugyo is not to enhance the ego-self
or individual but to cultivate a state of non-self (196n1).  “Ki” is translated as “ki-energy” to indicate its
meaning as “psychophysical” energy placing it in the context of Yuasa’s larger discussions of science and
metaphysics (194n9).
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PART III. THE SOCIOSOMATICS OF CONNECTION 

CHAPTER 6.  DESCRIPTION OF AN AIKIDO CLASS

The following is a description of a North Bay Aikido class.  In any given class, many

and diverse layers of practice are happening: different levels of skill, social dynamics

and interpersonal interactions, processes of learning, learning to learn, and teaching.  I

have tried to convey some of these layers here though much is discussed in more depth

in other parts of the dissertation.  The bulk of this chapter is devoted to thickening the

descriptions of aikido techniques introduced here.

Everything that happens in this fictional class has happened in one class or

another, and in this sense represents a typical range of possibilities for any North Bay

Aikido class.  It is a composite taken from my fieldnotes, headnotes, and bodynotes.

Much is culled from fieldnotes written between 1996 and 1998.  Although many

fieldnotes were written after participating in a class, many were also written from the

bench; that is, observing and note-taking while sitting out due to illness or injury.  (Most

people were tolerant of this activity sometimes asking if I was taking notes for my

research or commenting from the mat that I should “write that down!”)  

The fictional class below is based on the everyday classes offered at North Bay

rather than on any of the special events or guest instructor workshops.  These often have

a different quality (which range from more formal to more playful depending on the

event and sensei).  They also may introduce new technical and metaphysical

information, and are often attended by different groups of people.  I have chosen an

imaginary Saturday morning class because they are taught by North Bay’s chief

instructor (Linda Holiday); they are open to everyone who has completed a beginner

class; they are generally the largest in size; and because they are the highlight of the

week: it begins at mid-morning giving everyone a chance to sleep in and bring to the
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class their peak of energy (like Sunday Mass, said Charles).  All general classes at North

Bay are one and one half hour long.

Entering the dojo

Bowing briefly as they enter the building from the newly constructed covered porch,

students remove their shoes and carefully place them on the shoe racks to the left of the

door.  Through the foyer and just off the lounge are the women’s and men’s dressing

rooms.  On Saturday mornings they are crowded and noisy as students change into their

gi’s and exchange news.1 Descending the stairs into the mat room and the friendly,

upbeat atmosphere typical of Saturday morning classes, students bow and check off the

date on their attendance cards, located in a file atop the second shoe rack.  Several

students are sweeping and mopping the mat to cleanse it of the previous class’s dirt.

Others are dusting the benches, warming up, or chatting with friends.  One student

walks in with her newly achieved brown belt (she had tested the night before).  As she

ties it, several students look and smile in recognition, embarrassing her.

Bowing in

The spirit of the class is such that even before sensei enters the room, everyone begins

quietly lining up in seiza (the traditional Japanese kneeling position) facing the shomen

wall.  As is typical at this dojo, the class is fairly equally divided between men and

women, and between yudansha (those with dan or black belt status) and mudansha

(those without dan status).2 The room quiets as students begin to mentally prepare

themselves for class.  Linda Holiday, today’s instructor, enters from the far end near the

instructor’s dressing room and sits along the right hand wall waiting for latecomers to

settle down.  She stands and walks quietly to the center of the room, pauses to look up

at the shomen with its photo of Osensei and a vase of fresh flowers; she kneels, and

leads us in the opening bow-in.  Bowing-in is one of the few ritualized activities
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practiced in the dojo.  From seiza students place both hands on the ground in front of

them, bow from the hip until backs are somewhat parallel to the floor, then return to an

upright position with hands palm-to-palm in front of the face.  That’s one bow.  They

bow again, Two; and again, Three.  Everyone claps in unison four times—one clap each

for fire, water, heaven, and earth, the joining of opposites—then bows again.3 On the

last bow, students remain prostrate while the instructor turns to face the line, bows

deeply and energetically exclaims “Onegai shimasu” (literally, “please, I ask a favor,”

though here it also means, “I wish to train with you and place myself in your care”).

The class repeats after her “Onegai shimasu” before returning to the upright seated

position.4

Warming up5

“Spread out,” says Linda, inviting the class to arrange themselves around the mat to

begin warming up.  Once the warm-ups begin the only sounds that can be heard are the

those of rustling gi’s and hakamas and Linda’s occasional voice signaling the next

exercise.  The first warm-ups are done standing and include stretches for the torso,

shoulders, arms, and legs.  Then, in a seated position, the feet and toes are warmed-up—

sitting with one foot crossed over the thigh, circle the foot to stretch the ankle; next

massage toes and foot pad, slap the bottom of the foot and shake the foot vigorously “to

wake it up.”  As students stretch over legs extended away from the torso,  a wide range

of muscular flexibility is noticeable.  Flexibility, like strength, is not necessary in aikido.

Linda reminds the class to use this time to bring their attentions here to the practice,

letting go of outside concerns; and to prepare bodies, minds, and spirits for the

techniques.

Sitting in seiza, students begin gently slapping their arms with their fists “to

wake up the ki”: outside and inside of the arm from wrist to shoulder to shoulder blade;
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then the next arm; arhythmically beating their chests, stomachs, thighs, hips and lower

back.  Following Linda, they begin to softly rock side-to-side with hands wresting on

their thighs  “Concentrate on keeping your connection to the ground constant,” she

explains.  “Usually our connection isn’t consistent; we lose it.  So part of our conscious

practice is to re-connect and re-center.”  As they begin to turn the side-to-side motion

into circles, joints snapping and cracking as they wake up, she continues.  “Someone

asked Osensei once if he ever lost his balance.  Yes, he said, but I get it back so quickly,

no one notices.”

Standing, Linda leads the class through the five wrist stretches to prepare them

for what can be painful wrist locks.  Then, in left hanmi, students are directed to begin

“extension practice.”  This involves shifting the weight to the forward left foot while

extending both arms forward, “extending ki” from the center of the body, through and

beyond the hands.  A soft rhythmic sound is created by the hands brushing against the

hips as the weight returns to the center over the right back foot.  “Change hanmi” is the

only direction Linda needs to give for everyone to repeat the exercise on the right.  
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“Rowing” is the next directive and students switch feet to left hanmi again and

begin the rowing exercise.  The rhythm is unchanged as students repeat the actions but

change the emphasis from extending out to bringing energy into center.  “Focus on the

circulation of energy; extending and absorbing ki; moving from the center; and continue

to breathe!”  Students move silently to the next exercise following Linda’s lead.

“Breathing up.  And out.  Left hand over right.  Create a vigorous energetic vibration at

your center.”  Students concentrate on the intake and exhalation of breath as they begin

furutama nogyo, hand shaking meditation.  “Continue to breathe” is Linda’s verbal

guidance.  “Slowly.  Completely emptying and completely filling with each breath

cycle.  Create a dynamic interplay between heaven and earth.”  

“Turns.”  Having stimulated the “hara,” students stand in left hanmi and begin

doing two-step turns.  “One,” Linda counts.  Feet hug the mat, hips low, back straight as

they step forward with the right foot, pivot to face back as the left foot steps behind to

finish in right hanmi.  “Two” and they return to face the shomen to the sound of feet

sliding on the mat and hakamas flapping as they turn in near unison.  Linda counts

“One. Two.  One. Two.”  “Three. Four” marks the end of turning practice.  

Linda directs the students to continue with independent “ukemi practice”:

forward and backward rolls and knee-walking.6 As they take turns on the crowded mat

to roll, several late-comers bow-in silently in a corner before joining the class. 

Waza (techniques) 

As students finish their rolling they quietly line up along the mat again, waiting for

everyone else to finish.  Linda bows to a senior student, signaling non-verbally that she

is to come to front and center and take ukemi for the demonstration.  As is typical of

North Bay classes, Linda begin with tai no henko.  It is a basic exercise for learning

extension and feeling connection with a partner.  Linda says nothing as she extends her
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Illustration 2. Forward roll.  Read this illustration from left to right beginning
at the top.

Illustration 3.  Back roll.  Read this illustration from left to right beginning at
the top.



left arm towards her uke.  Uke grabs Linda’s wrist with her right hand (this is called a

“katate dori” grab), and Linda steps off the “line of attack” into a two-step turn.  She

repeats this four times, then initiates a bow from seiza to uke (who reciprocates).  Linda

then bows to the class saying “Onegai shimasu,” signaling that they should now find a

partner and practice.

Bowing first to sensei, students turn immediately to their left or right and bow to

whoever is sitting there.  “Onegai shimasu,” both students exclaim as they “bow in” to

one another before beginning the exercise.  Whoever is more senior in rank assumes the

role of nage first, though she or he may elect to take ukemi first.7 Partners practice in

silence, exchanging roles after completing the tai no henko four times (left, right, left,

right).  A few soft whispers are the only vocal sounds to be heard as talking is generally

discouraged.  After perhaps five minutes (usually after each student has had a chance to

be uke and nage several times), Linda claps twice, signaling that it is time to finish and

line up for the next demonstration.  Partners quickly kneel and bow to one another

saying “Domo arigato gozaimashita” (“Thank you very much”) before lining up around

the edges of the mat.

Linda moves on to ikkyo (“first exercise”) with an aidori (cross hand) grab,

showing it first in irimi (“entering blend”) and then in tenkan (“turning blend”).  Ikkyo

is an arm pin characterized by uke’s half bent arm spiraling forward from the shoulder

as nage directs the elbow and wrist to the mat.  In the irimi blend, uke spirals around his

own center as nage steps directly forward; in tenkan, nage pivots and leads uke in a long

spiral around nage’s center and to the mat.  When done well, ikkyo tenkan can feel like

“taking a ride.”  Linda silently conveys—through “correct” and “incorrect” body

movements—that she wants the class to focus on relaxing their shoulders and dropping

the center.  With her shoulders raised to her ears and her knees locked, she parodically
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demonstrates the futility of trying to force the technique from the top.  Then in contrast,

she relaxes, drops her hips into softly bent knees, and demonstrates the ease with which

nage can now neutralize uke’s attack.  

After bowing to new partners, students begin to practice the technique, twice

with irimi (left and right) and twice with tenkan (left and right).  Linda circulates

throughout the room watching, providing specific advice, answering questions, and

training with the students.  Training with two beginner students, she takes ukemi as a

way of teaching nage’s movements.  Through gestures, physical manipulations, blends,

tilts of the body, and verbal directions, her whole body dips and spirals AS IF in

response to nage’s technique, while in reality she is guiding him into the proper

positions.  Attentive to Linda’s movements and words, the white belt student responds

with an improved sense of the technique.  As the morning progresses there is more

talking in class.8 Students talk themselves through techniques (thinking aloud), ask
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tenkaIllustration 4. Above: a shomen
uchi strike to the top of the
head.

Illustration 5. Right: Ikkyo in
tenkan and irimi.  Read from top
center, to irimi or tenkan, then
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specific questions, or even laugh at mistakes and successes.  

At this point the instructor may continue working on the same technique,

refining the practice, or may move to a new one.  Linda elects to explore ikkyo further

and demonstrates a variation from another attack—morote dori (two handed grab to one

wrist).  In addition, the tone of the class is determined by Linda’s desire for the students

to practice “continuous flow.”  This requires that students take no pauses between

throws but move in a continuous manner: nage, in anticipation, “leads” uke up from the

mat, “inviting” the attack.  Students frequently take a few moments between throws to

ask questions of senior partners, adjust their gi’s, or rest.  Continuous flow maintains the

energetic connection between partners, and increases the aerobic aspects of training

while also enforcing a deeper level of concentration.

Linda continues with another ikkyo variation: shomen uchi ikkyo (ikkyo from an

overhead strike to the head).  This time, she directs the class to practice “suwari waza”

or from a kneeling position.  This adds a new challenge to one’s balance, strength, and

coordination, by emphasizing the need to move from the hips (or hara).  She also adds

the pin on the fourth throw, asking uke to try to get up from the mat while nage applies

a firm, and ideally immovable extension through the hands pinning uke’s arm to the

mat.  

In order to relieve the fatigue generated by continuous flow and suwari waza,

Linda has the whole class get up and walk around the mat as she introduces various

improvisational assignments.  First, she has them insert turns as they walk, maintaining

awareness of everyone else’s movements and locations.  Next she asks the black belts to

attack any student at random, using their own turns to initiate connections.  When

attacked, nage should respond only by continuing the energetic flow of the attack

without using any specific technique.  Then she invites the brown belts to join the black
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Illustration 6, Shomen uchi nikyo irimi and tenkan in suwari waza.  Read from
top left and follow arrows.

irimi
tenkan



belts in being uke; then only white and blue belts; then back to black and brown belts.

She shouts encouragement: “Keep turning!”  This whole exercise has the effect of

lightening everyone’s spirits and re-energizing their bodies.

Towards the end of class, Linda has everyone line up and calls on small groups

of people to come forward for randori a practice in which three or four people play the

role of uke, attacking nage sequentially and at a speed appropriate to nage’s skill level.

This builds on the previous improvisation, but requires greater concentration and the use

of techniques.  At Linda’s cue, the original nage becomes uke, and another person

assumes the position of nage, until everyone in that group has been nage and a new

group is formed.  Linda is careful to give everyone a chance to practice randori, as it is

required on promotion exams starting with third kyu.

It is conventional at North Bay (and many other dojos) to conclude the class

with kokyu ho (breath throw), and Linda signals the end of class by demonstrating this

with a partner.  Kokyu ho requires the coordination of energy, breath, and motion.

Sitting in seiza facing one another, uke grabs both of nage’s wrists.  Without the use of

force, nage must “take uke’s balance” by extending energy from her hips, through her

arms/hands, extending one hand towards the ceiling, and dropping the other to the

ground (heaven and earth).  Uke will be pulled out of his center and be thrown to one

side while nage follows the spiral through and pins uke to the mat

Bowing out and “circle”

Finally, Linda calls for everyone to straighten their gis and line up for the concluding

bow, which is identical to the opening bow.  After bowing-out, everyone forms a semi-

circle around the shomen for general announcements.  These may include reminders of

up-coming exams, special classes, or workshops; reports on students who are ill, moving

out of town, getting married or having babies; and requests for volunteers to help with
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dojo projects like misogi, library upkeep, or building and grounds work.  After one last

group bow, the “circle” breaks up and students find each of the individuals they trained

with during class for a final bow of thanks.  It is also considered polite to thank sensei,

and although it is not a requirement it is expected.  This is a kind of liminal time

between the formal class and the informal training and socializing that may take place

afterward.  It is the time when people make social arrangements, ask for after-class

training partners, and make misogi plans.9
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CHAPTER 7. “GRAB MY WRIST”: SOMATIC ASPECTS OF CONNECTION

“Grab my wrist” (as I indicated in my introduction) is the enthusiastic command of

many newcomers to aikido anxious to demonstrate the uncanny experiences of the art to

their friends.10 To grab the wrist of another, or to have your own wrist grabbed, is to

begin a journey on the path of “aiki”: the harmonizing of personal and universal spirit.

It begins with touch—a grab at the wrist; a moment of pure potential out of which a

one’s self is challenged and developed, through which physiological connection is

translated into spiritual and social connection.  This is a journey between self, other, and

the universe traveled by way of the senses; the proprioceptive and tactile senses through

which the body/self thinks, explores, learns.  Practitioners are seeking the “center” or

tanden, a philosophical and physiological space/place located in the human body just

below the navel in the hara.11 It is from here, aikidoists claim, that personal energy can

be concentrated and universal energy—ki—can flow between individuals connecting

them in networks of community.  It is a journey that is sometimes accomplished in a

moment, sometimes only after a lifetime.

In aikido, technical training and sociological or psychological transformations

occur simultaneously.  In conversations with aikidoists, these aspects of aikido are not

differentiated but are narrated as coterminous processes.  Nevertheless, I have artificially

separated my exposition of technique from my discussion of the sociosomatic effects of

the art so that the uninitiated reader can begin to picture the morphology of aikido

techniques and feel their sensory qualities.
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Movement analysis and documentation

EXERCISE 3. Kinesthetic memory

Hold one hand in the air for a few seconds.  Put it down.  Raise it again
trying to place it in exactly the original position.  Move it slightly out of
that position and notice if it feels different.  How is it that the body
remembers so precisely?  Some people have called this ability
“kinesthetic memory.” 

Theorists argue that bodies communicate different “orders of truth” than do

words (Bateson 1972), that bodily experiences are “anterior to language” (Scarry 1985:

4) and to speech (Jackson 1989: 123), and that movement “cannot be reduced to

semantics” (134) or “a sentence-logic model” (Bloch 1991: 190).  Because the body

“thinks” in such complex ways, translating multi-dimensional and polyvalent

movements into linear writing can be daunting for dance and movement researchers and

practitioners alike.  In her comprehensive history of dance notation, Ann Hutchinson

Guest (1984) identifies continuous attempts to notate dance in the West beginning in the

13th century.  Today, artists from world renowned ballet companies to local folk dancers

search for convenient and readable methods for notating their choreographies.

Verbally articulating the body’s knowledge of itself is a difficult thing for most

people.  My interviewees were often hard-put to answer my questions regarding bodily

experiences in the moment(s) of practice.  Habitual cultural behaviors, which Mauss and

Bourdieu called the habitus, may not reach consciousness unless challenged, but the

sense of knowing does not rely on cognition.  When we try to articulate this knowledge

in verbal or written language, it is easy to lose that sense.  We don’t put body knowledge

into words for good reason: its hard and wordy and is often learned pre- or extra

verbally.  We may know how to move but when asked how the movement was learned,

people may not be able to tell you.  Movement notators have struggled with the problem
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of graphically representing movement for centuries.  The problem is the same for

anthropologist’s who are only recently trying to represent human movements in their

ethnographies. It takes very thick description to demonstrate the depth and breadth of

information that is present in the moment of movement.  That information includes

morphology of movement and socio-cultural information.

Many dance researchers argue that dance notation and analysis systems are

needed to illuminate patterns and make comparisons possible at minute structural levels

(Youngerman 1975: 120) and to reveal the dynamic and rhythmic qualities of dance.

These systems (especially Rudolf Laban’s12) are also applicable to other structured

movement systems such as martial arts, ritual action, or sign language, as well as for

analysis of ordinary movement and for psychological or therapeutic research.

Movement analysis experts argue that it is at the structural and qualitative level that the

core values of the style of movement can be discerned, that it is through these core

aesthetic properties that we can distinguish between styles, and that values (point of

view, worldview) are encoded in the spatial pathways, dynamics of effort, and

utilization of body parts (Lepczyk 1981).13

Every performance of a movement will vary according to performer and context

and it is important to be able to distinguish which movements are significant to the

tradition and which are idiosyncratic variations (Kaeppler 1985).  As a participant, I

learn this through trial and error, experimentation, questions, and feedback from the

instructors.  As a writer, I need a different set of tools.  Systems of movement notation

and analysis (Labanotation or Kinetography, and Effort-shape, for example) have been

designed to aid in the translation of motion to text.  In this section, I will provide a

baseline structural and qualitative description of aikido while also revealing many of its

social-spiritual principles.  In order to overcome the difficulties of describing human
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movement (without recourse to technical systems like Labanotation) I have joined three

different methods to describe aikido.  I have used two previously created devices to help

me achieve a qualitative description of aikido: Effort-shape analysis and Deidre Sklar’s

Movement Analysis Guidelines.14 The third description is from a personal, insiders

perspective (my own).

In these descriptions, I want to convey three aspects of aikido movements.  First,

I want to convey something technical: to provide a description which highlights aikido’s

fundamental characteristics and structures.  Second, I want to convey something of the

qualities (dynamics of effort and shape) of aikido motion and, as I already stated, I have

utilized several established systems to accomplish this.  Third, I want to convey how it

feels to perform aikido.  Aikido is not usually or primarily a display form, but rather a

movement system “meant to be felt” by its practitioners (Ness 1992: 89).15 The primary

sensory experiences in aikido are tactile and kinesthetic, and secondarily visual and

auditory.  The visual sense is activated during instructional demonstration (how to and

how not to do the techniques) and in maintaining an awareness of the location of other

students on the mat.  Auditory sensation is also important in aikido.  Speaking is used

for instruction and sometimes in the course of training between partners, though this is

generally discouraged and sometimes deliberately forbidden in an effort to encourage

concentration on bodily movement itself.  In addition, the general sound in an aikido

class adds to the overall mood of a dojo: the quiet, soft, swishing of hakama, hands

slapping the mat, sounds of people falling and rolling, the laughter.  

But as a visual form what you see in aikido betrays the power of the kinesthetic

experience the practice generates.  For example, Mary Heiny, a sixth degree black belt,

tells a story of her first viewing of aikido in 1964 at the founder’s dojo in Japan.  As

Ueshiba, then 81 years old, easily threw his much younger partners, Heiny thought
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“He’s old; Japanese respect age; perhaps they’re just falling down for him in some

fashion” (Stone and Meyer 1995: 107).  This is a typical reaction to watching aikido

(along with the comment that it looks like dancing).  The movements look effortless and

the attitude of cooperation often makes it appear that uke is falling on cue, as if the

engagement had been choreographed.  But the experience of doing aikido tells another

story.  

Dialogic interactions or exchanges of information take place between training

partners through proprioceptive sensitivity at the level of kinesthetics.  Aikidoists refer

to this as “listening,” “conversation,” and “attention.”  As in the modern dance form

Contact Improvisation, which was inspired in part by aikido in the 1960s, “a dialogue

exists between sensations of activity and receptivity” (Novack 1990: 153, my italic).

Lori Felton elaborates on the relationship between contact dancers writing that by

“listening more fully to sensation” and becoming “sensitive to milliseconds” partners

cultivate mutual presence in the moment (Felton 1996).  Learning to effectively

communicate this way in aikido—to become aware of the flow of ki, to learn to

organize and direct one’s own ki, and to “read” and respond to the ki of one’s partner by

sensing the muscular changes—is a central concern of aikido training.  To merely

observe aikido could result in a misinterpretation of its most vital site of meanings: its

kinesthesia and tactility.  It is these senses, more than any others, that provide

practitioners (and this anthropologist) with the sensory data necessary for learning and

theorizing aikido.

Aikido movements

In basic training, aikido is practiced in dyadic partnerships consisting of one uke

(literally, the one who receives) and one nage (the one who throws).  The goal for nage

is to make her own hara the axis around which spin her own and uke’s movements.
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The hara, the area just below and around the navel, is considered the center of the

physiological and psychical body and the source of its vital energy or ki.  Moving and

extending energy from the center or hara keeps nage “grounded,” “centered,” or stable

and makes uke unstable and vulnerable.  In order to accomplish a basic description of

aikido I have assumed that uke and nage are relatively equal in skill and of comparable

weight and height.  Extreme differences in body type present unique sets of problems

that partners must negotiate.  For example, in irimi nage, nage must step in directly

behind uke and place uke’s head on her shoulder.  When nage is significantly taller than

uke, this is a simple task: nage only need step in and uke’s head will be located at his

shoulder. But when I (5’2”) step in behind Dennis (6’2”) his head is a foot above my

shoulder and so I need to do extra work to get him into place.  Theoretically, body size,

weight, and strength are of limited importance in aikido.  The founder himself was a

petite five feet tall and, although his strength was reputed as extraordinary, he didn’t

need to rely on it in order to neutralize his opponents attacks.  Thus, in an effort to

create a baseline description of aikido I assume coherence of body types.

Osensei said: “The key to good technique is to keep your hands, feet, and
hips straight and centered.  If you are centered, you can move freely.  The
physical center is your belly; if your mind is set there as well, you are
assured of victory in any endeavor.”

The correct posture for both uke and nage includes an upright torso, soft or bent

knees, with weight in the hips.  The stance and general demeanor are of calm readiness.

Weight tends to be grounded due to low center in the pelvis.  According to Dell,

“activation of center of weight” produces changes in the qualities of lightness or

strength.  If the pelvis (the center of gravity) is activated, the movements will be strong.

If the sternum (the center of levity) is activated, movements will appear light.  Ballet

movements, for example, are motivated by the sternum, hence its characteristic

lightness.  In aikido, the center of gravity (the hara) initiates movement, while the center
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of levity remains relaxed giving the movements a gentle groundedness.  Aikido

movement qualities have parallels to Japanese dance.  “The noh dancer is weighted in

his hips, which remain motionless, as does his torso.…From skull to tailbone, the

straight spine is suspended, so to speak, between heaven and earth.…Slightly bent knees

allow this stance to be kept at an even level when walking” (Bethe and Brazell 1982a:

25).  Citing aikido as a parallel, dance theorist Carl Wolz writes that Noh performers

gather energy (ki) to the center of the body giving it “substance and weight” (60).

Projecting ki energy out from the center in all directions allows the Noh dancer to create

an atmosphere of harmony, tranquility, and spiritual energy (Wolz 1977: 59).16

In order for ki energy to be properly channeled, arms (in particular) must be able

to extend away from the body without force or rigidity, but without collapsing either.

Ideally, the body is neither rigid nor floppy; neither forceful nor withdrawn.  The

general attitude of an aikido body is neutrally erect without emphasis on length or

width.  In motion and stillness, the aikido body aims to be bilateral having equal activity

on both sides of the body, though often one side appears to be actively held while the

other is actively moving.  This provides stability and balanced energetic involvement. 

Timing of movements may be fast or slow; driving or contemplative.  This is usually

determined by the instructor who may want to emphasize or experiment with one

quality or another.  Movement is ideally motivated or initiated from the hara.  Most

movement is sequentially organized spreading from the pelvis out to the extremities.

There are also styles or occasions in which simultaneous movements are produced in

order to move directly and quickly into the partner’s center.  Simultaneity and

sequentiality may also combine so that a technique may involve a direct entry with an

indirect or successive conclusion.
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Osensei said: “A good stance and posture reflect a proper state of mind.”

Aikido uses a classic martial stance somewhat familiar to most of us from television and

movies: ask anyone to “imitate” a martial artist and they will likely take this position

immediately while mimicing the vocal sound “hiii ahh!”.  The basic stance (called

“hanmi”) is based on a walking position: feet are spaced about hip distance apart with

the forward foot pointed straight forward and the back foot at a 45 degree angle.  Torso

and shoulders are angled slightly with the forward foot, but the eyes point directly front.

If the right foot is forward, the stance is called “right hanmi;” if left is forward, “left

hanmi.”  This creates a stable base from which one can move quickly with a shift or

turn of the pelvis. This foot position is known as a “martial-style step” in Noh and is

used for warrior and demon characters.17 It allows the dancer to move more

emphatically and to take bigger steps differentiating the character from feminine or aged

characterizations  (Bethe and Brazell 1982a: 32). 

In motion, aikidoists feet “hug the mat” in a Japanese way of moving still used

in traditional Japanese dance forms.  The Noh style of walking, for instance, is called

hakobi, a gliding walk in which the feet skim the floor, the “foot always work[ing] as a

flat unit” (26) (although aikidoists at North Bay are not taught the characteristic hakobi

rise of the front of the foot at the end of a step).  Like the hakobi, the aim of aikido is to

produce a “smooth, level, unpunctuated flow” of movement (Bethe and Brazell 1982b:

16).  This low-to-the-ground, flowing step is replicated in turning steps as well. 

Use of space depends on the mat size, number of people on the mat, and the

technique being performed.  For the most part, bodies are contained within a personal

sphere reaching beyond it only when uke is required to take a long, forward roll.

Movement flows with constancy and fluidity, with no abrupt changes in transitions

between techniques.  Learning to sustain this flow is done through “continuous flow”
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practice in which physical and energetic connection is maintained throughout a

partnership sequence.  The ideal of continuous flow is often interrupted by fatigue

and/or kinesthetic study.  

Osensei said: “Do not stare into the eyes of your opponent: he may
mesmerize you.  Do not fix your gaze on his sword; he may intimidate
you.  Do not focus on your opponent at all: he may absorb your energy.
The essence of training is to bring your opponent completely into your
sphere. Then you can stand just where you like.”

Because, as practitioners say, “Aikido is about self correction,” the aikidoist’s focus is

primarily inward or diffuse.  This is when the practitioner turns focus inward to the

kinesthetic experience of the moment in order to discover nage’s and uke’s ki flow and

muscular tension, as well as nage’s corrective response.  This inward focus combines

with “zanshin” or general awareness gained through kinesthetic sensitivity to others and

through a softening of the gaze which allows for wider visual awareness.  Focus may

shift, then, from inward to general but focusing outward is considered incorrect and

possibly dangerous.  In part, this is because it takes the practitioner outside the

immediate moment and his or her self-awareness.  It also indicates over-focus on the

“other” as potential “enemy” instead of as half of a unified whole.

The internal gaze is in part a kinesthetic mode of attention to one’s own body

movement.  To what are these practitioners attending when their gaze turns inward?

Bill, a shodan, describes his practice this way:

Bill: What it feels like in partnered pair practice, it’s a constant challenge
of, I think there’s kind of a core set of things that run through my mind
all the time.  How to keep my balance, how to keep my feet on the floor,
how to keep my posture up straight, how to keep my head up straight,
how to keep breathing, relaxed shoulders and just kind of a relaxed
attitude.  That core set of things is kind of a constant thing, all the time.
Whether I am nage or uke.  For me they have become part of my core
things that I have to work on at all times, and that’s where I’m at now in
practice.
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Bob G., a beginner, explains his neuromuscular attentions:

R: What kinds of things are going through your mind and body, for
example, when you’re uke?

Bob G: I think two things.  I think there’s sort of a split experience that I
have.  One of trying to pay attention to, am I standing straight, am I
moving in a way that’s feeling comfortable to me, am I keeping my joints
in a way that’s gonna keep it from not being twisted and hurt.  And then
the other is an attention on moving with the way in which my partner is
attempting to direct their technique.

R: And when you’re nage, what do you think about.

B: yeah.  It’s much harder for me to be nage.  It’s very much more
difficult.  What I’m doing is usually I’m very much in my head, I’m sort
of running through my list of where my feet are supposed to be, where
my hands are supposed to be, how is my back, am I breathing, are my
shoulders up or down, da-na na-na, and I have my horrible list that I go
through.  So most of the time in Aikido it’s a very cognitive experience
for me, and I try to get out of that.

R: And when you’re successful how does that feel?

B: It’s a really interesting experience, because it’s often an experience of
not doing, and it is a moment of integrity and ease that I experience,
when I get out or when things move smoothly.  

R: What do you mean by integrity?  Tell me about that, that’s interesting.

B: Integrity, I would say, would mean... having to do with all pieces
working harmoniously.  So physical integrity, making sure that I’m not
moving left and right at the same time, but also feeling as though my
mind and body are somehow moving together.

Bob’s process is appropriate for beginner students or for any student learning a new

technique.  Sondra Fraleigh, a dancer and philosopher, writes that a dancer in training

must be conscious of the body’s doings and parts: this is my right foot and it must go

here now, etc.  This awareness of and attention to the body as a body is a necessary

objective stance in the learning process (Fraleigh 1987: 14).  Once the dancer’s

technique reaches a degree of competency, she can let go of that kind of consciousness
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and perform the movements from a state of mind-body unity.  “The body-subject can be

sensed in dance and through the dancer when she is unified in action; that is, when she

is not reflecting on her self or her action but living the present-centered moment in her

dance as a unity of self and body in action” (13).  Fraleigh describes this oneness of

body, mind, and spirit in motion: “I exist my dance” (xvi, from Sartre).

Csikszentmihalyi calls this “harmonious one-pointedness of mind” (106) “flow,” the

optimal human experience towards which martial artists (among others) strive.  It is “an

experience of not doing” in the Bob’s words.  According to Phillip Zarrilli, Asian

movement arts (martial or theatrical), are traditionally understood as life-long

disciplines, ways of life in which body-consciousness is re-coded (132) through

“psychophysical” processes which produce “a gradual interweaving of external

techniques and internal processes” (Zarrilli 1990: 131).  Disciplined practice frees the

performing artist from conscious deliberation about movement and makes possible a

holistic presentation of bodily knowledge (Zarrilli 1990: 13418) as well as a holistic

experience of the mindful body.  A sustained state of full presence in the motion

(mushin or “no-mind”) is a goal of aikido practice.

Aikido techniques and attacks

Aikido practice is constructed of two parts: the techniques and the attacks.  The most

common techniques (nage waza) used at North Bay Aikido are as follows.  The five

“teachings” or ikkyo, nikyo, sankyo, yonkyo, and gokyo are wrist locks and maneuvers

that result in pinning uke to the mat.  Irimi nage or entering throw is also known as the

“twenty year throw” suggesting, in North Bay’s parlance, that its intricate “secrets” take

twenty years to learn.  Kokyu ho (kokyu means breath) is a seated technique in which ki

extension is used to throw a partner.  This is frequently used as a closing exercise to a

class and is always included as the final technique in examinations.  Kokyu nage is done
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standing and uses the timing of the movement to throw the partner rather than joint

pressure.  Kote gaeshi uses a wrist reversal; shiho nage or “four direction throw”

involves pivoting the body while holding uke’s wrist; tenchi nage or “heaven and earth

throw” requires oppositional extension of the arms, one towards heaven one towards

earth; koshi nage are throws from the hip; and kaiten nage is a rotary throw.  

Westbrook and Ratti, who have produced the most complete descriptive text on

aikido’s movement repertoire, divide techniques into two categories: “techniques of

immobilization” and “techniques of projection.”  Although these terms are not a part of

North Bay’s vocabulary, they are illustrative.  Immobilization techniques maintain

physical contact between partners until uke is pinned to the mat with a wrist lock and/or

arm pin.  These include the five teachings and two “transitional” forms: shiho nage and

kote gaeshi.  The later two can conclude with a pin or with a throw.  Techniques

concluding in throwing uke to or across the mat are called “projections.”  Westbrook

and Ratti identify 28 common projections including kokyu nage, tenchi nage, kaiten

nage, irimi nage, and koshi nage.

The attacker (uke) is instructed to use one of the following attacks.  The first is a

set of grabs: ai dori or cross-hand grab; hiji dori, elbow grab; kata dori, shoulder grab;

katate dori, single, same-side wrist grab; morote-dori, one wrist grabbed with both

hands; ryote dori, both wrists grabbed.  These are done from a facing stance but may

also be accomplished from behind nage or as ushiro techniques.  For example, ushiro

ryote-dori is a two handed grab from behind.  Another common rear hold is ushiro

katate dori kubi shime, a choke hold from behind with one wrist grab.  There are also

strikes using the blade of the hands: shomen uchi is a strike to the center of the head,

and yokomen uchi is a strike to the side of the head.  Tsuki is a thrusting strike or punch

to the stomach, chest, or face.  
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The instructor decides which combination of attack and technique will be

practiced.  They might, for example, want to examine techniques from a single attack

asking students in turn to practice ai-dori ikkyo, then ai-dori nikyo, then ai-dori irimi

nage.  This allows students to discover a variety of responses to a single attack.  Or

sensei may want to work on a single technique from a variety of attacks asking for irimi

nage from tsuki, shomen uchi, and katate dori.  Many of the techniques can also be

performed with an entering “blend” (irimi), or a turning “blend” (tenkan).  In an irimi

blend, nage moves directly into the space of uke; in a tenkan blend, nage pivots 180

degrees until she is facing the same direction as uke.  So, for example, the instructor

might ask for ai-dori ikkyo irimi and tenkan.  In this case, nage would perform the

technique four times: two as irimi on the right and left, and two as tenkan, right and left.

They may also be performed standing, kneeling (suwari waza), or with uke standing and

nage kneeling (hanmi handachi).

In addition to the Japanese language techniques and attacks, North Bay students

use a number of English terms—leading, opening, extension, off the line, and

blending—that must be explained.  “Leading” refers to nage’s gestures of “inviting” uke

to attack.  It is a way for nage to control the attack by reaching a hand toward uke as if

inviting connection.  Leading also refers to a moving invitation.  One exercise

occasionally used is for nage to hold a dollar bill and dangle it before uke while turning,

somewhat like a carrot on a string.  Uke’s job is to continue reaching for it, chasing it

down.  Leading follows the energetic direction of the attack rather than in direct

opposition to it.  This principle of joining the direction of the attack is called “blending”

as described above.  An “opening” is a moment or bodily location of vulnerability to

counter-attack.  The goal is to leave no openings to which the partner can strike.  These

strikes, used sometimes by more senior students to demonstrate where their partner is
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vulnerable to a counter-attack, are called atemi.  But opening has an additional meaning

in North Bay lingo.  “To be open” can also mean to be receptive or accepting.  “Open

heartedness” is a positive quality that many aikidoists strive for.  

“Extension” refers not only to the placement of the arm and hand, it also

indicates the quality of the motion.  The image of a fire hose shooting water is

commonly used to invoke the energetic sensation of ki flowing through the arm and out

the center of the palm.  “Extension” is physiologically complicated, even paradoxical:

the arm must be “filled” with energy but not tense or muscularly bound.  Aikido practice

focuses on developing the ability to concentrate ki that “can be extended and

channeled…into a technique” (Westbrook and Ratti 1970: 79).  Eventually, or ideally, ki

should extend out in all directions from the hara, or center.  Nage’s extended ki reaches

into the body of uke causing a physiological and anatomical response shaped as a

particular neutralizing technique.

To “get off the line” is a fundamental martial principle.  Imagine you are

standing on a line of red tape attached to the floor.  Your attacker stands opposite you

and begins to move toward you intending to strike.  As uke comes forward on the line of

tape, you (nage) step to one side of the line to avoid a direct assault.  Having stepped

“off the line of attack,” nage is now in a position to respond from a safer and more

effective position.  

Ukemi: the art of receptivity

Ukemi literally means “to receive.”  Although uke delivers the attack and the energy, she

or he is the one who receives the technical response from nage.  “Receptivity” requires a

willingness to be in connection, to join nage’s attempt to transform the attack with the

least resistance.  Ukemi practice encourages the development of awareness and

flexibility in the moment.  Terry Dobson Sensei wrote, “You learn more in Aikido as an
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Uke rather than as a Nage, because you learn to accept what is going to happen to you

with full commitment” (Dobson 1993: 147).  

Learning to fall and roll safely is crucial to aikido training.  Beginner classes

focus a great deal of time on learning to “take ukemi” which includes learning to roll (a

kind of somersault done forward or backward) and fall, as well as how to move away

from a wrist lock.  Responding to wrist locks is a skill that requires awareness of one’s

sensitivity to pain and how quickly to “back off.”  Hear how Charles describes his

experiences with nikyo, or second teaching, and how he learned to respond:

Charles: The thing that first comes into my mind is when I was first
introduced to nikyo, which is, as you know, a technique that applies or
manipulates the wrist in such a way that you fall down screaming.

R:  [laughing]  So somebody was executing a nikyo on you?

C: Yes.  And though I didn’t actually fall down screaming I think I did
gasp and my eyes bugged out a little bit.  It was more than I expected.
And beyond the introduction to nikyo I recall specifically working on
nikyo with Glen [Kimoto] Sensei.  I had just put one on [Glen] and he
said Yes, yes, very good and he reversed it on me.  He put a nikyo back
on me which surprised the hell out of me….

R: Can you perhaps describe how you felt when you were experiencing
that pain.

C: That’s difficult.  In terms of how you would describe pain to a doctor,
nikyo is sort of um sort of half way between what I would describe to a
doctor as a stabbing pain and an ache.  Those are sort of the descriptions
that I think doctors try to elicit: What kind of pain is it.  Its um extremely
localized, it gets you right in the wrist.  Its uuum........sort of how can I
say this?  Its mmm…inexorable, I guess is the word that I’d want to use
there.

R: Why, why do you use that term?

C: Because you absolutely cannot fight it.  Once it has been applied,
especially if its applied effectively by a 4th dan instructor [referring to
Glen] all you can do is submit to it.  You cannot try to overcome it by
fighting back.  That just doesn’t work.  That’s part of what aikido is
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about.  You will just injure yourself more severely if you try to fight
back.  The only thing you can do is head for the floor.  And then of
course, your instructor is very solicitous, “Is that ok?  It wasn’t too hard
was it?”  and you know with Glen you have to say “No no that was fine”
while you go tape up your wrist.  [both laugh]   So when its being
applied effectively there is no escaping it.  You know intellectually, I
suppose, that you’re not going to have your wrist broken.  If instructors
went around breaking wrists they wouldn’t have any students anymore.
So he’s not going to break my wrist.  But I have no choice but to head for
the floor.

Physical connections in grabs or any touch provides “a bridge” through which ki

can flow from one body to the next.  Uke doesn’t just provide the attack, but also must

make and keep the connection and by maintaining the flow of ki between himself and

his nage.  The role is equally as complex as nage’s though in the effort to learn the

techniques that is sometimes forgotten.  I remember one of my instructors, Deborah,

telling us to grab nage’s center, not her arm.  Wendy advised us to focus our attentions

on nage’s belt knot, reaching for it with my ki-filled arm.  Linda reminds us “As uke,

you want to grab not just with your hands but with all of you, center to center, with your

hips and legs.  If your elbows are too stiff, you can’t keep the connection.  Keep your

own posture and stay attentive to nage.”

Partnerships in motion: the uke/nage relationship

Osensei said: “Practice always in the spirit of loving protection.”

The term “budo” is commonly translated as the way (“do”) of the warrior (“bu”).  But

Karl Friday writes that “bu” also connotes the creation of peace or a proactive end to

conflict (Friday 1997: 64).  In aikido, the opponent’s attack is neutralized neither by

resisting nor surrendering to the attack.  The relationship between uke and nage is one

of balanced reciprocity.  In addition, Osensei’s admonition to “practice always in the

spirit of loving protection” is taken very seriously at North Bay Aikido.  It provides the

ethical foundation of the uke/nage relationship.  Each is to take care of themselves and
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their partner, to protect one another from harm.  The qualities with which a technique is

executed are (or may be) an expression of this ethic.

With these movement principles in mind, let me now describe how uke and nage

work together through a description of a particular wrist-lock (and one of my favorite

techniques): ai-dori nikyo. This is an example of a basic technique, a variation of nikyo

which simply means “second form” with an aidori or cross-hand wrist grab attack.  This

exercise, like aikido generally, becomes more elaborate mechanically and

philosophically as training advances.  Nonetheless, the relationships nikyo articulates

are fundamental to aikido regardless of elaboration.  I will describe the exercise first

from a personal position as uke and then from the position of nage.  

As uke I stand face-to-face with my nage.  As the attacker, I grab her wrist.  She

traps my hand to her wrist with her free hand, then executes a gesture which visually

appears meaningless: pointing her forefinger (a device which helps her remember where

she is directing energy) she draws a small spiral around my wrist, along my center line,

and to my hara.  Suddenly, like a collapsing string doll, I am forced to my knees.  It is

always a surprising experience, at once painful on the wrist and uncanny in its ability to

effect my whole body.  Next, like candy being stretched on a taffy wheel (a frequently

used image), nage pushes my now raised elbow forward and down until I am fully

inclined and “pinned” to the ground.  

It might have been possible of course, to have let go of my grip and avoided all

this.  But I have agreed not to.  The relationship between uke and nage is ideally one of

interdependency, cooperation, and complementarity.  It is my role as uke (the attacker)

to maintain contact as long as possible by continually “reaching” for or “extending”

towards nage’s center.  It is my responsibility to take ukemi safely.  To be actively

engaged with nage requires concentrated muscular awareness, even though uke is the
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one who is thrown.  It is easy to mistake uke as a passive recipient of nage’s technique,

but this would be a dangerous mistake: if uke is not actively taking ukemi (by being

conscious of how and where she is falling or rolling), she can very easily get hurt.  It is

also uke’s job to respond to nage’s technique honestly by not going to my knees just

because I know that that is the inevitable outcome of this exercise.  I am responsible for

extending honesty to my nage’s trust, not just metaphorically but through physiological

attentiveness and responsiveness.

We exchange roles: I am nage.  Uke grabs my wrist.  I inscribe in space a small

spiral which travels around uke’s wrist and into her hara/center.  This is a visible and

physical action.  But what about the energetic spiral of ki, that invisible force we are

trying to tap into?  If I (as nage) “moved” (and here the movement is ambiguous to me:

it seems both energetic and physiological) from my hara/pelvis, with energy traveling up

the centerline of my torso, through my working arm and into uke’s hara (so that the

spiral I discussed above is initiated from my hara), the takedown is effortless.  

In practice, then, if my execution of the technique is accurate and my uke honest,

she goes to her knees.  Her collapse is my evidence and I am dependent on uke’s

responses in determining the effectiveness of my work.  But I must also be attentive to

my own body by developing my kinesthetic consciousness.  This is an ability to

kinesthetically sense through our contact how minute or gross changes in my

movements produce corresponding changes in my partners skeletal organization,

musculature, and motion through space.  It is a way of extending consciousness to all

parts of the corporeal body.  In addition, because my uke has made herself physically

vulnerable in order that I might learn, I must accept responsibility in how I produce

those changes.  Many of these techniques have the potential to rip joints apart or break

bones; they are frequently painful.  Uke must also trust her nage NOT to harm or
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Figure 8. Nikyo.  The illustration to the right details the
movements of nage’s hand and corresponds to the second
figure below.



endanger her in the execution of the technique.

Uke’s and nage’s energies are mutually involved in each effort.  Japanese martial

art historian Friday describes the relationship in its ideal form as one in which “a

warrior must respond with his opponent, in the same way that the moon, reflected on a

body of water, responds with the movements of the wave and current, neither swimming

against them nor being carried away by them.  He must in other words, embrace his

opponent, flow and adapt flexibly with the opponent’s mental and physical movements

while neither resisting them nor allowing himself to be dominated by them” (Friday

1997: 65).19 The principle of extension and reception (often glossed as yin and yang) is

an expression of complementarity.  As exemplified in Asian martial arts, like Tai chi and

aikido, “softness” and “hardness” or “giving” and “receiving” are continually

alternating.  In China, writes Susan Brownell, “These principles translate into a style of

continuous motion that alternates the use of opposing principles” (Brownell 1995: 221).

Harmony involves the incorporation of one side into the other, an absorption of forces.

Hence aikido techniques are always practiced on the left and right sides, and always in

paired partnerships.  But recall the description of Japanese social relationships in which

ego and alter are always in a state of anticipation and in which neither one is the cause

of relatedness: “Activation of the chain cannot be attributed to either Ego or Alter

exclusively but to both or to the relationship between the two” (Lebra cited in Bachnik

1998: 92).  In advanced aikido practice, uke initiates an attack but nage is already

“there” to such a degree that nage can be said to have “invited” the opponent into the

connection.  

Analyzing ki experiences

While movement analysis systems are immensely useful for providing guidelines and

languages for describing complex movement, they are inadequate for describing the
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changing dynamics of aikido when these movements are infused with ki—the divine,

universal energy; the somato-psychic powers; the energy, essence, and force of cosmic

life.  Commenting on the usefulness of Labanotation and other movement notation

systems, Browning critiques their ability to “accommodate” the presence of divine

spirits in the possession dances of Brazilian candomblé (Browning 1995: 36).  Notation

systems help us describe the dynamics of motion.  Onto that we can layer contextual

descriptions which give the actions meaning.  But ki experiences fall outside both of

these descriptive domains.  In order to accomplish a thick description of ki, I need to

speak from within that model of energy.  

Japanese philosopher Yasuo Yuasa (1993) has written extensively about ki, its

relationship to mind and body, and its use in medicine and martial arts.  Since ki is not

an observable material, it is difficult to convey its varied meanings to Westerners who

conventionally rely on an objective view of human bodies.  Eastern theories rely more

heavily on the patient’s subjective experience of the body (proprioception, somatic

sensation, or “coenesthesis” as Yuasa calls it).  His descriptions of ki (at least those that

are applicable to us here) are written from this perspective.  

Yuasa devotes a chapter to an exploration of the Eastern and Western sciences of

ki, which attempt to place the phenomenon of ki in Western scientific terms and

concepts (waves, rays, fields, magnetic, electric, etc.).  But the essence of ki, he writes,

“remains a ‘third term’ mediating between the psychological and the physiological-

physical” or between consciousness and corporeality (Yuasa 1993: 140-141).  Ki is “not

a function which can be perceived by ordinary consciousness in everyday life, but is a

new function which consciousness (or mind) is gradually able to perceive through mind-

body training…” (76).  Ki comes to be consciously known by its effects on one’s own

body—its effect on health and healing, on mental states during meditation, and on
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bodies training in the martial arts.  The flow of ki is something that “the mind comes to

feel” (76, his italic) in the process of cultivating the body.  What is distinctive about

Asian martial arts is that the mind of one individual must “come to feel” the unification

of ki with an opponent, thus extending the mind beyond the limits of one body.  In

aikido, this extension of mind follows the “extension of ki” between uke and nage, who

must harmonize their intentions in order to keep the flow of ki moving.

Practitioners learn to identify ki and experiences of ki by practicing kinesthetic

awareness as well as through verbal cues.  In a kind of somatic “interpretive drift”

(Luhrmann 1989) practitioners slowly develop the ability to identify or interpret certain

bodily sensations as ki and to increase the experienced flow of ki.  The dojo has an

agreed upon language for speaking about ki and techniques designed to help students

open to the experience of ki flow.  Repeated sensations are interpreted and described by

others in the language of ki and it is through this process that sensori-motor knowledge

is re-patterned.

The concept of ki at North Bay is understood variously.  Bill, a shodan, explains

ki as an inexplicable but dynamic, experienced reality:

I have a feeling that I don’t understand anything about it, I don’t know
what it is, I haven’t the faintest idea what people are talking about when
they talk about it, and this is what I feel like I know, [unclear] other
people say I have ki, and they tell me “well you know, you were using
your ki” and I’ll go “WHAT are you talking about?”  I think it’s part of
my conflict with my scientific mind.  If there’s going to be something
like ki, I have to have a scientific basis for it.  And from my concept of ki
and my knowledge about how it’s described and stuff, you can forget
about that kind of basis for it.  It just has nothing to do with science or
some kind of concrete thing.  Although I have, I think I’ve experienced it
from others.  A very dramatic experience from one of the instructors,
Jamie Zimron, where you would hold on to the front of her belt with your
fist right there in front of her center, standing in front of her, and then she
would tell you “you go ahead and brace yourself as much as you want
and make this be really stable right there, and not allow me to move
forward.”  And so you just get yourself set up, and then she says “ok,
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now I’m gonna gather my ki energy from the universe and let it come out
here in front of me in my center like a big spotlight, and I’m gonna move
forward.”  And she just walks across the floor as easy as could be like
she’s taking a walk through the flowers.  And you’re standing there in
front of her, trying to hold her from going forward.  And I’m bigger and
stronger and everything, and I’ve got the scientific basis here on my side,
she is not going to move.  But there’s nothing I can do to stop her.  She
could literally run me right through the wall.  So I have no idea what
that’s about.  I don’t understand it.  I don’t know what it is.

Dave, a brown belt, sees it as an effective metaphor:

Ki, to me, is almost more of a metaphor for doing things the right way
than it is magic force, how it sometime is, “Oh, the ki, coming from your
center!”  You know?  It goes into, it’s like Chinese mythology, or
spirituality or something.  But I’m wondering, Is it really just a beautiful,
a poetic way of doing things the right way?  …  Ki’s sort of that, to me,
sort of like saying you have presence or something.  It’s like, I’m gonna
do something, and I’m gonna have presence in my arm.  It’s not like a
strength thing.  It’s, I don’t know, it’s more of a description of a proper
feel they want.  That is, to me, that sense of liveliness, it’s coming from
you and maybe it’s coming from your heart or some, you’re hara.

Sandy, a blue belt, is a student of Traditional Chinese Medicine and fully adopts the

Asian body system:

I think everything’s energy.  In my mind there’s really not very much
difference between medicinal chi or what runs through meridians and
martial arts.  I kind of see it as when we think of medicinal chi and
treating it with acupuncture and herbs, it’s kind of like channels of energy
running up and down and around.  And in martial arts we’re kind of
combining or using all of our energy for a purpose, we’re engaging in
martial arts, we’re doing something, but medicinally we’re isolating
channels, we’re isolating organs, we’re working to balance the internal
energy of a person or their meridians.  But it’s still the same thing.

Regardless of how they define the phenomenon, students feel the flow and shape

of ki and respond to its messages.  In aikido, ki is experienced as tactile and kinesthetic

communication.  Too much ki or too little ki is interpreted by way of sensation, by its

martial effectiveness or ineffectiveness, and by culturally created emotional responses to

touch.  The exercise below replicates the different ways energetics can effect the
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meaning of an action.  It may help provide you, the reader, with a kinesthetic sense from

which to think about this issue.

EXERCISE 4.  Handshake

In partners, one plays the role of uke—the person delivering the energy—
and the other plays the role of nage.  Nage extends a hand out for a
handshake.  Uke responds by shaking nage’s hand three ways:

1st : like a dead, limp fish;

2nd: like a maniacal TV wrestler out to prove his strength;

3rd: like an amiable old friend happy to be reacquainted.

Nage should note the energetic differences in each handshake as well as
his or her somatic responses.  Now, reverse roles and repeat the exercise.

The meaning of the energetics of movement is constituted within cultural

contexts.  Brenda Farnell, for instance, reminds us that the English language of

“handshake” indicates the body parts expected to be involved in the behavior.  “For

English speaking Europeans, then, greeting someone by presenting an only slightly

mobile hand at the end of a relatively stiff arm becomes a choice reinforced by

language…” (Farnell 1999: 364).  She compares this to the Assiniboine adaptation of

the handshake which is characterized as a “relaxed gentle touch of the fingers only.”

However, she continues, “For the Euro-American, this lack of pressure in the hand and

contact of mostly fingers rather than the whole palm, seems rather cool and distant,

because it is expected that this action contains an expression of emotion: for the firmer

the grip and the wider the smile, the greater the investment of friendliness, a quality

deemed essential to successful social interaction” (ibid.).  

Euro-Americans tend to value firmness, steadfastness, and strength especially in
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its men.  Limp-fished handshakes in the US are interpreted (and ridiculed by the

language used to describe it) as morally weak.  The quality of “limpness” indicates a

lack of energy and is interpreted negatively as non-committal.  By contrast, Sally Ness

characterizes the “limp” everyday body comportment of Philipino citizens as “liquid and

flowing” in keeping with a natural, social, and political environment of change and

adaptability.  In addition, she writes, “Serious interest in an object was not expressed by

holding it tightly” (124).20 Here, limpness is interpreted positively.  In aikido, the

desired quality of contact is paradoxical: the extended arm (for example) must be

energized (filled with ki) and relaxed or responsive.  In such a state, it becomes

“unbendable”; in its movements it becomes irresistible.  

American aikidoists interpret qualities of touching and grasping in terms of ki

flow, as just described, but also in terms of aikido ethics.  The value of “loving

protection” must be enacted by first assessing one’s own abilities with ki and comparing

it to the abilities of a partner.  Since partners are often of unequal rank in North Bay

classes, it is incumbent on the more senior of the two to be aware of the degree of

power behind a touch or grab.  An overbearing connection or a grip that leaves bruises

blocks energetic flow and frequently hinders nage’s technique as well.  Since aikido is

non-competitive, deliberately hindering nage is considered unethical.  Even between

equals, an overly hard throw or a disingenuous grab can be construed as careless or

insulting.  A “loose connection” can feel like a lack of interest in the relationship.  Both

of these “errors” (too rigid, too loose) are also simply moments in the learning curve for

all students, making misinterpretation possible.  In any, case, connection ideally should

be resilient and committed.

A favorite exercise among some North Bay students is “sticky waza.”  The goal

is for nage to continuously execute a variety of aikido gestures without ever completing
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a technique.  Uke’s job is to stay connected (either physically or intentionally) and

follow the fluidity of the movement until nage gives over the “lead” and uke becomes

nage.  The sense of stickiness is considered a desirable quality because it allows ki to

flow gently between partners while maintaining an elastic connection. 

As my own training progressed, I learned to assess the quality of my ki

extension by how it felt proprioceptively and by the effortlessness of my throw.  I

learned to compare my subjective sense of connection to external evidence, such as my

partners physiological response or verbal commentary.  (Laughter or terms of happy

surprise—Wow! or Whoa!—are usually comments on the effectiveness of ki extension.

They are a verbal reflection of what I call “kinesthetic pleasure.”)  I also began to see

how the relationship between partners became more graceful as their ability to connect

and cooperate—to harmonize their energies—became more sophisticated.  Uke’s

movements become refined, without excess, a direct reflection of nage’s movement.  I

began to see, as well, how newer students stop the connection; where they block it with

tension or struggle so that the rest of their body is disconnected and moves in a rote

manner rather than an organic one.

Good and bad partnerships 

I asked my interviewees to explain what it means to be “a good nage” and “a good uke.”

In their comments, they also reminded me of what it means to be a “bad” partner by

North Bay standards.  How practitioners define “good” and “bad” partners (my terms)

reveals the relationship between aikido techniques and its principles.  Good partners

practice safely and honestly, and thus foster trust.  Bad partners can cause confusion,

frustration (what I call “kinesthetic distress”), and often, injuries.  These are very often

encountered at seminars or when visiting other dojos where aikido is practiced with

different goals in mind.  Dealing with “bad” partners also tests a practitioners ability to
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reconcile real conflict on the mat and their own resolve regarding the principle of

“loving protection.”  In the following two sections, North Bay practitioners describe

these qualities in their own words.

Good ukes and nages

Stephanie is a 36 year-old, white, health care professional with British citizenship.  She

trained in tai chi for many years previous to her aikido training and currently practices

Tibetan Buddhism.  She was fourth kyu at the time of our interview and works as an

office assistant at the dojo several days a week.

Renee: When you’re in a partnership with somebody on the mat, are
there times when there’s a real physical correlation to that spirit of loving
kindness and how it can be expressed physical?

Stephanie: Yeah.  I do.  Especially when I’m working with higher belts,
and there’s a potential for really going wild here, and going a little faster
or a little harder or whatever, and I see and feel that person keeping their
center and doing it even if I..cause sometimes I get really excited, you
know and I get really into it and I get really playful and go hog-wild
attacking them, and its wonderful to feel them just going ssssheeeeww
kind of grounding and bringing me in closer and letting me go down
gently and you know.  I’ve seen it like that, experienced it like that.
…And thats a wonderful thing to feel, to trust, that no matter how hard I
come in, well I don’t know about no matter how hard, but that I can
come in really hard as an attacker and it’ll be OK, I’ll be taken care of.
Or else, that they’ll be able to handle it and then I’ll be able to handle the
roll.

R: What about as nage?

S: As nage do I experience the spirit of loving protection?  Yeah. I think
so. I just still feel so clumsy at it.…Not that anybody else is making me
feel that way but in my mind I don’t know technique, I don’t know it
very well so how can I truly have the spirit of loving compassion if I
can’t skillfully throw someone.

R: What makes a good uke?

S: Somebody who can follow; can stay connected, I mean really follow
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and try to get that nages center at all times… and who can receive the
technique and take care of themselves and have that feeling of self-
protection.  Even though, you know I said before I like to feel that nage’s
protecting me in away or isn’t going to do something that I can’t handle.
But at the same time there’s always gotta be that little bit of challenge so
I do need to protect myself.  And in our dojo we’re really kind. People
aren’t doing atemi’s21 all the time [laughter] which I appreciate.

Sandy, 24 and third kyu, has a masters degree in Traditional Chinese Medicine.  She is

single, white, politically green and spiritually pagan.  She began her aikido training in

Arcata, California.  She is a teaching assistant for the 8-12 year old beginners classes.

Sandy: I have a lot of thoughts on that.  [laughs]  A lot of thoughts on
that.  To me, a good nage... I love this quote.  Uke to me is like a child.
And I like being uke and I like being nage for this reason.  Uke is like…a
whiny child wanting attention.  People don’t attack you because they
don’t want your attention.  … You know… the often quoted Morihei
quote of “Nage should behave towards uke like a parent towards a child,
with a sense of loving protection.”  So what does that mean?  If you’re
nage, does that mean that you are gonna try to force uke into ikkyo?  No,
that doesn’t mean that. 

And then I had another experience as nage where I had someone
grabbing my wrist, and it was just like... And something that I really
notice is, you know how I was talking … about how [uke’s] stress and
tension gets transferred to [nage]?  If you’ve ever noticed, if someone
grabs you, you’re nage and you’re connected with them, just relax your
body.  Just, don’t go limp like a noodle, but if you just relax, they relax.
It’s the weirdest thing.  It’s just weird.  And I’ve had it happen to me, too,
and I don’t even know why.  It just happens.  Anyway, so I did this, and I
just kind of relaxed, and then I just kind of moved my hips, and he
just...fell.  [laughs]  He just fell, like right in front of me.  And I just kind
of put my hand on his shoulder, and then took a step and he was on the
ground.  And he says to me, “It’s like I’m falling into a hole.”…And
when it works, and when you’re a good nage and you’re a good uke or
whatever, that’s how it feels.

Dennis is a 42-year-old, 6’2”, white, male who works as full-time, paid firefighter.  He

is in a long-term domestic relationship with a woman who also has a black belt in

aikido; his politics are green; his spiritual practices centered around Aikido.  At the time
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of his nidan exam he had been training in aikido for around nine years but had also

achieved the rank of shodan in Tae Kwon Do which he also practiced for nine years

previous.  As a senior student, Dennis often teaches beginner classes at North Bay, has

been invited to teach at other dojos in the region, and is a member of North Bay’s board

of directors.

A good uke is really, really a gift.  It’s a joy to train with someone who is
a good uke, who’s responsive and gives really good, clear, energetic
attack, something that you can clearly work with.  And then when you’re
moving with that energy, they have the responsiveness, the ability to
respond, to move with the direction [of the flow].  So that’s really a joy.
You can then kind of loosen up in some aspects and work with more,
more on an energetic level, if you will. 

Bill, a 47 year old software engineer, is an atheist and political “anarchist,” who lives

with his domestic partner.  He was referred to aikido by a Hellerwork therapist (a

psychologically oriented massage therapy) who recommended he learn how to “play

around with people.”  Bill received his shodan in 1997 and is a central coordinator for

the annual summer retreat.

A good nage is someone who allows the technique to develop and does
not try and force it in one particular way, is not pushing you around.  In a
sense, they’re the good nage because they’re working on those elements
themselves, and if they are upright and they are relaxed, and they are
breathing, it’s a lot easier to move around them.  So if they’re doing a
really good job of working on themselves and working on those
elements, you’ll have no problem being their uke

Bad ukes and nages

I use the term “bad” for the sake of linguistic simplicity.  What I am trying to indicate is

that there are qualities in training that when encountered are interpreted negatively; as

unacceptable, ignorant, obnoxious, stupid, dangerous, unethical, or even malicious.  It is

in these moments that the spirit of loving protection is experientially absent and in

which students face their personal resolve to manage conflict in a productive and
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peaceful manner.  Failures either to perform a technique safely or to respond to a “bad”

partner appropriately are frequently framed as “learning opportunities” through which

students discover the degree to which they have embodied aikido principles.  It is

important to note that bad partners are not gender or rank specific although men and

beginners are often the perpetrators.

Sandy: [When somebody grabs your wrist] and your hand turns blue and
it’s a stagnation of energy, it’s not like... I remember there’s this one guy,
this was when I was a white belt.  You get so much shit from white belt
men.22 …So this big guy, and we’re doing that technique, ryote dori.
And he’s just grabbing me like this, this guy is like over 200 pounds.
And he says to me, “Use the energy I’m giving you.”  [laughs]  So this
guy wasn’t intending to shut me out and be a, you know, but that’s
exactly what he was doing, he was a beginner and didn’t know what he
was doing. 

Renée: How do you deal with that?

Sandy: Well when you do that, it leaves you open, it makes me want to
kick you in the genitals.”… And he said, “Well you can try.”  And I was
like, uuhhh, “Alright”.  And his face was wide open.  See that’s the thing,
is that usually in aikido when you’re doing something like that, when
you’re so intent, you leave everything else wide open.  It’s just martially
stupid…….. It was a stupid ukemi, but he was just gonna run around, he
wasn’t gonna go, tried it like two or three times, he just wasn’t.  I said,
and I even kind of laughed, I said “Oh, you just don’t want to do that, do
you?”  And I said, “Ok, you just don’t have to.”  And I just did an irimi,

[Its important to] really taking care of your partner.  Again, to foster that
trust so that we can do this.  If you’re a jerk, nobody’s gonna trust you
and you can’t have that experience with someone.

Sandy relates another story of a difficult nage—this time a black belt—she encountered

at the summer retreat.  In this flawed partnership, her nage sprained her wrist.  “Had he

connected with me, he wouldn’t have, it was a sankyo and he sprained my hand.  Had

he been present and there and had any more than a brick wall, that wouldn’t have

happened.”  Sandy does not think he was intentionally mean, but felt that “a seasoned
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black belt” should have been more aware of how he was executing his technique.

Martin is a city and transportation planner, a profession he feels gives him the

opportunity effect long-term environmental change: its “my environmentalism” he said.

Martin is 41 years old, married with two children.  Though he began at North Bay, most

of his training and testing took place at a dojo in Sacramento.  Martin took his shodan

exam in February 1996 at North Bay Aikido.  He interprets the following particularly

unpleasant incident as simply malicious.

I can remember in the Sacramento dojo that there was this guy that came
in who was actually very talented.  I mean he was new at it but he was
obviously a person who had an aptitude for doing martial art, for doing
aikido, but he also came with a real attitude. … I think that he kind of
needed to sort of prove his point or something, I don’t know exactly…but
the kid hurt me once, by I don’t know applying some pin to my wrist and
he just completely went gangbusters when he obviously had me in a very
vulnerable pinning position, you know, dropped his 225 pounds on it and,
practically broke my wrist and um, you know my wrist was very, very
sore with ganglia and all sorts of things happening for gee I don’t know,
six months after, and just the psychological damage was the worst really,
and the wrist healed but the sense that the guy couldn’t be trusted,
because you put yourself in a lot of vulnerable positions, I mean the
techniques we do can really hurt someone very badly if you wanted to,
and so you put yourself in those positions, and you don’t want to have
someone who’s being vindictive or trying to prove a point, I don’t want
to train with people like that.  This guy hurt me, you know, and uh, did so
deliberately, it wasn’t uh a mistake, it wasn’t, I mean some people get
hurt and Oh God, shit I’m really sorry about that, you know I didn’t
mean to, you know, or I was playing too rough, you know it really wasn’t
malicious, and this was malicious

Dave is a 35 year old, white, single photography technician.  He is a libertarian, has

practiced Western magical traditions, and held the rank of first kyu at the time of our

interview.  Dave has assisted in the 8-12 year old beginner classes.

There was somebody I trained with who was from out of the area, and
kind of, who was a black belt who I felt like this was kind of like “I’m
going to try to prove something,” or just trying to resist.  I felt sort of out
of control or something, or I felt like he didn’t really care about what his
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techniques were doing to me.  And he’d almost, he threw and did some
counter hold on one of my arms or something and I was going “What
the..?”  It kind of pissed me off…cause I’d almost ripped one of my arms
off, and I’m just going “What is that?”, you know?  And I went in real
slow, like when you interact with somebody and there’s that concept of
how I can correct myself, and I’m going “Ok, I’m just going to come in
easy, not give him reason to do something wild.”  [In the past] I was like,
hey, I can take it, and I can for the most part, but now I’m kind of going
through some injuries, and I want to have a long career, practicing this
art, and I don’t have to prove anything by being able to take all this wild
ukemi. 

A lot of the brown belts I was training with, sort of the same rank or
experience that I am, some were just really trying to force me and just
using a lot of excess strength, and then trying to reverse me, and I felt
like, that’s obnoxious.  Just, whoa, that’s kind of weird.  And then, so
what kind of made those events stick all in my head was the last
technique in the whole seminar was a kokyo dosa.  Just typical end-of-
practice technique.  And this woman was just, held me down…, she just
like wouldn’t let me do the technique.  And I’m just going, “ok,” you
know.  She wasn’t that big, too, I was kind of surprised she was able to
[do that].  I’m just kind of like “Whoa, this is a trip.”  And I felt like,
maybe I could just give in to that, just wrestle, just slam her, do whatever
I can…  But I felt kind of like, I felt it was really uncool or something, it
was obnoxious, the story in my head I was making up is she was just
trying to prove some kind of superiority over me or something.  I don’t
know if that’s what she was doing, but it was the same kind of...But there
was this kind of, I was going, I don’t know, that’s a crappy thing to do or
something.  I wasn’t going to do that to her. … So that was my little self
victory, as we say in aikido: “I’m just gonna try and do this with what
I’ve been taught that day”  

Dave articulates one of North Bay’s motto’s: “True Victory is Victory Over Oneself”

(Masakatsu agatsu).  A four-foot long calligraphy of this principle drawn by Osensei

adorns the shomen wall at North Bay.  In successfully overcoming his instinct to “just

slam” his partner, he fulfills the guiding principle of “true” victory: to maintain one’s

own training integrity, to train non-competitively, and to harm no one.
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Intersubjectivity through partnered practice

The combined techniques and principles of aikido produce an opportunity to develop

intersubjectivity.  Physical connections through tactility and kinesthetic awareness allow

for an exchange of social sentiments: trust, honesty, and cooperation.  Repeated

transactions with a variety of partners requires the practitioner to develop somatic

awareness of the various skills and moods of partners.  Thomas Csordas’ theory of

somatic modes of attention — a theory that supports the possibility of

intersubjectivity—posits that these modes are “culturally elaborated ways of attending to

and with one’s body in surroundings that include the embodied presence of others”

(1993: 138).  In addition, “because we are not isolated subjectivities trapped within our

own bodies” somatic modes of attention include “attention to the bodies of others”

(139).  By focusing my attention (as the researcher) on these modes, I am able to make

assertions “about the cultural patterning of bodily experience, and also about the

intersubjective constitution of meaning through that experience” (140-41).  Borrowing

from a Valentine E. Daniel’s essay on taking a patients pulse, Csordas argues that the

tactile relationship between patient and physician “neutralizes the divide” between them,

between self and other.  The experience or development of “consubjectivity” is

“characteristic of a particular somatic mode of attention” (144).  This experience relies

partly on a shared habitus, but is elaborated in a particular direction by the specific

environment in which contact takes place.

In the case of aikido, somatic modes of attention are a “consciously cultivated”

ability learned through repeated experiences of physical contact in the dojo, creating a

shared habitus between dojo members and making possible intersubjective experiences.

Both verbal instruction and a non-competitive structure communicate an ethic of trust

and care that ideally form the foundation of training.  Because trust is cultivated,
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students become adept at “attending” to both self and other   It is through these somatic

modes of attention that a students “open” or “closed” presence is revealed to one’s self

and one’s partner.  At North Bay, some practitioners refer to this attention practice as

“listening,” as “conversation,” or as “communication.”  Dennis, a senior student, claims

that this ability is enhanced by training across ranks:

Training with beginners is a great practice, because they don’t always
respond in a predictable fashion, and they haven’t developed keenly the
ability to listen with their bodies.  It’s then imperative upon nage to be
even more clear in their technique, to hold the technique firmly in your
mind and have a strong picture of where things are going and be able to
impart that to your partner.  Does that make sense?  And it’s a great
practice for refining your technique, and clarifying your technique.  And
also developing patience and the ability to listen also as nage, because
you have to, it’s a conversation on both ends.  Uke is listening to where
the technique is going, and nage is listening to what is the level of my
partner and what are they able to hear at this point, what are they able to
accept, where can we go, what speed?  You have to match your partner’s
speed and intensity and level of ability to protect themselves.  So you’re
not gonna be channeling the same amount of energy, perhaps, with a
beginner.  You’re not gonna just blast them with this irimi technique
that’s just gonna blow ‘em out of the water.  That’s not appropriate.  But
you wanna still have a clear sense of energy flowing and connecting with
your partner.  So whoever you’re training with, it’s a great challenge
because it’s a conversation with the person.

Bill suggests that as beginners, student must “pay attention” to one’s own movement.

Eventually, as a student becomes more confident with techniques, he can begin

developing his awareness of his partners both physically and psychologically: 

Renée: Tell me what you can feel or sense or know about your training
partners, aside from perhaps just the tension or relaxation.  What else do
you think you can discover about someone?

Bill: I’ve been trying to learn a lot about that, and it comes back to the
paying attention thing.  Cause we talk a lot in there about paying
attention to how we’re doing this and where we’re at and what we’re
feeling like and how our center’s moving, and you certainly have to do
that for a long time to figure out what’s going on.  But then after a while
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you have some spare paying-attention cycles that you can actually give to
paying attention to the other.  So you begin to watch your partner while
you work with them at all times, how they’re getting up off the floor,
how they’re moving towards you, how they approach you from the side
or directly.  And you begin to pay attention to their whole being.  How
are they holding their head, is it lurched forward, is it up straight, are
their shoulders hunched up?  What kind of back posture do they have, are
they actually standing up straight?  

And these kinds of postures that you see someone hold their body
in, often correspond to states that their mind is in, and so you kind of get
a feeling for them.  Oh, they’re not really feeling too good today, look
how they’re hunched over.  So you can tell some of the difficulties
they’re working with by the way they hold their body.  It’s certainly not a
perfect indication but it’s certainly one to begin with, to work on from
there.  And after they grab a hold of you, you can tell from their grip that
they have on you, that kind of tightness that they’ll have, or is it really a
good connection, do they really have the palm of their hand on the back
of your wrist?  Are they being very tentative, are they being firm, are
they being in there, are they actually giving themselves to you?  Are they
standing back and bending over and giving their hand out there only, are
they really afraid because that’s what’s going on?  So you have to have
some awareness of these things so you can adjust to them to help the
blend work, cause if they’re bent over and reached out and got their hand
stuck out there cause they’re afraid of you, well you’ve gotta do
something to relax to make them not be so afraid.  So you do have some
indication of how they’re doing when they work with you.

In addition to developing their somatic modes of attention, aikidoists also cultivate a

sense of mutual responsibility as a community sensibility.  The somatic experiences

between partners can effect one another emotionally and socially.  Interpersonal

responsibility for the safety of training (Kleinman and Kleinman’s “somatomoral” 1994)

is a characteristic outcome of aikido training.

Dennis: [Motomichi Anno Sensei] was talking about getting underneath
your partner and lifting them up, and he was showing it in a physical
sense, but implicit within that also was a sense of elevating your partner
spiritually, mentally, emotionally, as well as physically.  I mean, all of
these things were implicit in that.  And not to think of yourself as
superior to your partner.  But by getting beneath them and elevating
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them, you’re elevating yourself as well.  I mean, you get below them, lift
them up, you’re lifting your partner, but you’re also lifting yourself.  And
together, we’re climbing this path.  We’re working together, and really
bringing everyone along.  We talk about a win-win situation in Aikido,
resolution to conflict, where we both are gaining something positive out
of the experience, and that was the feeling [Anno Sensei] brought to
training as well.  It’s like we’re all bringing each other along.  And  that
was for me a really profound message.  That’s, for me, so much what’s so
precious about the dojo and the community, and the experience of aikido.
I really think that that was Osensei’s vision of the potential for aikido,
that it’s a vehicle to elevate the spirit and elevate us as humans and each
other, not to dominate the other person, not to prove yourself superior.

Co-creation of aikido: randori and jiyu waza

Osensei said: “The techniques of the Way of Peace change constantly;
every encounter is unique, and the appropriate response should emerge
naturally.  Today’s technique will be different tomorrow.  Do not get
caught up with the form and appearance of a challenge.  The Art of
Peace has no form—it is the study of spirit.”

Although aikido involves patterned, organized steps and body movements, the principles

of aikido movement dominate absolute structures (or kata) making experimentation and

improvisation possible.  Its principles—moving from the center in spiraling patterns

with partners moving in steady synchronic flow — give shape and meaning to the

movements.  In addition, martial logic—that is, how reasonable a movement is in terms

of its combat effectiveness—may at times override conventional or experimental

organizations of movement, though it may also be the case that martial logic is

overlooked for the sake of examining another aspect or possibility in movement.  

Opportunities for kinesthetic and psychological exploration are continuously

offered in aikido.  Students and instructors talk about their practice in terms of

experimentation, investigation, exploration.  By saying that “this is what I am working

on today” and insisting that they don’t know very much about aikido, they indicate the

unfinished nature of aikido on a technical level.  Even 8th dan Motomichi Anno Sensei,
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a direct student of Osensei’s, used this deferential language when he visited North Bay

in 1999.  In Japan, kata (fixed and codified patterns of movement) are used in kabuki

training to preserve traditional forms, though this may actually impede creativity (Gunji

1970: 66).  The ability to “co-create” aikido by being in the moment keeps the form, the

art, alive.

This sensibility of on-going co-creation has roots in Japanese mythology.  John

Stevens, who has written many books on aikido history and philosophy, suggests that

the Japanese pairing of water-fire is the equivalent of yin-yang in Chinese cosmology.

A Japanese origins story involves a female kami, Izanami, who represents (according to

Stevens) water, centrifugal forces, and the quality of reception; and a male kami, Izanagi

representing fire, centripetal forces, and the quality of entering.  He argues that the

“interaction” of these paired opposites gives birth to aikido (Stevens 1993: 43).  Friday

similarly suggests that creativity arises from the “interplay” of complementary forces

(1997: 68).

The ability to co-create is developed through repeated engagements with a

variety of partners.  As I already mentioned, an individual will train with as many as

eight different partners in a single class.  Each partner brings to the encounter something

unique: personality, body shape, weight, or height, varying expertise, resistance or

receptivity.  At seminars where aikidoists from several different dojo train together,

practitioners are encouraged to “train with someone you don’t know.”  This increases

the social connections to other dojo as well as presenting students with new challenges.

These relationships can be difficult and participants are cautioned not to expect every

encounter to be easy or pleasant.  There is value in and knowledge to be gained by

persevering with partners one finds difficult or personally objectionable. 

It is here that the distinction between jitsu and budo is crucial.  Jitsu (also ju-
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jitsu) refer to the techniques of the warrior with defense and actual combat the primary

goal.  As originally practiced by the samurai, it was “intended for disarmed warriors, so

that they could defend themselves against enemies who were still armed” (Frederic

1995: 86).  Its primary aim was “to annihilate the enemy and render him powerless.

This principal intentions led warriors to use all kinds of dangerous—often fatal—

techniques” (87).  In the 1920’s Kano Jigoro reinvented ju-jitsu making it a gentler,

though competitive system which he named Judo.  Armed forces throughout the world

continue to train personnel in various forms of ju-jitsu.  

Budo, in contrast, are systems of personal, spiritual development gained through

the practice of martial forms.  The goal of aikido is to unify body and mind with the

spirit of the universe.  In order to accomplish this, the body must be available to the

movements of this universal energy as they are expressed in one’s opponent.  One

cannot rely on pre-arranged responses or kata.  The practitioner cannot anticipate nor

regret, but must be “in the moment.”  That means developing a broad but immediate

awareness of one’s training partner; awareness of his or her expressed energies.

Structures of technique must be open enough for the student to feel one’s partner and

respond appropriately.  Of course, as beginners, students must focus on the forms but

they  are simultaneously learning how to infuse the forms with principles, spirit, or ki.

As aikidoists progress in the acquisition of technical skills, they are free to concentrate

on the moment and on the energetic connection with her or his partner.  Ideally, then,

technical achievements are insufficient.  The ability to connect, to know ones partner, is

primary.  And this opens up movement options which are created according to the

energetic expressions of the moment.

Creativity is practiced in aikido through jiyu waza, or freestyle techniques and

through randori or multiple-person attack, both of which appear in rank examinations by
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fourth and third kyu.  Aikido has no ideal or perfect forms; there is no perfect way to

perform irimi nage, for example.  Instead, there are effects and principles that guide the

forms.  In jiyu waza, uke presents nage with a variety of un-premeditated attacks to

which nage responds with a variety of techniques.  Ideally, the goal is for nage to

respond instinctively, without predetermining which techniques she will respond with.

It is, for both, an improvisation within a structured or limited frame of possibilities.

Dance researchers Rajika Puri and Diana Hart-Johnson (1995) argue that dance

“vocabularies” are analogous to linguistic ones, so that both compositions and

improvisations are delimited and rule-bound communications.  Sequences of movement

may be grammatical or ungrammatical, and thus comprehensible or nonsensical (Puri

and Hart-Johnson 1995: 166-167).  The rules or principles which govern movement are

encoded in the idiom itself (179).  Grammatical “non-sense” (174) might occur through

incompetence with the rules or through deliberate misapplication for parodic effect.  In

aikido, parody of techniques is used as a teaching device by aikido teachers.  In jiyu

waza and randori, one is expected to spontaneously draw from accumulated, embodied

knowledge of the aikido vocabulary.  Use of techniques from other martial arts—

kicking, for example—is considered inappropriate.  But variations on established

techniques are acceptable and common.  Indeed, many technical combinations taught in

class do not have names, testimony, perhaps, to the ongoing creation of aikido.

“What’s perfect,” stated Dennis in an interview, “are the principles” that underlie

aikido techniques.  These principles, he continues,

are natural universal principles of blending and movement, spiraling,
circling, and patterns that are found in nature.  And finding how you can,
by keeping the bigger picture a wider view, bring your partner into that
realization.  So you’re bringing your partner into this, into accord with
universal patterns.  When it works.  And by doing that, also, you’re
bringing yourself into accord too.  So it’s a way of finding, it’s a path for
ourselves, as nage, for finding universal harmony.  Harmony with the
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universe, and also within.  So, ok, this then is the way that we can
perceive harmony.  It’s very exciting, and the technique will take
different patterns and look different ways depending on who nage is, who
uke is, what kind of attack it is, the speed and intensity, and all of that
has to match to create what’s right in the moment.

SUMMARY

Osensei described his techniques as “signposts” intended to direct students to the

principles.  Techniques are the means or a method for cultivating a thinking, acting,

feeling, knowing body; for cultivating cooperation and intersubjective knowledge; and

for creating ethical community sensibilities.  This chapter focused on the somatic

aspects of training, its techniques and the physical experiences of aikido.  The

statements made by my training partners also indicate that there is much more going on

than this.  The next chapter features the social experiences and consequences of training;

how being in connection transforms social behaviors and produces sociosomatic

solidarity.
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CHAPTER 8. “AIKIDO IS A METAPHOR FOR LIFE”: SOCIALIZING
ASPECTS OF CONNECTION

Defining community 

Placing individualism against community "implies a contrast between two conceptions

of self" (Daly 1994: xiv).  One self is an individual with a unique identity, a subjective

consciousness, a personal history, and the guaranteed right to pursue life, livelyhood,

and self development.  The other self is grounded in membership in a variety of

communities: family, work, church, recreation, etc.  Philosopher Markate Daly suggests

that "most people adopt both views, either applying them to separate spheres of life or

holding them in uneasy tension together" (ibid.).  Furthermore, Daly argues (and I

concur) that "the problem is not that we don’t have enough community in our country."

The questions are, what forms do American communities take, what is the nature and

quality of the relationships within communities, are these associations satisfying, and

what is the place of community in American life (xvi).  While the close-knit community

of the small town was once the norm in this country and continues to be seen as the

ideal, it is no longer the only form of social relatedness.

In his literature review of ethnographies about American culture, Michael

Moffatt notes that there is a scarcity of literature on contemporary, non-geographically

created “communities” (Moffatt 1992: 217).  The literature that does exist, he argues,

tends to fall into the category of recreational activities engaged in by people who “don’t

call what they’re doing ‘community’” (218).  Aikido represents a somewhat different

case: while martial arts may be considered recreational, the members of North Bay

Aikido dojo have demonstrated both verbally and in practice that they do indeed

consider themselves a community.  As Dart (1995) observes, in a movement community

social relationships are dependent on participation in the movement events (Dart 1995:
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196).  At North Bay Aikido dojo, the community both begins and ends in the practice of

the art itself; that is, aikido training serves to define the community boundaries and is

the primary point of reference through which people engage with one another.  

The North Bay community is also distinguished by its sensual foundations

(Mellor and Schilling 1998).  Group solidarity at the dojo is produced and maintained

by the kinesthetic and tactile practices of the art.  Bodies in motion reflect one another,

creating a psychological connection.  Bodies in contact with one another diminish the

sense of individuality, of a solitary self, and promote a sense of communal purpose.

North Bay is also a “community of knowledge and practice” (Lave and Wenger 1991:

29).  For their purposes Lave and Wenger define “community” as “participation in an

activity system about which participants share understandings concerning what they are

doing and what that means in their lives and for their communities” (98).  Moreover, “A

community of practice is a set of relations among persons, activity, and world, over time

and in relation with other tangential and overlapping communities of practice” (98).  

There are two key aspects to the process of producing this kind of community:

the learning environment and the development of an in-group identity.  Lave and

Wenger make an important distinction between “a learning curriculum and a teaching

curriculum.”  They define a learning curriculum as consisting of “situated

opportunities…for the improvisational development of new practice” and as “a field of

learning resources in everyday practice viewed from the perspective of learners” (97,

original italics).  Teaching curriculums, by contrast, are master-oriented, limited and

limiting structures in which learners are in a dependent position.  In addition, “There is

anecdotal evidence…that where the circulation of knowledge among peers and near-

peers is possible, it spreads exceedingly rapidly and effectively.…The effectiveness of

the circulation of information among peers suggests…that engaging in practice, rather
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than being its object, may well be a condition of the effectiveness of learning” (93).

North Bay instructional style exemplifies both of these ideas: teachers provide

“opportunities” by deciding and demonstrating the techniques and principles that will be

attended to in the class.  Students train with “peers and near-peers” exchanging

information experientially, body-to-body, regardless of belt rank. 

Through gradual processes, learners deepen their knowledge of who and what is

involved in the culture and the practice of aikido.  As their knowledge grows, their point

of view changes as do their internal relationships with other practitioners and their own

self-identity.  Community activities produce skilled individuals but they also construct

new kinds of people.  “Moving toward full participation in practice involves not just

greater commitment of time, intensified effort, more and broader responsibilities within

the community, and more difficult and risky tasks, but, more significantly, an increasing

sense of identity as a master practitioner” (Lave and Wenger 1991: 111).  I recall a

conversation with one of my training partners, Hope, who, after watching a martial arts

demonstration, redefined herself as “an aikidoist” rather than as “a martial artist.”  This

was an important distinction for her because she wanted to present herself as an ethical

practitioner of budo rather than as a combat technician.  

(Before I continue, I must comment on the Lave and Wenger’s phrase “master

practitioner.”  One of the most common phrases heard at North Bay is that “There are a

lot of ways to everything.”  “Tonight,” an instructor might say, “lets look at ikkyo in this

way,” or “here’s what I’ve been working on.”  These are expressions of having learned

many of ways of doing a technique from many different teachers.  It is also a deliberate

deferral of mastery.  At North Bay and in many other dojos, Osensei is the only true

master, as his title indicates.  This is not false modesty but a sincere and even traditional

sentiment.  Master teacher Motomichi Anno sensei declares his lack of knowledge,
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saying that he has much to learn despite his 45 years of training.  It is also said that

receiving a black belt only indicates that you are a serious learner, not that you have

mastered aikido.  Shodan “means ‘first step,’” explained Dennis, “and it’s kind of like,

ok, you’ve gotten through high school, you have your basic education requirements, and

now you can really start studying.… It’s a graduation.  But it really is just the first step.

It means that you’re a serious student of the art.”  Although Lave and Wenger probably

did not mean to imply that mastery is the end goal of practice, it is important in the

context of aikido to remember that budo is a life-long path without end.)

At North Bay and in many dojos with which North Bay has special ties, there is

no question about whether there should be an aikido community, only questions about

how to create a healthy one.  I was made aware of the importance of this subject when I

attended a discussion group organized through North Bay’s major annual event.  The

Santa Cruz Aikido Summer Retreat, held at UCSC, gathers approximately 200 aikidoists

from the Bay Area and beyond for five days of intensive training.  In addition to training

opportunities and meditation classes, the retreat devotes a block of time in which

participants discuss issues of importance to aikido practitioners.  I would like to

summarize one of these discussions because it represent the sentiments of North Bay as

well as a number of other practitioners in this region.

The third annual Retreat in 1996 included several formal discussion periods in

which to share ideas about “building community.”  Discussions concerned the

development of community relations at three levels: internal dojo relationships; relations

between dojos; and relationships with the local neighborhood, town, or city.  The

discussion centered mostly on internal community relationships and how they are

achieved.  Training is of course, primary, as I have already discussed.  But in addition to

physical practice, North Bay and other dojos employ a variety of strategies for creating
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a community.  These include equal access to training and equal valuation of women,

men, young, old, and people with physical and emotional limitations; shared

responsibilities for teaching and dojo maintenance; formal etiquette which provides a

framework for showing respect towards all members; and social activities through

which to discover one another off the mat.  Building friendly community relations is

believed to be an expression of the founder’s interest in uniting diverse peoples through

aikido.  In the words of Osensei, “Aiki is not an art for defeating others: it is for the

unification of the world and the gathering of all races into one family.”  The social

“lessons” learned through the art and friendships made in the dojo often extend well

beyond the confines of the dojo and its membership.  

In my interviews I asked whether or not they viewed North Bay Aikido as a

community, and if so, in what ways.  

Dennis: Yeah, I would say so.  It is a community, it’s a created
community.  And to a certain extent it’s sort of a self-selected one.  I
mean, people come there because they want to be there.  But I think
about, sometimes, small towns where everybody knows each other and
you all know each other’s business, and you’ve got the town eccentric,
and maybe there’s somebody who’s retarded or something, and everyone
makes allowances... That’s just Joey So-and-so, he’s a little bit touched,
but, you know, everyone watches out for him, and they know the
neighbor kids.  You can’t do something without your folks eventually
hearing about it.  You know everyone in town.  And there’s a certain
element of that in the dojo community, too.  I guess I’m talking about
acceptance.  Whoever walks in the door, you accept them.  We all have
our issues that we come in with, and we all have different things that
we’re working on, and they’re all going to come up on the mat!
[laughing]  I’m sure you’ve experienced it.  Whatever it is that is your
time and your subject to work with, it’s gonna be there.  You just kinda
have to trust the process, and trust that that’s gonna work on people.

Bill: Yeah, the community aspect of North Bay Aikido is, I think it’s
quite strong there.  It’s a vibrant community, at least 50 regular members
at any moment in time, kind of changes a little bit over time.  But we
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have community because we share a sense of common purpose and a
sense of care for others, not only in just protecting them physically when
we work with them on the mat, but just in general being concerned about
how things are in their lives and stuff.  Which is actually an interesting
point, cause we don’t delve much into each other’s lives at North Bay
Aikido, but we are somewhat aware of how people are doing, just in
general terms, cause we usually, almost always hear about people’s
difficulties, and we try and rally about them and provide them with some
support during times of difficulty.  

Bill also spoke about how dojo customs help create a sense of community:

It’s the whole, the symbolism and the bowing, and the kind of etiquette
that we have between each other and the reverence for senior people, and
the way we behave that way.  There’s this whole set of behavioral
activity that we have, and that kind of unites us as a community in there.
When new people come into that community, we expect them to behave
like that and go along with this... 

He compared the nature of North Bay community to other communities he has been

associated with, commenting on their different natures:

I contrast and compare our community with communities such as at
work.  There’s kind of a community at work, and it has its own
characteristics, much different than aikido.  Something I believe is
probably more similar to aikido community would be like a church
community.  And it also provides a sense of community that I think’s
important in modern day life, which is missing for a lot of people.  I
think a lot of people are in search for community of some sort because
we are so isolated from our neighbors, for example.  It’s very rare to
know your neighbor on your street.  And this is a type of community that
used to exist, or does still exist in very small communities and towns, but
with modern urban life nowadays we have gotten rid of that kind of
community.  And in fact I grew up in a very small town, less than 1000
people.

R: Where was that?

B: In the Central Valley of California.  Farming community.  So that
community, being so small, and had a common kind of occupation, that
was a very important community to all of us.  And that’s actually kind of
rare these days, cause there’s not many small places like that left.  We’re
all living in cities and searching about for community, and something like
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aikido really has a ready-made set of things going for it.  You can just
walk in there and adopt that community, and they’ll adopt you.  So that’s
really nice.

It is important to note that at least some members of the North Bay community

experience a difference between community friendliness and friendship:

Bill: The friendships are somewhat different than the community thing.
I’ve often thought about this question of friendships in the dojo because
there doesn’t, from my experience, there’s not a whole lot of contact
outside of the dojo functions and the dojo location for me with others.
That may be just because that’s the way my life is structured and I
actually have a lot of other things I need to do besides aikido.  And I
already have a circle of social friends that I need to spend time with, and
it’s somewhat difficult for me to accept another set of new friends.  In
fact I’ve recently been lamenting the loss of our friend Paul, who recently
stopped joining aikido [due to a hip injury], and I keep thinking he’s a
friend I don’t want to lose just because he doesn’t do aikido.  This isn’t
fair.  So I have his phone number and I need to call him.  It’s like, I don’t
want to lose that.  So it seems to be a little bit rare for me, there’s
certainly a very friendship association that I have with many people in
there, and we’re kind of good friends, but we’re only together when
we’re at North Bay and doing aikido and stuff.  But just with our friendly
banter and stuff, yeah I could hang out with these people too, but boy
I’ve got too many other things to do also, I can’t start up a whole new
range of social circles here.  So I’ll just leave it isolated right there.

Isolating friendly relationships within the community frame is a characteristic feature of

contemporary community life both in the U.S. and in Japan.  In his ethnography of the

dojo life of one of Japan’s “New Religions,” Davis describes the relationships between

members of the dojo as “a fellowship of acquaintances.”  Members are bound by a

common interest and practice of the Mahikari religion and socializing takes place

primarily within this context.  “Although members frequently travel long distances

together to attend festivals, they are not inclined, say, to meet at a tea shop to idle away

their time” (Davis 1980: 243).  This is true for North Bay as well.  

Although Osensei spoke about a united human family, practitioners are also clear

that “family” is not “kinship”—at least not in the Western sense of the word.  Jerilyn
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once spoke in class about community as a kind of family: the world family envisioned

by Osensei.  But later that same day, I was chatting with Gaza as she planted the garden

in the back of the dojo.  We commented on the amount of time Don Hill had put into the

construction of the building.  Gaza commented that both she and Don had to sacrifice

time at home with their families in order to work at the dojo: “I guess that’s what it

means to be a member of a community” she said.  The inference was that family and

community are not the same entities even if both family members (as in the case of

Gaza and Dennis) are members of the community.  But it does imply a deeper

commitment to reciprocal actions between dojo members than perhaps employment

relationships or between classmates at the university, for example.

Hope talked about the source and sense of community at Valley Aikido in

western Massachusetts where she began her training.  There, the source of communal

sentiment was derived from a sense of having survived the physical and social

“machismo” of the schools and students of two well-known Japanese sensei with which

Valley Aikido is associated.  She compared this to the admittedly “touchy-feely”

community at North Bay.  Trying to reconcile the differences and commonalities

between how aikido is practiced at machismo-oriented schools and the independence of

North Bay, Hope concluded that because North Bay is not affiliated with any local,

national, or international aikido associations, the school does not have to deal with the

ego-driven politics often surrounding those political groups.  She cited a recent event in

which a group of dojo volunteers was organized to go to Don Hill’s house to help him

with yard and housework that had long been neglected because of his stalwart attentions

to the construction and remodeling of the “new” dojo.  This communal repayment of his

efforts, she concluded, is an example of a style of community that defines North Bay

Aikido. 
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Creating community: Membership

Technically, membership at North Bay is maintained simply by paying your monthly

mat fees and then training.  But membership should also be understood in a more

psychological or sentimental way; not as a static state, but as a deepening relationship to

the dojo and its commitments.  As such, entry into community is a process that varies

between practitioners according to their own efforts. Participation in the occasional

social events and regular dojo upkeep are important entry points for newcomers as well

as markers of membership for all participants. 

Charles describes his membership trajectory as beginning with the beginner’s

class and continuing in the general level classes until people began to recognize his

presence.  Then he was “invited” to take a turn at keeping the dojo dusted and swept;

took his fifth kyu exam (the first rank exam), volunteered his efforts in a direct mail

campaign to solicit funds for the new building, showed up for dan exams and post-exam

parties; attended social events, and volunteered for the public demonstrations at Santa

Cruz First Night and the Japanese Cultural Fair.  Jenni describes hers similarly,

beginning with misogi chores and deepening through taking her first test, volunteering

at the annual retreat; assisting in the young people’s class; registering students for

seminars; and working as the retreat volunteer coordinator.  “If you showed up, and you

were enthusiastic to help, they noticed” said Jenni.  Both misogi and the fifth kyu exams

are indications of one’s interest in joining the community at a level beyond training.

Students come to know what to do by observing others: “I saw these people, people

doing things together as a community, cleaning, or preparing for things,” said Jenni.

Senior students model for newcomers the behaviors they are expected to adopt if they

are serious about deepening their relationship to the dojo.  In addition, Jenni commented

that “as you go up in rank you are asked to take on more responsibility.  You’re more
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embedded in the dojo in terms of understanding the way the dojo works.  It’s no longer

so foreign, the ranking and hierarchy.  You’re also more known in the community,

therefore you become more trustworthy.”  Each test, in fact, serves as a sign of one’s

deepening commitments. 

Embodiments: history and lineage

“What is much more important than anything I say is that I touch you.
Through me, through my touch, comes the touch of the founder of
Aikido.  There is no Bible you can buy that says, ‘This is what Aikido
is.’ It is transferred from person to person.  These vibrations pass among
us” (Dobson 1993: 95).

Movement analysis experts assert that the core values of movement systems are encoded

in its spatial pathways, dynamics of effort, and utilization of body parts.  Furthermore,

these specialists have shown that by examining human movement, social histories which

have become embodied in the movers can be discerned.  Barbara Browning, for

example, provides a complex analysis of Brazilian samba by closely examining its

rhythms and moves.  “Samba narrates a story of racial contact, conflict, and resistance,

not just mimetically across a span of musical time but also synchronically, in the depth

of a single measure” (Browning 1995: 2).  Cynthia Novack produces an in-depth

account of how contemporary social sentiments were embodied in both modern and

social dance forms of the 1960s and 1970s, a period with some significance to the

history of aikido in the central California region.  The moving body itself thus becomes

a repository of histories as well as cultural values and patterns.  

As I discussed earlier, this community is created and maintained through

embodied experiences of self and of others.  Historical lineage is also transferred

through body-to-body relations.  Jen Smith spoke eloquently at one class about

remembering our ancestors, our teachers, and the generations of teachers that we have

all learned from tracing back to Osensei.  We embody within us, she commented, this
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tradition of aikido, the uniqueness of each of the teachers we have had along the way,

and the teachers of our teachers.  Jenni expressed this same sentiment when she spoke

about carrying knowledge of her training partners in her body when she moved to

Seattle and then back to Santa Cruz: “I realized from experience within my body and

within my own training [that] it’s not just me when I do aikido.”  When Anno sensei

came in 1999, all of Linda’s students were struck by her shift in status from our sensei

to Anno’s student.  

Since Anno came, [I] see her more in a chain, rather than at the top.  I see
how she serves her teacher.  And her teacher served his teacher, and his
teacher served Osensei, and Osensei served somebody else, and so we’re
in this chain. 

Jenni also pointed out that “this isn’t Linda’s School of Aikido.”  Shared values and a

shared history are transmitted body-to-body so that students come to embody a history

of aikido specific to this region.  An important part of this history is that North Bay

offers a diversity of teachers who are not enamored by one chief instructor whose style

is expected to be emulated.  The heritage of the teaching practices and learning

environment at North Bay Aikido goes back to 1970 when Robert Frager began teaching

aikido at UCSC.  He immediately invited Frank Doran to help him teach and within

about one year invited Stanley Pranin.  The list of people to whom primary teaching

responsibility was handed over the years is long and when North Bay Aikido dojo was

opened off campus, this the tradition of multiple instructors was continued.  North Bay

Aikido today has on average eight different instructors teaching classes each week and

beginner classes are always co-instructed.  The dojo sensibility is that students should

learn from many teachers, thus absorbing many ways of doing aikido.

Multiple teachers and multiple training partners transmit multiple ways of doing

aikido; breadth is more important than finding the perfect execution of a technique.

Each teacher offers something different for students to explore.  Variety is helpful in
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randori—multiple-person attack—because it teaches options for getting out of

spontaneous situations.  In randori, embodied knowledge of aikido has to be able to

come through without interference from rational processes, it has to be immediate,

spontaneous but within the bounds of aikido (and the bounds of North Bay style and

principles).  In a randori or jiyu waza this inheritance of diversity will express itself in

unique ways, as new combinations and variations through more spontaneous creativity.

Testing 

As students progress beyond the beginner class, they are evaluated by their instructors

who may recommend to Linda that they are ready for a promotional test.  Linda and

Glen have the final say in who tests and when.  Students at this dojo do not ask to be

tested but wait for a formal (verbal) invitation from either Linda or Glen.  Kyu exams

(those below black belt) take place about four times a year, and typically a group of

people of assorted kyu ranks will test over the course of several weeks.  These take

place at the end of a general class before a committee of black belts.  Shodan and higher

are tested in a more ceremonial manner often with guest instructors.  In either case, the

examinee asks a more senior student to be their test uke.  Typically, the uke is several

ranks ahead of the examinee: white belts ask blue belts, blue ask brown, etc.  These uke

act as mentors, providing special training outside regular classes and explaining the

testing procedures to the examinee.  They also help the examinee take the test by acting

as their uke.  In more advanced ranks, other uke may be drawn from the witnessing

students.  This is especially necessary when randori is part of the exam.  Required

techniques for each rank are printed on a handout (see Appendix B).  

Kyu exams proceed as follows.  After about an hour of regular training

(depending on how many people are testing that night), everyone lines up for the exam.

Those black belts who have volunteered to serve on the committee sit along the right
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hand wall with Linda and Glen closest to the shomen wall.  Examinees line up opposite

them in the order they will test.  This is decided by both rank (lowest ranks first) and by

preference.  The rest of the students, including the uke, line up along the length

between.  The first examinee knee walks in formal Japanese fashion to the center of the

mat in front of the shomen, where she is met by her uke.  Together they bow first to the

shomen, then to the testing committee, and finally to each other.  The examinee

announces her name, how long she has been training, when her last test was, and what

level she is testing for tonight.  One of the black belts will “call” the exam.

Calling the exam means that the caller decides and verbally requests which

techniques for that level s/he wants to see demonstrated.  The handouts that list exam

techniques are a guideline, but the caller can ask for variations.  Learning to call an

exam may be part of a shodan’s apprenticeship, though it is not required.  Kahlil once

told me how nerve-wracking it can be when you first begin administering tests.  It

requires one to pay attention to a lot of new things: watching the techniques to make

sure they are demonstrating the right ones, even while you are thinking about what

technique to call next.  You might want to ask for a particular quality or for them to

slow down or train faster.  Sometimes, Khalil said, you know there is something you

want from the examinee but you can’t articulate it, or get it out fast enough.

Occasionally, when someone is new at calling the exam, Linda will jump in with her

own requests or may suggest something to the caller.  This guidance from a more senior

instructor continues even when the dojo cho is administering an exam in the presence of

practitioners more senior to her.  

Once all the exams scheduled for that class are concluded, the whole examining

committee convenes privately to discuss each examinee.  Each examinee, in the order of

the exam, is invited in to sit before the committee for private and confidential feedback.
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First they announce that you have passed.  It is rare that students fail their exams at

North Bay because, it is said, you are not asked to test until Linda and Glen are satisfied

that you are ready to.  I asked Dennis, a member of the board of directors, how it

happens that someone fails an exam and what actions are taken in response.  He said,

There’s a lot of soul searching that goes on in the back room, amongst
the examining board.  When that happens, because it’s very rare to see
that happen, I think I’ve only seen it once... There was one time up at the
university, when I sat in on the board there, that was “ok, we’ll let this
guy go through but it’s kind of a provisional one.”  It was more sort of a
face-saving thing for him, but it was like, we’re gonna give you the belt
but you have to know that this has to change and you’re gonna have to
come back and demonstrate at a future date that you’ve worked on these
areas.  

But the time at North Bay when I saw somebody fail, I think … it was a
blue belt test.  This is a guy who had studied Tae Kwon Do before.  He
didn’t get very far in the art, but he was doing aikido and he never got
the concept that it’s about loving protection.  And every move he made
was about trying to trash his partner and dominate his partner.  No matter
what the examining board asked for, to try to illicit a more caring,
responsive, fluid movements, it was just, in his mind aikido was about
dominating the other person and trashing them.  It was the most, I
believe, just inelegant...(that’s a crime in itself)...test I’ve ever seen.  He
was failed.

R: Were his techniques accurate?  I’m trying to understand if it’s the
quality of his work…or if he just didn’t even remember the techniques
that he was supposed to be doing.

D: No, he was doing techniques.  He was, I can’t say he was doing it,
because he wasn’t doing aikido.  It wasn’t aikido that he was doing.  But
he was going through the motions that resembled bastardization of what I
think of as aikido.  So I can’t say that he was doing aikido, because they
go hand in hand, the quality that you approach it with... What you bring
to your practice, the way you are trying to execute the techniques, has as
much to do with doing aikido as the physical techniques themselves.
And he subsequently quit.  Which was a shame, because that wasn’t our
goal.  But we really wanted to give him a heads up.  This is not right, you
really need to change your attitude.  And I guess he didn’t want to.
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As Dennis has expressed, aikido tests are judged (and I use the term cautiously)

by technique, but character and principle are the ultimate criterion.  All members of the

committee (or board) are free to comment and they are always careful to praise first and

“suggest” new training goals second.  These are not criticisms; they are always spoken

of in a language of support and of “opportunity” for personal growth.  It is couched in

terms of development rather than judgement: for example, you might be told that your

base and presence are well developed and you should work on flow or develop a

broader awareness of the space.  Comments range from technical to principle: you might

be told that you need to bend your knees more for shiho nage, or that you need to

continue the flow of energy right into the pin.  They may offer particular techniques for

accomplishing these goals.  As shodan learn to “see” beyond techniques and into

personal qualities expressed by those techniques, they develop an uncanny ability to

provide much more personal insights.  Blandi once said that after she gets feedback she

often feels like they have been reading her diaries; Charles said they always “push his

buttons”; Aimen said “they find the sore spot on your soul and point it out.”  Frequently,

students claim that these qualities are ones they have been thinking about in their

personal lives.  Linda is particularly adept at this.  Her deep understanding of aikido

allows her to interpret the movements of others and to see how it expresses individual

characteristics.  This ability is, perhaps, evidence of the adage “movement never lies.”

Because these insights can leave one feeling very exposed and vulnerable, having

developed trust with those members of the committee through training partnerships is

important.  

Shodan exams 

As I said, dan exams are celebrated more conspicuously than kyu exams.  Shodan

exams are particularly exciting events because they represent personal accomplishment
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and are a sign of the efforts of the whole community.  Typically, two or three students

will begin preparing for shodan together.  Linda chooses to have people prepare in small

groups because it is a very difficult process and having compatriots in the work offers

some support.  It is another piece of her commitment to creating community sentiments.

Linda also initiated a practice in which the whole community buys the first

hakama for each new shodan.  As she tells it, when she first became a black belt in

Japan she was very poor and could not afford the one hundred dollars it cost for a

hakama.  When she opened her own dojo, she decided to rectify this burden by

instituting a tradition of purchasing a hakama for each new shodan with funds collected

voluntarily from the dojo members.  A month or so before the scheduled shodan exams,

a “secret” fund is established and everyone is asked (usually in circles after training) to

contribute a few dollars per examinee.  The most recently ranked shodan arrange for the

sizing, purchase, and presentation of the hakama to the examinees, who will in their turn

buy hakama for the next examinees.  This tradition makes for a very moving ceremony

when hakama are presented to the new black belts.  It promotes a deep shared sense of

personal involvement with the advancement of students.  Following the tests, and the

feedback conferences, everyone gathers in a circle.  Linda announces that the examinees

have passed and a hearty cheer arises.  The new shodan are presented with black belts

and their hakama.  As they tie on their belts, senior students come to assist them in the

complicated process of tying the hakama.  The crowd begins cheering and pounding on

the mat as they near completion and take their first rolls as black belts (another local

tradition).  The examinees then distribute gifts and cards of gratitude to their sensei and

their uke.  These gifts often express their artistic talents (photographs or artwork), their

knowledge of their sensei’s personal interests, and their awareness of aikido sensibilities

(nature pictures, Japanese artistry). 
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At a women’s pot-luck in 1999, Jenni spoke eloquently about developing a

stronger sense of community through the process of preparing for and taking her shodan

exam.  After hearing her speak about her experiences, I arranged to interview her at my

apartment in order to elicit more details about that process.  Jenni is a thirty-three year

old instructor of English at a local college.  She was raised in a blue-collar family,

practices Buddhist meditation, and is politically “green.”  Jenni began her aikido

training at North Bay in 1994 but trained for several years in Seattle while she

completed her master’s degree.  She returned to Santa Cruz and North Bay Aikido in

1997 and took her shodan  exam in 1999. 

Preparations for the shodan test begins four or five months before the testing

date.  This involves intensive training with the test uke and others outside of general

classes, attending special classes for the shodan, extra demonstration in all classes, and a

mock exam.  

The community experience really did come out in the shodan process.
Before for a kyu test, I’ve usually picked one uke and have trained really
intensively with that one uke…But what was different about shodan is
that I chose my uke but then I deliberately trained, and this was, I’d seen
this, I’d deliberately train with as many people as possible.  And I’d had
this modeled for me.  And I just knew on different levels that the more
people I trained with the more it would round out my training.  

Jenni prepared for her exam with Gaza and Andrew.  She remarked that sharing the

experience of preparing for their test, with its trials of body and spirit, bound the three

of them together.  In their case, there were several other shodan cohorts preparing for

their tests: Ata and Dave from North Bay; Joey and Erin from the university dojo; and

Linda and Shawn from Heart of the Mission in San Francisco.  “We were all kind of

connected,” Jenni said, because “we all went through this thing, and we can really

identify with what it is.”  In fact, the process created in her a stronger connection with

other black belts “[Because] everybody knows how hard it is.  It’s really hard training,
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your body hurts.  It’s emotionally really hard training.”  

On test day, Jenni was “really happy and really calm.  Of course, waves of

nervousness would come up, and excitement would come up, but when I finally bowed

in I was just, it was one of the happiest days of my life.”  The presence of the many

women yudansha (people with black belts) with whom she had trained was part of what

inspired her: 

To have Mary [Heiny], Wendy [Palmer], Linda [Holiday], Kimberly
[Richardson], and then Jesse Burgess who was one of my first teachers.
Jerilyn was also there.  And to have all these women, all these women
yudansha together in the room…Such an amazing experience.

It made me feel really part of something, in this chain.  … I felt a
tremendous amount of support, for my training, for everybody’s training.
A tremendous amount of love.  I just felt so lucky.

And every uke was like a gift.  I was just, send in the next person!  It’s
such an honor to take a black belt test.  And everybody else honors that
too.  Like the ukes that come out, I felt like all of my ukes were just, they
were so honored to be on my test.  And I felt that too, that I’ve gone out
on black belt tests for ukemi is such an honor to me.  It’s really an
amazing process.  I can’t think of anything else in this culture that comes
close to that, that feeling that there is purpose, that we’re sharing this
purpose.  That by taking my test it’s important to me and it’s important to
other people.  And when somebody else takes their test it’s important to
them, it’s important to the aikido community.

It is hard not to draw parallels between what Jenni is describing and the theories of rites

of passage advanced by Victor Turner and van Gennep: through hardship the initiate

sheds the old identity, exists for a time in a liminal state, and emerges to a new social

status and sense of being.  This shared hardship created bonds between all three of

Jenni’s cohort as well as with other yudansha.  

It’s hard, it’s a hard process. Cause the ego’s dying, a bit.  And the spirit,
in order for the spirit to get bigger and in order for you to really, at least
for me … I felt like my ego had to really let go.  I had to let go of parts
of it.  It’s really, for me it was more of a humbling experience than
anything else.  I didn’t come out of it feeling like, oh I’m this great
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master of Aikido now, I have a black belt.  It was more like, well now I
can begin.

Jenni was aware of the ways becoming shodan would change her status at the dojo and

put her in a position of greater responsibility to the community as a role model for other

students and as a leader in dojo activities.  One of the signs of this status change is

becoming a teacher for beginner and intermediate classes, which she was asked to do

almost immediately, perhaps because of her previous experience assisting in the

children’s classes and her professional experiences in front of a classroom.

I think that my experience at the dojo prepared me really well for
leadership.  I think Linda is a teaching model, I really admire her
teaching style a lot, and actually have modeled even some of my teaching
in classrooms after some aspects of her teaching.  And I think just the
way, also the way, she does have people come up through the ranks, and
she deliberately gives people responsibility at different levels of their
training, it kind of grooms you in a way to be able to take on
responsibility. 

Taking the shodan test is a personal accomplishment, but it is also an

demonstration of the continuity of aikido as it expresses itself through the bodies of all

the members of the dojo.

It’s something organic, and I’m part of this, just as everybody else is part
of it, and people have different roles they play, but ultimately we’re all
interconnected in this.  And it doesn’t take one person to make a dojo.  I
mean, Linda could be there.  But if she doesn’t have students... Or we
could have only senior students, but if we don’t have... You know, we’re
all really important in that dojo.  And then for aikido too.

Cause people were teaching me, they were giving me their knowledge,
and then I was absorbing that.  So that my test felt like it was a
culmination of a lot of different people.… I realized from experience
within my body and within my own training, that it wasn’t, it’s not just
me when I do aikido.  It’s a lot of different people who have gone into
my training, and vice-versa.  We train together.  Because by definition,
aikido is a relationship.  It’s a training of relationship.  So the community
I think is just inherent in the practice, cause you can’t do it by yourself.
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“Soft” hierarchy 

North Bay’s ranking system is hierarchical in that it represents a formal organization of

increasing responsibility, knowledge, and authority.  Some dojos reject the belt system

altogether because, for them, it may also represent institutionalized power.  Given that

Americans value personal rights and equality between all citizens, North Bay Aikido

dojo has had to create an environment in which both equality and markers of

advancement can co-exist.  North Bay operates within what I call a “soft” hierarchy.

Although egalitarianism and hierarchy seem to be incommensurable practices, they may

be, as Steven Parish argues, “inseparable, inter-linking forms that arise almost

universally in human groups” (Parish 1996: 211).  According to his theory, hierarchy is

a principle for organizing and maintaining social order, while equality is a principle for

destroying and challenging order (210).  Every culture elaborates these differently, but

they always co-exist if in a contentious relationship.  The U.S., for example, places great

emphasis on equality, but sustains hierarchies based on class, race, and gender (at least).

What becomes interesting, then, is how much of each an organization will tolerate, and

how the desired balance is maintained.

In the aikido world, the highest position of authority is transferred within the

Ueshiba family (from Osensei to his son, Kisshomaru, and to his son, Moriteru).  This is

true for other Japanese martial art schools (Friday 1997) and religious organizations

(Davis 1980).  But beyond that, most aikido dojos are free to organize themselves and

transfer authority and knowledge independently.  This practice of “total transmission” of

martial knowledge (in which certified students are “given ‘possession’” of the practice)

is historically true for other Japanese martial art schools.  The reasons for this can be

traced back to the samurai era, when a more direct lineage system would have

threatened the power of the political leadership (Friday 1997: 18).  Aikido, as I stated in
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an earlier chapter, has a single origin (Osensei) but is now organized into a number of

branches.  Because lineage is diffused, authority over what constitutes “true aikido” is

open to discussion.  North Bay’s truth is revealed in a number of ways, as in the case

above where a student failed his test because, although he had learned the techniques, he

did not demonstrate an understanding of the principles that North Bay holds as essential:

loving protection and non-competitiveness.

Davis describes the Mahikari religious dojo system as one in which “hierarchical

relationships are supplemented by informal, horizontal ties” (Davis 1980: 243).  This

has a “softening” (my term) effect on internal relationships.  North Bay has no formal

vertical associations with regional, national, or international organizations, but it does

work to maintain a friendly network of other dojos and instructors.  Its internal

hierarchy is based on rank, years of involvement, and levels of responsibility.  But

“hierarchy” is an uncomfortable concept to most Americans, for whom it means a

system of coercive political power, or a chain of command in the workplace which only

an elite few have access to, or even the caste system of India.  Jenni commented that

because she is acutely aware of power dynamics between gender, race, sexual

orientation, and class, “it’s taken me years to be comfortable with that Japanese style of

looking at our relation, our power relationships.”  Because her sempai (senior students)

have provided another model of authority, she has developed a more positive vision of

what a hierarchical system can mean.  She refers to it as a “chain”:

It’s getting easier for me, especially since my shodan, and since Anno
came, to see [Linda Holiday sensei] more in a chain, rather than at the
top.  And then I see how she serves her teacher.  And her teacher served
his teacher, and his teacher served Osensei, and Osensei served
somebody else, and so we’re in this chain.  And so that doesn’t, it used to
bother me to kind of serve somebody, cause I felt, especially my
awareness of class.  

Cause it’s not like you’re waiting on their table or shining their shoes or
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mowing their lawns... It’s more like that chain I was talking about.  And
now, I see that I’m also in that chain.  As my status changes, I ask people
to help me.  For instance, just in teaching an intermediate class, I ask
students to uke for me.  And now I see as a teacher how tremendously
grateful I am for that energy.  That here’s somebody, and I’m asking them
a favor, to help me demonstrate something, they’re helping me teach
what I’m trying to teach.  And so I see that differently than I used to see.
I think that’s what’s been the greatest thing about my shodan process has
been being able to see myself in the community in a positive, active,
beneficial role.  That I’m not just a hanger-on or something.  And then
now I see also the way the white, blue, and brown belt students are such
an important part of the dojo, in a way that I wasn’t aware of it as a
white, blue or brown belt.

R: Can you talk about that?  In what way?

J: Kimberly [Richardson] once said that the beginning students are the
lifeblood of the dojo.…And you can have your senior students, but to
constantly have new students... You can have a bunch of students come in
and if that’s your last bunch of students, your dojo’s not gonna make it.
But if you have always new blood, new energy coming in of people who
want to learn aikido, who are enthusiastic about it, that’s continuing
feeding all the way up.  People will say it takes a thousand white belts to
make a black belt.  Well that’s a thousand beginning students to make one
person a black belt.  And, you know, that’s just a saying, but at the same
time it demonstrates that there’s so much that goes into that process, and
from the people who can stay with it.  It’s a really amazing process.  And
I think it does challenge us in so many levels, and that’s why people do
back away from it, cause it’s so difficult.

Junior students look to senior students as role models, but not as superiors.  While a

hierarchy of rank and accountability remains in place at North Bay, its function as a

possible system of power is mitigated by democratic ideals and practices.  Linda is quite

astute when it comes to binding the community together through symbolic acts which

also foster a democratic spirit.  For example, fees for workshops and seminars at North

Bay are always on a sliding scale and under special circumstances are exempted.  This

is apparently unique to North Bay and represents Linda’s and the Board’s commitment

to making it possible for anyone to train regardless of financial circumstances.  Social
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events (potlucks and parties) were deliberately instituted to aid in the reduction of

hierarchical relationships.  Early on, Linda and Glen had a shared sense of wanting there

to be 

more equality in the dojo, or more, what would you call that, the
horizontal ties in a community where you have rank and you have black
belts and you have non-black belts and teachers and students.  Glen and I
always had a sense of How can we break that down a little bit?  And part
of it was parties.  Let’s have a pot luck, and the students get to know us,
that kind of thing, and we get to know them.  I’ve been to a lot of aikido
parties here and there, like parties with Japanese shihan and a lot of
times, you go to the party and you all sit around like you’re all in your
gi’s, you know, and the teacher holds court.  Right?  And its really
unusual that we have that at a party around our dojo.  We wanted it so we
could talk about other things.…Besides that it was just fun, it was a way
to break down or to supplement the connections on the mat.  (Linda)

In addition, an important part of the on-going democratization of the dojo is in

the informal use of names and terms of address.  In the early years she and Glen refused

to let people call them Sensei.  Now, she lets people do it as a way of learning the

tradition, of showing respect.  It is optional at North Bay to call her sensei, though in

most other dojos it is a strict rule to call the teacher Sensei whether they are on the mat

or off, in conversation when the instructor is not even there, like a first name.  This gets

confusing when at a seminar lots of people are referring to different people as Sensei.  It

bothers Linda less in the U.S. than in Japan where there is “much more dogmatism and

separatism between dojos.”  Linda observes that in Japan “They don’t have this kind of

flow from dojo to dojo; it’s feudalism, feudal remnants, feifdoms and feudal lords and

they have their little kingdoms, and within that feifdom, if you say Sensei, its absolutely

clear who you are referring to....Other teachers are referred to by their names.”  So at

Shingu, “Sensei” referred to Hikitsuchi as dojo cho, and other teachers would have their

names appended: Anno sensei, or Tojima sensei, for instance.
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Part of the negative experience Linda had in Shingu had to do with the

hierarchical structure and the degree of power that a head instructor could hold and use.

A dojo cho could “make life quite miserable for people at times”.  She responded to that

with resentment and with a determination not to allow that kind of power structure in

her dojo.  Being “sensei” is clearly a position of authority but as Linda said,

I redefined it a little more positively for myself.  And I’ve also learned
through hard experiences that if you have responsibility you need
authority.  Right?  It just should be in a good ratio.  And if you have
responsibility and don’t have authority you’re screwed.  And if you have
authority and no responsibility you’re also screwed.  So its a matter of
balance.

This democratic or egalitarian approach to leadership was reflected in an event that I

observed one evening before class.  Between the 5:45 beginner or intermediate classes,

and the 7:00 general class, the mat is always swept and mopped.  Anyone can

participate in this activity, white belt to black belt, and it usually involves five to ten

people.  It is unusual, however, for a senior instructor like Glen Kimoto sensei, to help

with this chore.  Nonetheless, Glen always picks up a broom or mop and joins in this

activity before his class.  Often, out of respect and the assumption that he should not

have to do this work, students try to relieve him of the chore.  One night, I saw Glen

begin to sweep.  Someone took his broom and the next thing I saw was Glen calmly

mopping the mat.  

After bowing in with his class, Glen asked everyone to “sit comfortably” for his

opening story-lesson, as is his custom.  He began by telling us that the opening

ceremony (the bow-in clapping) has roots in Shinto with religious meaning.  At North

Bay, “it is not religious but symbolizes the joining of opposites: earth and heaven.  The

kangi for ‘ai’ comes from the word ‘to fit,’ that is, not to resist or oppose but to fit

together, the way the hands join in clapping.  And by the way,” he continued gently

inserting this in a discussion of blending, “Concerning our relationship.  On the mat, I
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am your teacher.  Off the mat when we are not training, we are peers, friends.  When it

comes to cleaning the mats we don’t have ‘big sensei’ games here.  I don’t want to be

treated that way.”  Glen was clearly uncomfortable though graceful and diplomatic with

this speech.  Glen is not one to display false modesty: if he takes a broom, he wants to

sweep.  As Glen said, “we should take our craft seriously, but not ourselves.”

The softening of rank hierarchy is modeled by the chief instructors and

reinforced by social events and the sharing of dojo responsibilities across traditional

American hierarchies of class and gender, and across traditional Japanese hierarchies of

rank or social status.  This does not mean, however, that everyone is content with the

ordering of the dojo membership nor with the decisions made by the dojo cho or by the

board of directors.  As someone pointed out to me, Linda’s authority is not accepted

without complaint: 

As a human being she is going through her own process, where she
wields authority differently at different times, it affects her human
relationships, and she’s a human being.  It’s difficult at times, to deal
with how she relates to power.  And sometimes it’s not. 

But Linda’s resistance to the development of a hierarchy based on personality and

power is also acknowledged: 

Well, Linda is the all-powerful one in the group. … I mean, it’s true.  She
has, it’s her dojo, it’s her school.… She could have easily made that dojo
a dojo for her, like so many people do.…But what she’s done is she’s
given it non-profit status.  She’s really interested in community, building
a community, an aikido community, and then letting that affect the
greater community.  And so I think that she has in her heart and in her
mind a clear mission, that her job and her role in this universe is to bring
aikido to people, so that they can bring aikido to other people.  And I
think that that’s really clear for her.

Gender

Equality of the sexes is a characteristic goal at North Bay.  In this section, I am arguing

that what makes aikido unique is that it joins a traditionally female ethic (care) with
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traditionally masculine body confidence or assertiveness.  Both women and men are

made vulnerable on the mat; both women and men learn to protect themselves in the

face of that vulnerability; and both women and men learn that care-fulness and

assertiveness are not intrinsically opposed.  At North Bay the gender of the body means

less than the gendered qualities they mark as “feminine” and “masculine.”  It appears

that an equation between qualities of effort and care are the gendered experiences that

count.  Qualities (quantities?) of effort (that is, the force with which someone throws as

nage or resists a technique as uke) are combined with degrees of care (that is, how much

the partner takes care not to injure the other and/or how she or he teaches lesser-ranked

partners).  The resulting quantum determines the gendered experience of the encounter,

an idea I will return to in a moment.  First, however, I think it is helpful to look at the

historical and current contexts in which these gendered experiences occur.   

North Bay Aikido has had a concern with women’s training experiences since its

inception, and this interest has a great impact on North Bay’s teaching styles and on the

construction of its community.  Aikido in this region has always had a strong female

presence, beginning with Mary Heiny, and continuing with Linda Holiday, Danielle

Evans, Raso Hultgren, Beth Marlis, Jerilyn Munyon, Jaime Zimron, and Martha Jordan.

In the early 1980s Jamie Zimron founded an all-female dojo in San Francisco.  It was

then and continues to be, important for some women to begin training in the relatively

“safe space” of women-only.  At that time, women at male-operated dojos were

frequently ignored in classes by both male students and their male sensei.  As the

feminist movement made its impact, an all-female dojo was no longer as necessary (nor

as financially sustainable).  And women discovered that there was great worth in

training with men in a woman-run dojo.  Penny said “There was something very special

about being empowered as a woman aikidoist in the presence of men.”
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Linda Holiday has made a public commitment to making North Bay’s mat a safe

place for women to train.  Women in the U.S. continue to be under-represented in all

martial arts, including aikido and Linda is particularly attentive to encouraging female

students.  She has been interviewed for several research projects on women in aikido

and her instructor’s guidelines, formulated specifically to encourage women to stay in

aikido, were published in Aikido Today Magazine (Sablove and Holiday 1996: 28-29).

The first Santa Cruz Aikido Summer Retreat (1994) was organized by North Bay

members to address women’s issues in aikido and to feature some of North America’s

highest ranked women instructors.  North Bay continues to hold occasional women-only

training and social events.  The ratio of women to men at the dojo is fairly equal and

Linda has stated that “when the number of women is below forty percent, its time to

take action.” All beginner classes are taught in pairs with one man and one women so

that new students will have appropriate gender role models if they desire them.  And

North Bay’s chief instructors reflect the desired gender balance of the population and

the character of the art.  Both Glen Kimoto and Linda Holiday can be said to express

masculine and feminine qualities: both are able to throw with tremendous force but they

are sufficiently skilled and careful so that taking ukemi for them is quite safe (stunning

sometimes, but safe).

Penny Sablove, who modeled her dojo after North Bay, said that having a “very

strong woman at the helm with a feminist consciousness” is good for everybody, women

and men.  As beginner students, women and men bring a social history of gender with

them to the mat.  “White belt male syndrome,” for instance, is a North Bay

colloquialism describing how some male beginners give training advice to women on

the mat, often regardless of the woman’s rank.  It expresses an assumption of a

privileged position vis a vis women, an assumption of knowledge and power learned in
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the dominant society.  Because of the emphasis on feminist issues in training, men are

somewhat self-selected.  In the face of this feminism, men “either transform or they

leave.”  Understanding their physical strength and the consequences of using it

inappropriately, and discovering flowing versus rigid qualities of movement essential for

aikido are what makes North Bay’s female leadership “good” for men.  Learning how to

be physically (and sometimes verbally) assertive in the face of male privilege is part of

what makes it good for women.

Gender is not erased at North Bay, but training there does offer the possibility

for new kinds of relationships within and between genders.  At North Bay Aikido,

students are provided with opportunities to examine personal, historical, and cultural

conflicts regarding hierarchical, and especially gendered power relations.  Through

kinesthetic sensations produced in aikido’s direct body contact, both genders negotiate

peaceful resolutions to symbolic and real conflicts resulting from unequal power

relations learned in the dominant society.  At North Bay, women and men are engaging

one another and the consequences for their gendered experiences and selves are

transformative.

Feminine and masculine qualities do not necessarily inhere exclusively in female

or male gendered or sexed bodies.  For example, lets say Tom and Harry are both large,

solidly grounded, and strong men.  Both women and men claim that training with Tom

is frustrating because, as uke, he resists the techniques of students of lesser rank who are

still unsure about the execution of the techniques.  Some students claim that Harry, as

nage, throws forcefully without thinking about the abilities of his partners to take the

ukemi safely.  Rigidity and aggressiveness are both marked as a masculine styles or

qualities that may cause their training partners to experience the partnership in terms of

gender.  In contrast, John and Patrick are also solidly grounded men who could use
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physical force to their advantage.  But John throws his partners conscientiously and

actively tries to work without excessive force.  Patrick’s ukemi is profoundly

educational in that he provides just enough resistance to make it interesting but also

non-verbally guides his lesser-ranked nages through confusing spots.  Care and

generosity are marked as feminine qualities, although, because these are enacted through

male bodies, their training partners may experience the partnership as “aiki” rather than

as gendered.  Gender is somewhat neutralized.

Women also begin their training in gender-specific ways.  Gaza explained to me

once that she realized how she was complicit in creating an attitude of condescension by

men towards her as a woman.  Frequently, she said, she presented her self in a manner

that expressed insecurity.  She extended her arm toward her male uke but with hesitancy,

a lack of commitment to the connection.  She also found that she would speak in a

language that suggested confusion.  Men, she went on, are inclined to jump in and “fix

things” and when she presented herself as uncommitted, she had creating an opening for

them to take the lead.  Once she demonstrated more clarity in her body and stopped

verbalizing her questions, she ceased to encounter “problem” men.  She becomes an

aikidoist training with another aikidoist.

As gender is neutralized—or universalized through ki—power is also redefined.

Early in life, men are taught to express physical power through sports and “playing

hard.”  “Just to get through elementary school, you have to be ready and able to fight—

to express your power physically,” said Charles.  Women tend to have their physically

aggressive impulses repressed and their care-giving impulses encouraged.  I observed all

ages of women presenting themselves with the lack of confidence and commitment that

Gaza describes above.  But at North Bay, effort without care, and care without effort are

practices out of balance and out of keeping with the kind of aikido North Bay promotes.
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Gendered bodies and experiences have been the subject of many scholarly

debates.  The feminist academic agenda of the 70s and 80s was to locate and define a

gender system guilty of reproducing specifically male domination over women.  It was

also important at the beginnings of this trend to redress the absence of women in

ethnographic materials.  With the understanding that oppression becomes an embodied

experience, women’s bodies (the very personal part of the political) became a site for

that research.23 Women’s cyclical experiences (menstruation, childbirth, menopause)

have been an important topic (Martin’s 1988 Women in the Body is illustrative).  To

date, however, the most popular topic in studies of women in the body have been and

continue to be body size (eating disorders and dieting) and body image (diet and

cosmetic surgery) both of which are driven by media images of and expectations for

women’s bodies.

But women and their bodies are not the only people reconsidering their gender

roles.  Men at North Bay share equally the responsibility—or “opportunity” as Linda

would say — to discover the strengths and weaknesses of American masculinity in the

late 20th century.  Theorizing male bodies has only recently become a concern for

gender studies.  As Matthew Gutmann points out, although anthropology has “always

involved men talking to men about men” few studied have “examined men as men”

(Gutmann 1997: 385).  He notes for example the explicit categorization of “women” in

ethnographic indices and the absence of “men” (403) as well as the wide-spread

assumption that gender studies means women’s studies.  The absence of men qua men is

particularly noticeable in studies of white, Western men who too often are construed

only in terms of feminist critiques of patriarchy or in terms of their sexuality.  But these

very critiques also initiated the more careful studies of masculinities which began in the

mid-1980s.  Important contributions are now being produced about “men’s institutional
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privileges and the costs of masculinity to men” (Messner 1998: 255, my emphasis) and

about women’s roles in the constitution of masculinities.

Michael Messner addresses the experiences of male athletes.  He argues that the

masculine sports body is a tool, weapon, or machine used by the self to achieve

“success, status, fame” either locally or nationally.  Sports training, in which men are

expected to subject their own bodies to violence, and which requires that men ignore

and forego any expression of pain, results in an “alienated, violent embodiment of

masculinity” (Messner 1992: 61-79).  Young, White, and McTeer(1994) examine this

phenomenon is more detail noting that risk taking especially regarding physical pain,

heroism, disciplined physical activity, and competitiveness are masculinizing body

practices for many American males.  “[T]he use of force and violence and the tolerance

of risk are understood to be valued by many male athletes as masculinizing” (1994:

176).  In addition, “Because a hegemonic ideal of masculinity is the suppression of

affect, continuing to play with pain is viewed as appropriate male behavior” (182).  This

may result in serious health-threatening behavior.  They cite Joe Montana’s

“ultramasculine” return to football after surgeries in 1988 and again in 1992.  According

to their research, most injured male athletes return to their sport “as quickly as their

rehabilitation allowed” (Young et al. 1994: 191).  When injury or other “negative bodily

changes” are severe, athletes are faced with the recognition that their sense of self and

their sense of manhood has been reliant on “the physical body and its talents” (187).

With the loss of bodily power comes the unfamiliar feeling of vulnerability.  

Training “hard” is still something men tend to like more than women at North

Bay.  Glen Kimoto’s classes are commonly attended by more men because women

perceive his instruction to be more martial.  In an interview, Glen tells a story that

indicates the martial power of his aikido as well as the sincere joy he gets from it.

I’ve broken bokkens [wooden swords], but I was swinging pretty hard,
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too.…Brian and I were practicing after class.  So pow! hit it, and just
bam! it blew it to pieces across the mat.  And of course we all laughed,
cause it was so unexpected.  Actually it was Melissa’s bokken, but...
[laughs] So that was the part that was kinda funny.  Oh my gosh, I’ve
broken something, not even [Brian’s own].

Glen, of course, replaced Melissa’s bokken, adding his own refinishing touches.  Glen’s

earliest interests in aikido were, in fact, his fascination with its “martial efficiency.”  In

the beginning, he preferred class with an emphasis on physicality rather than on an

esoteric search for ki flow.  Although Glen continues to be interested in martial

effectiveness, his own practice and his instruction are fully in accord with North Bay’s

philosophies which he, of course helped to shape.

In an interview, Martin identified himself as a hard, but non-combative player.  It

was a reference he made frequently throughout our interview.  Playing hard, in Martin’s

usage, is an energetic style of action which can express playfulness, simple forcefulness,

or malice.  Fundamentally, however, Martin’s use of “hard play” indicates the positive

energetic and good spiritedness of the physical activity of aikido.  

So I can remember in my beginning class, for example, and Alan Holiday
was teaching, and I, just a beginner, you know,  I hadn’t been on the mat
two months even, and uh, I remember that he put me into a high fall24.
Not because he thought I was ready for high falls, but just because we
were, I think we were doing kote-gaeshi or something like that, and we
were doing it kind of hard, I mean we were doing it pretty fast, with a lot
of energy, and it was just sort of natural for him to just kind of hang on
longer than he would otherwise, and I just naturally went into a fall. That
felt great, I mean I guess anyone who’s done aikido at least a little bit
knows how good it can feel to be thrown hard, but, you know it’s not just
that you’re thrown hard, um, in fact that’s not really it at all, it’s that
you’re thrown with energy.

Hard play can, and frequently does, produce feelings of joy, in both men and women.

Martin:

I always know when someone is really, really done a technique well
because sometimes I’ll even giggle, or I’ll hear people giggle, like I’ll
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throw someone and I’ve actually thrown them fairly hard, and they’ll
giggle about it you know, and you’ll hear it you’ll hear people around the
mat kind of laughing or at least I’ve certainly had that feeling like, well, I
just got plowed, and I’m laughing about it, like that felt great, you know.
Well that’s the physical side and again, and not one that I can quite
explain or have the words to explain well, but it’s a kind of physical
connection that has to do with energy and spirit that … makes for real
interesting connection between people.

Women at North Bay also play hard, perhaps especially as their training

advances.  But it is often something they have to learn.  Popular and feminist discourses

about the body maintain stereotypical features associated with women and men.

McCaughey posits that common sense myths of gender reproduce and perpetuate

“prevailing cultural models” of female vulnerability and male violence: “Part of what

has been considered natural, even to some feminists, is the idea that men’s bodies make

them good assailants and that women’s bodies make them particularly vulnerable”

(1998: 278).  Her research on women’s self-defense culture (including courses in armed

and unarmed self-defense tactics) demonstrates convincingly that women can learn to be

aggressors, to be agents in their bodily lives, and to develop what she calls the “fighting

spirit.”  By “rehearsing” assertiveness, aggressiveness, rudeness, and anger in the

controlled and supportive atmosphere of self-defense programs, traditional

characteristics of vulnerability, niceness, timidity, and a fear of physical pain are

overturned.  Women come to embody or “internalize a different kind of bodily

knowledge” (281) through “kinesthetic experiences of power” (291).  The feminist

movement—despite its rhetoric and social activism—failed to bring about this kind of

deeply embodied sense of power.  For all my own feminism, I was somewhat surprised

by my own dis-empowered feelings when I began my training in aikido.  But since the

body is the materialized site through which gendered stereotypes are enacted, then the

body can also be and should be a starting point for the deconstruction of those

typologies.
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Women in aikido remake their experiences and understandings of “fierceness,”

size, and strength.  Kat describes her own discovery of the meaning of these ideas while

training with a very senior student who is also one of the tiniest women in the dojo:

Kat: You think you’d be able to throw her with your little finger, but it’s
not like that.  And just the experience of her very slight weight pinning
me in ikkyo and me being unable to move my 180 pounds of, at that
time, reasonable thick muscle.  When she can’t even, she probably
doesn’t way half as much as I do, and she just, I just was stuck.  And it
was hugely empowering to experience that.  It’s like, “my god, it doesn’t
matter.  Size doesn’t matter.”

R: And gender?

K: And gender doesn’t matter.

R: So it changes not only your relationship to men and women on the
mat, but also your own understanding of yourself as a woman, and as a
large woman.

K: Yeah.  Oh yeah.  It’s just been wonderful in that way.  Plus the
experience of being attacked sincerely and fiercely by people like Martha
and Jesse.  Those people, they just come right in.  They’ll come in slowly
or Sudeep once attacked me with tanto and it was just so slow, and I was
just terrified because her intent was so fierce and so real and so loving at
the same time.  This huge paradox.  But it was great to understand that
women can be that fierce without sacrificing something and that their
touch can be that committed and firm and, I don’t know.  Some people
would describe it as masculine,  I would have before.

R: You would have before but now it’s not gender.

K: Yeah, either it’s not gendered or when it is gendered it’s like, just a
strong woman.

When Linda asked Penny Sablove, dojo cho of Heart of the Mission dojo in San

Francisco, to develop “fierceness” in preparation for her sandan (third degree black belt)

exam, Penny noted that there were social pressures at the healthcare facility at which

she is employed as a physical therapist which stood in the way of her behaving in that

fashion.  “And I was thinking,,” she said in our interview, “yeah, but the extent to which
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I already have [fierceness] is threatening, to the medical world, to the doctors I work

with, particularly to the men.…It was interesting that…Linda was telling me develop

this, and I was thinking no wonder I need to develop it, cause I’m not allowed to.  There

are consequences in the world if I’m like this.”  She recognized however that

“Ultimately, there’s more consequences if I’m not.”  Those consequences could be

reflected in terms of a diminishment of her professional position and ability to advance

in her field.  I noted that as she spoke about fierceness and diminishment her whole

body posture changed to reflect these attitudes.  As she spoke about diminishment, she

folded into herself limiting her personal presence by limiting the amount of space her

body took up.  When she spoke of being fierce, she opened her chest and extended her

arms to each side until she was taking up about four times more space.  

In their discussion of gendered discourses in America’s justice system, Conley

and O’Barr argue that competitiveness (a masculine discursive form) is opposed to

cooperation (a female one) (1998: 58).  These characteristics are frequently evoked as

markers of gender difference. Aikido offers a middle ground with two primary strategies

of conflict resolution—irimi and tenkan (which I discuss at length below).  While these

strategies are often characterized in gendered terms (irimi is masculine in its directness

and tenkan feminine in its cooperativeness), they are ideally neutral and become

strategies that both men and women employ as their own as training advances.  That is,

irimi and tenkan become non-gendered strategies as they are embodied by practitioners

of both genders.

The nature and management of conflict within the dojo and its application to non-
dojo conflict

Conflict within the dojo is always framed by and perceived of in terms of dojo norms.  I

identify these violations as falling into two categories: behaviors that are perceived as

undemocratic; and behaviors that are perceived as competitive.25 The former are
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violations of American values and the later are violations of aikido principles.

Violations of democratic principles include unequal or unfair choices of uke by

instructors which is perceived as undemocratic and a personal slight.  This is a major

point of contention between higher ranked students and the senior instructors.  The

uneven distribution of misogi chores as well as conflict regarding how those

responsibilities should be completed seems to take place among all ranks, but especially

among the folks who regularly take on the job of organizing misogi.  Although misogi is

spoken of as the responsibility of the whole community, the ideal of equitable

distribution of labor has not been sustainable.

Violations of aikido principles include unduly aggressive or harsh nage waza,

which may be perceived as dangerous or not in keeping with the ethic of caring for your

partners.  Partners who provide instruction or advice to a higher ranked or more

experienced partner is a common conflict on the mat that seems to be a violation of the

rank hierarchy more than of democratic or aikido ideals.  

Strategies for resolving internal conflicts include avoidance of either the subject

or the persons involved; direct verbal confrontation on or off the mat; reinterpretation of

the incident as a learning opportunity or as a beginner’s gaffe; on-the-mat vengeance;

and formal repercussions.  “Vengeance” is a term I use loosely.  This sometimes occurs

when a partner is training too roughly or without awareness of his or her partner’s

needs.  The offended partner may respond with a more aggressive throw or a little extra

energy applied to a wrist lock.  It is a kind of kinesthetic warning that their partner is

not playing fair, but also satisfies feelings of anger and frustration.  This is not

considered the proper response, even by the students who report doing it, but is tacitly

accepted as a last resort provided no injuries occur.  Major conflicts are reported to

Linda as dojo cho and may involve the Board in deciding how to respond.  Rarely, as in
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sexual harassment incident, is a conflict a region-wide dispute, which was more likely to

occur in the early years when the regional aikido community was much smaller.

Discussions of interpersonal conflicts are usually covert and not dealt with publicly.

Rather, accusations circulate privately in the form of whispered gossip exchanged

between individuals outside the dojo proper or even in the dressing rooms or lounge

within the dojo.  Avoiding direct verbal confrontations may be in an effort to maintain

the peaceful image of the dojo as well as to minimize the spread of antagonistic

sentiments and thus keep not just the image but the atmosphere in place.

Processes of conflict resolution are not openly discussed or posted but are

learned through informal means: by asking senior practitioners how to respond; by trial

and error; by observed, modeled behaviors.  Because connection is such an intimate

experience, interpersonal conflicts are dealt with quickly.  North Bay’s ethic of peaceful

resolution is the foremost priority.  If conflicts cannot be resolved between the two

individuals, avoidance of one another may be the solution of choice.  In any case, the

practice of aikido is the ground on which various resolutions to conflict are practiced

and embodied.  As I demonstrate in the following section, the principles and techniques

members incorporate though training become tools for resolving conflict in everyday

living.

Embodiments: aikido as a metaphor for life

William Hanks notes in his introduction to the Lave and Wenger text, that since learners

may leave a situation before acquiring mastery, “The question seems to be how one

describes the detachability of these skills from the participatory contexts in which they

were acquired.  If both the learning and the subject learned are embedded in

participation frameworks, then the portability of learned skills must rely on the

commensurability of certain forms of participation” (Hanks in Lave and Wenger 1991:
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19-20).  In aikido, participants move the things they learn on the mat to off-the-mat

behaviors and situations.  A new consciousness of what it means to be and become a

member of a community, a new understanding of relations of power and how to respond

to those relations with self-confidence, how to cope with pressures, and a reexamination

of self and gender are all consequences of the embodiment of aikido ethics and

behaviors.

A number of books have been written regarding the metaphorical nature of

aikido and its application in real-life situations of conflict.  Aikido in Daily Life, by

Koichi Tohei (1966) was the first of its kind but others followed: Giving in To Get Your

Way, by Terry Dobson (1978); The Magic of Conflict, by Thomas Crum (1987); Aikido

for Life, by Gaku Homma (1990); and The Intuitive Body, by Wendy Palmer (1994), to

name some of the best known ones.  In addition, it is a frequent topic of conversation

among aikidoists, who enjoy sharing stories of how aikido helped them through difficult

situations.  These stories are interpreted as evidence that “aikido works” as a method of

conflict resolution both on and off the mat.  They are told also by instructors as

illustrative tales to inspire practice, thus making explicit the relationship between

training and living.

Aikido movements are not symbols of Osensei’s principles; they are embodied 

presentations of those principles.  In Lakoff and Johnson’s seminal work, Metaphors We

Live By (1980), they assert that mental and linguistic concepts are grounded in “natural”

(read “pre-cultural”) physical experience.  For instance, they argue that the sense of up

and down is based on the universal experience of being vertical.  In their opinion,

human movements are “pre-conceptual.”  Brenda Farnell (1996) critiques and expands

Lakoff and Johnson’s theory in an essay she calls “Metaphors We Move By.”  Farnell’s

dissatisfaction with their analysis is that it “restricts body movement to the role of an
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experiential, pre-conceptual precursor to spoken concepts” (Farnell 1996: 312).  In her

view, movement is not pre-conceptual; it is kinesthetically conceptual (318).

Farnell posits that “persons” (not bodies) are “causally empowered agents”

whose actions “do not merely prefigure spoken language concepts, or reflect them”

(315).  Human movements are “signifying acts done with movement—analogous to

speech acts as signifying acts done with sound” (322).  Signifying movements are

holistic metaphors that are indivisibly comprised of both “tenor” (“the underlying

subject of the metaphor”) and vehicle (movements or sound) (ibid.).  Farnell points out

that we learn structured movements through kinesthetic awareness sometimes

accompanied by verbal descriptions.  Through years of practice, dancers learn to learn

this way: to feel what they hear or see (in the conventional American teaching style), or

to feel the movements via direct physical contact (in Balinese and Japanese teaching

styles).  Aikido terms like “centering” or “irimi” and the shaped movements they

reference are “complementary metaphorical vehicles” (320) that “reinforce each other

and shape the tenor” of the metaphor (326).

Aikido movements are kinesthetic concepts.  They are the corporeal vehicles of

its principles.  They are intentional gestalts; principles expressed as techniques.  They

evoke and produce affects through movement principles (centering, blending) and

specifically shaped movements (irimi, tenkan).  And they are learned, acquired

sentiments.  The collection of metaphors that I have chosen to explore below—blending,

centering, irimi, and tenkan—are drawn from a “repertoire” of action signs “that

comprise” (322) conflict solutions in aikido.  

These kinesthetic metaphors are used by aikidoists to effect and define styles of

conflict management off the mat.  They are models of behavior, as when Jane interprets

her own or someone else’s response to an incident as irimi or tenkan after the event is
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over.  They are also models for behavior in situations of potential conflict or

disagreement.  Practitioners often enter the dojo with proclivities or aversions towards

irimi- or tenkan-like behaviors.  Dennis explains:

Everybody has different things that they bring to the mat.  Some people,
they have no problem with irimi.  It’s like, just, boom, blast right into
that situation, and just in your face.  [unclear] people just power right
through.  They’re used to just approaching like—BOOM—head on.  Just
tackling life.  And for them, the sort of more receptive side, tenkan,
turning, is really difficult.  It’s like maybe accepting something into them,
letting things in, is an aspect that is really hard.  And this is maybe more
a problem for me, cause I was coming from a Tae Kwon Do background
where you really hold people out, you had a good extension, good fire, in
a sense, and... So what I’m working on a lot now is trying to have a little
more receptive sense, allowing uke in a little bit more.  That dangerous
sense of maybe making your perimeter a little more permeable.  Where
by opening up, you create a softening also in your partner.  

Other people are really able to turn and to observe and maybe
take things upon themselves more than is perhaps healthy.  And for them,
irimi is really the challenge.  Strongly taking a stance and saying this is
wrong, I’m not gonna let this happen.  Really firmly taking your place
and saying, “beyond this point you do not pass”.  That’s not aggressive,
but it’s just claiming what’s right.  So there’s those two big areas, if you
will, irimi and tenkan.  And it’s huge, just in terms of implication for who
we are, what our senses are of who we are as people, and just in
movement.  Just those two simple movements, moving in, turning,
blending, are huge.

North Bay aikidoists tell irimi and tenkan stories to each other and take a certain

delight in the effectiveness of these techniques as behavioral options.  Irimi, tenkan, and

randori (randori is multiple person attack that relies heavily on being centered ) offer

distinctive perceptions of incidents, styles of conflict management, and methods for

controlling the situation and its outcome.  Each requires a sense of psychological

centeredness from which response decisions and actions are made.  The fundamental

character of these responses is of harmony.  Harmony is achieved through “blending”

with the opponent rather than resisting his attack.
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In 1993, North Bay published a cookbook as part of a fundraising drive to

support their purchase of a permanent home (which resulted in the current building).

The cookbook contains recipes and stories from members and friends of the dojo, as is

the case in most of these community-produced volumes.  The Art of Blending is divided

into two sections: “Recipes to Nourish the Body” (appetizers, breads and pastries, soups

and salads, vegetarian, fish, and meat entrees, and desserts) and “Aikido Stories to

Nourish the Mind.”  The 31 stories contributed by adult and young students demonstrate

how aikido is practiced in social contexts: on the street, at work, in school, et cetera.

Because most of the stories I heard directly did not make it into my fieldnotes, I will use

these published accounts to illustrate how aikido techniques are used to change social

behaviors.

Centering and Blending

Centering and blending are two of the primary principles of aikido practice.

“Centering” is a posture of the body as well as a psychological stance of balance and

self control.  “Blending” is the fundamental texture and goal of the overall movement.

Maintaining one’s integrity or center is especially difficult in situations where more than

one individual is on the opposing side.  Randori stories exemplify these conditions and

how to respond to them in an “aiki” way.

Randori stories:

Darien Payne writes about feeling under attack by a gang of 30 grade school children

overly excited about her art class.  Responding to the situation as if it were randori, she

writes: “I discover a spot on my lower back that feels both very relaxed and yet very

alive.  I am the center of the storm, the calm eye, with ukes whirling and rushing madly

about me.”  As she calms herself, takes control of the events, the children relax and

begin to cooperate “gracefully.” (NBA 1993: 120)
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Rosmarie Greiner tells a similar story as a visiting lecturer in a college class.

The topic was a controversial one (nuclear energy) and several angry male students were

primed for a verbal attack.  Randori came to her mind: “How best to blend, evade

blows, and stick to the center?”  “Remembering goundedness,” she took control of the

situation and continued with her presentation.  “[B]y the end of class the two [opposing]

camps had dissolved.  The angriest person stayed after to clean up” demonstrating her

success at transforming a situation of aggression to one of calm (122-23).

Randori becomes a metaphor for accepting one’s self and actions in an

unpredictable world; a metaphor that becomes embodied in training.  Martin told me in

an interview that

Before my shodan examination and before other people’s shodan
examination [Linda Holiday Sensei ] would say things about randori—
multiple person attack—like, Well this may go well or it may not, but
you need to really understand that if it doesn’t go well it’s not a failure;
that there’s not either you win or you lose, or you do this or you fail.  It’s
all exactly the same thing whether it goes well or not because some
randori just does not go well.  I mean you’ve got multiple persons in a
completely unique, non-choreographed situation and gee, it could be a
complete disaster, or maybe it couldn’t, maybe you work it out. 

Practicing randori on the mat inculcates a sense of integrity off the mat.  It is a means to

embodying kinesthetic concepts that become social actions.

Irimi and tenkan stories

Irimi is a direct or entering approach, not confrontational but decisive and clear; tenkan

is a turn, not away from conflict but to a position of harmony.  They represent two

important options for peaceful resolution to social conflicts.

Irimi story:

David Sofen, a local physician and senior aikido student, tells a story of being in a

meeting discussing a controversial policy issue.  At that time, he was one of the
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youngest physicians in attendance but when asked he expressed his position firmly.

“My opinion was completely opposite to the chair of the meeting, the medical director

of the clinic, and my boss.  As I finished talking, he exploded in rage….”  David’s first

response was to yell back, but as he searched his memory for an aikido response, he

thought of irimi.  “I realized I needed to enter,” he writes.  As soon as the meeting broke

up, David “walked up to [his boss], smiled, batted [his] eyes, touched him on the

shoulder” and apologized for upsetting him.  His boss blushed, laughed, and apologized

back.  Because David took a proactive role in preventing an escalation of antagonism,

they continue to be on friendly terms (NBA 1993: 124).

Tenkan story:

Linda Holiday sensei remembers an incident at the local community center

where she taught aikido before North Bay was established.  The dojo was along a

corridor in one of the many rooms rented out for dance and music classes.  “During one

class, a man who smelled as if he’d been drinking stood in the doorway watching.  I was

patiently answering his questions when he suddenly took a swing at me.  His punch

traveled a familiar curving path towards my head just like a yokomenuchi attack, so

without having to think I blended my motion with his, and his fist swung safely past my

head.  The uncontested momentum of his own strike rotated the man’s body until he was

facing back out the door, and when I nudged him encouragingly in that direction, he

took my advice.” (97).

Combined techniques:

Glen Kimoto sensei is one of North Bay’s most senior instructors.  He is a small man—

about 5’3”—with a peaceful and gracious character.  The story he told involved using

both irimi and tenkan.
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One of the odd jobs I worked at while becoming a teacher was a
nighttime gas station attendant.  One night a large man with gang
memorabilia all about him drove his Harley into the service area as if to
take it over, parked in front of the pumps, strode inside, grabbed a can of
wax, returned to his machine, which now blocked anyone from getting
gas, and began to polish the already gleaming metal.  I heard the manager
and assistant manager begin to fume to each other, each remark inciting a
more fiery response.  I began to worry about the almost certain conflict
between these three big men.  

I went out to the biker.  “Irimi, (entering),” I said to myself.  To
him I said with sincere appreciation, “That’s a beautiful bike…What year
is it?…Did you rebuild it yourself?”  The biker’s features melted into a
soft, pleased expression.  “Now tenkan (turning),” I thought, watching his
hands.  I told him the manager was upset and could he please pay for the
wax and polish his bike over there.  “That’s cool,” he said, and did.

The manager came over and looked at me accusingly.  “Hey, how
come the littlest guy here can make that guy do what he’s supposed to?
You must know something.” (119)

Aikido is a metaphor for life.  On the mat, practitioners physically explore, learn, and

embody aikido philosophies and new personal behaviors. The opportunity to discover

and transform personal and social issues and feelings in a positive and supportive

environment compels students to train.  In on-the-mat encounters, self is confronted or

exposed to self “as in a mirror.”  In this mirror practitioners discover how they react to

difficulties and under what conditions they “lose their center.”  The practice can increase

confidence, a sense of integration, self-acceptance, well-being, centeredness, and

grounding by improving their ability to adapt and “regain balance.”  Aikido has the

ability to “change your original ideas about who you are and what you are capable of.”

Claimed one participant, “Wherever you are in your aikido is exactly where you are in

your life.”  Students say that it is “perpetually illuminating,” provides “constant

opportunities to explore who you are,” and requires a “rigorous accountability to

yourself.”  Beyond the dojo, said Jenni in an interview, aikido
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branches out into the greater community.  I think that’s part of the gift
that Linda’s giving us, and that we’re passing on, is that she’s giving us
aikido.  We might not become senseis or have a dojo, but we take our
training with us.  She’s always emphasized that, that it doesn’t stop at the
mat.  We take it to our relationships, we take it to our families, we take it
to the world, we take it to our jobs.

SUMMARY

On the mat, the lessons learned about self are often simultaneously lessons about how to

be in relationship with a diversity of others in a range of situations.  The practice

teaches students about self-defense and conflict resolution.  But the opportunity to

“share energy,” to touch one another physically and spiritually, and to connect self,

other, and universe are crucial motivating factors.  The dojo “fills a gap in ones life for

community”; provides opportunities to learn about, participate in, and help create a

“sense of community.”  In the dojo, students find support for their personal development

and enjoy the presence of like-minded (and like-bodied) people, qualities they often

attribute to a wholesome community atmosphere.  Disappointments and progress are

acknowledged and celebrated in a shared group environment.  This is often a challenge

requiring the development of “open-heartedness,” trust, and intimacy.  But the desire to

experience inclusion in a community motivates students to take up this challenge.  As

membership in the dojo changes—as members move, quit, die, marry, or divorce, for

example—the practice of aikido remains constant and provides stability.  Comfort is

taken in the regularity of uniforms, rituals, and the art itself.  The art of aikido forms the

core around which community is built and rebuilt.  And of course, the lessons learned

on the mat and in the dojo community often translate to off-the-mat social worlds.  The

benefits and usefulness of what one member called “applied aikido” is among the most

important elements in their drive to continue training.  Aikido is “a metaphor for life”

and a training ground for learning how to live.
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NOTES TO PART III:

1 Part of what made me feel like part of this community were the mundane conversations in the dressing
room about, for example, how to fix long hair to keep it out of the way during training.  Or watching one
of the new students getting a lesson on how to properly tie her obi or belt.  I remember my own on-going
search for a knot-tying method: everyone seems to have discovered a different knot that stays tied for
them, doesn’t protrude too much, and looks nice.

2 By all reports, it is rare for a dojo to have as many high-ranking women as there are at North Bay.  But
that’s part of what makes this dojo special.  From the moment of its founding, North Bay Aikido has been
explicitly dedicated to attracting and retaining female practitioners as a way of redressing their under-
representation in aikido.

In some dojos, senior students sit to the right and lower ranks organize themselves by peer to the left.  At
North Bay, students sit anywhere in the line, perhaps one of the practices that promote the “softening” of
Japanese hierarchical traditions.

3 Clapping four times at beginning and end of practice is derived from Omoto ritual.  Shinto rites
generally use two claps.

4 “Onegai shimasu” literally translates as “please, I ask a favor,” though its meaning goes deeper in
aikido.  Glen sensei once said that it means “‘Thank you’ and ‘please,’ but also ‘I place myself in your
care.’”  Used at the beginning of training and at the start of every partnership, it is a statement of mutual
trust.

5 The order, choice of warm-ups, and length of time spent on this portion of class varies with teachers, but
the exercises are usually drawn from a common group of warm-ups and rarely last longer than 20 minutes
total.  Warm-ups prepare the body and mind for the techniques and unlike general practice are done
individually, that is, without partners but as a group.  They can be said to fall into two general categories.
One set of exercises develop coordination, ki extension, posture, and the ability to move from the hara or
center.  These exercises create a base “from which your defensive aikido strategies will be developed”
(Westbrook and Ratti 1985: 120).  They include extension, rowing, circling in seiza and standing, and
two-step turns, which I describe more fully below.  

The second set develop flexibility in muscles and joints.  “Wrist stretches,” for instance, develop
flexibility in the wrists which becomes important when, as uke, your hand is being forced into
uncomfortable positions called “wrist locks” by nage.  Wrist exercises, which are done sans partners, also
teach how to grab the wrist as nage and how much force can be placed on a wrist before it causes pain.
Personal pain teaches the practitioner her own limits and therefore the possible limits of others.
Flexibility exercises for arms and legs are included in all classes though their form may vary as teachers
draw from their own experiences in aikido and in other movement systems.  I’ve often noted that because
there is little stylistic regimentation in aikido, individual styles and movement histories are often revealed.
During stretches I can sometimes identify who has trained in yoga, aerobics, dance, or other martial arts.
Olga Najera-Ramirez calls it a movement “accent” similar to the accent we retain when we learn a new
language.  

There are certain warm-up exercises which are common to aikido classes everywhere, although each
teacher has his or her own idiosyncratic ordering and selection of exercises.  For example, Glen sensei
always does sayu undo, a lateral swing of the arms that develops extension.  Linda sensei does not use
this exercise but often adds shin ko kyu (“spirit breath”) a five or six minute movement meditation that
focuses on aikido principles as reflected in various Shinto deities.  For example, while doing furutama
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nogyo (with left hand clasped over right hand, hold in front of hara and vibrate vigorously) we meditate
on Amaterasu-okami, great spirit of love as captured by the radiance of the sun.  Furutama (which means
“shaking the jewel”) is an ancient Shinto meditation technique which Osensei may have learned during
his studies of Omoto-kyo (Perry and Heiny 1999: 33).  Glen sensei uses furutama no gyo alone in the
warm-up section and as a short, quieting meditation at the end of class.  An exercise that imitates the
movements of rowing a boat from a standing position (ame notoribune no gyo, “boat which travels
between heaven and earth”) is also done as a part of shin ko kyu, but is usually done as a separate exercise
to develop ki.  Kokyu undo, which North Bay aikidoists call “extension exercise” is, like the rowing
exercise, done from left and right hanmi (a triangulated stance with one foot forward of the other) with
the primary difference being that in rowing the emphasis is on pulling back or into center, while in
extension exercise the accent is on the extension of ki from the center out through the arms.

6 Learning forward and backward rolls are the key to safe ukemi (falling) and are among the most difficult
things to learn—at least for some of us.  For me, a 47 year-old academic, getting round and relaxed is a
real challenge!  Knee walking is a technique of traveling from the seiza position.  In other contexts it is
sometimes called that samurai walk

7 Rank etiquette on the mat is important to the development of respectful relations between students.
Etiquette includes, for example, that senior students determine who will take ukemi first and that lower
ranks do not give advice to upper ranks.  Senior students also have privilege of place when the instructors
join practice.  For instance, while working on a technique, Linda will join a partnership to train with each
of us independently.  She will train first with, say, Jeanne (she’s my sempai—rank senior), and then with
me (Jeanne’s kohai, or junior in terms of experience).

8 When describing movements to one another, the body itself is always the referent, not the space. For
example, one might direct a student to “move my elbow toward the top of my head” or “extend out the
little finger” or into your partners shoulder, or face, or center.  Spatial references are generally limited to
“the mat,” “heaven,” or “earth.”  The mat is a geographic referent especially in describing rolling, falling,
and high-falls.  When Alan Holiday sensei taught the children’s classes, he would tell them that rolling
and falling is the art of blending with the ground.

Also, I never heard anyone say “no, that’s wrong” but instead they provided further clarification of what
was being asked of them.  “Yes!” (with the ‘s’ distinctly pronounced) informs a partner that she or he has
responded to their directions and is now executing the technique effectively (rather than correctly).

9 For some, it is a period of uncertainty in which membership in the community is temporarily
destabalized.  Social affinity groups based on rank, age, or years of training, emerge in the dojo.  If, for
instance, a new or shy student is not approached for invitations to train or socialize, she or he may feel
unsure of her or his situatedness in dojo life.

10 An earlier version of this section was presented at the 31st International CORD Conference “The Art of
the Moment: Looking at Dance Performance from Inside and Out,” November 12-15, 1998, Columbus,
Ohio.

11 Japanese locate both mind and feeling in the hara.  Anthropologist Emiko Ohnuki-Tierney writes that
“In contemporary Japan, the term hara may be used to mean either the entire area between the thorax and
the pelvis, including the flesh and the internal organs (stomach, intestines, liver), or the lower abdomen,
excluding the stomach” (Ohnuki-Tierney 1984: 58).  Symbolically, the hara “used to be considered the
seat of the soul; it was the hara that the samurai cut open with his sword to commit suicide in defense of
his honor.” Ohnuki-Tierney notes that medieval women would commit suicide by cutting her chest or
throat.  Though traditionally a male-specific term, hara is currently a concept generalized to both genders.
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Today, linguistic expressions of personality traits, thoughts, and emotions, include the word hara.
According to Ohnuki-Tierne , most of these phrases, including the word hara itself, belong to the male
lexicon.  

“Most important, the use of hara in these expressions, as well as other related customs,
points to the fact that hara is not simply an equivalent to the heart in Western thought,
but instead represents a combination of the heart and the brain.  It is the seat of both
thought and feeling, or intellect and affect.…The particular quality that encompass both
thoughts and emotions and is reflected symbolically in the anatomical part called hara is
best expressed in the phrase hara gei.  Hara gei (the stomach performance, an
extraordinary ability) was first used to describe the ability of an actor to communicate
the essence of drama above and beyond what words and bodily movements can
ordinarily express.  In contemporary Japanese, the term is frequently used to show
admiration for the ability of a great person, usually a man, whose conduct reflects
profound knowledge, vast experience, and great personality.” (59)

Ohnuki-Tierney suggests that while brain or heart diseases and surgery are dramatic events in American
life, film, and the media, stomach illnesses and surgeries hold that place in Japan (60).

12 Rudolf Laban (1879-1958) was a German choreographer who became interested in the science of
human movement and developed a method of scoring movement (Labanotation or Kinetography Laban)
and began a system of analysis (Effort/Shape or Labananalysis) which was further elaborated by his
students and colleagues.

13 Some supporters of Laban systems argue that they are superior to video documentation because, unlike
video or film which present pictures taken from the observer’s point of view, Labanotation and analysis
document movement from the point of view of the performing subject.  In addition, as one expert explains
it, Labanotation doesn’t document gross physical movement (“the arm goes up”) but the intentional and
meaningful actions of an individual (“I raise my arm towards an object”) (Farnell 1994: 938-941).
Notators work with each performer outside the live or video recorded event as well, either reviewing the
recorded footage or re-performing the dance in order to discover which aspects of the actions are
important, and are thus able to produce more accurate and informed dance scores (Farnell 1994; Kaeppler
1972).  These justifications notwithstanding, analysis of the deep structures of human movement can be
produced without the aid of Labanotation.  

Some historians argue that written or still documents cannot adequately capture the action, and
indeed the very essence of the dance: its use of effort in time and space (Robbins 1963).  Dancers,
choreographers, and dance historians have for many years called for more documentary and research film
on dance (Brooks 1987; Robbins 1963; Siegel 1976).  Video technology has made this an affordable
expectation for ethnographers and I used it extensively in my research.  Video preservation of patterns in
space, rhythm, and dynamic is also useful in order to closely observe a given dance, examine its form and
structure, compare it to other performances and dances, and document its changes across time.
Furthermore, by viewing the videos together, one can elicit commentary from the informants themselves,
allowing them to more fully collaborate in the analysis.  These recordings may also be used as a guide for
later Labanotation (as for example in Lepczyk 1972 or Daniel 1995).  Brenda Farnell insists, in fact, that
video is not an end in itself, but merely a starting point for deeper analysis.

14 Effort-shape, as indicated in notes above, is a movement analysis system “describing changes in
movement qualityin terms of the kinds of exertions and the kinds of ody adaptations in space” (Dell 1970:
7).  I have not formally studied effort-shape and utilized Cecily Dell’s primer on this method as a
guideline.  In the language of effort-shape, the aikido profile is of indirect, bound, sustained, and strong
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efforts. Deidre Sklar’s “Movement Analysis Guidelines”, copyright 1996, UC Irvine provides a more
ethnographic guideline for recording movement and movement events.

15 Sally Ness writes that because the Filipino dance tindera sinulog is a “minimal, impromptu, and
pedestrian” dance to the observer, many Americans, including Ness, have “questioned whether or not the
behavior really merited the label of ‘dance’” (Ness 1992: 89).  But when understood kinesthetically, Ness
argues that this form “was a dance meant to be felt” rather than observed for “visual impact” (92).  Here
then, the kinesthetic experience of the dance is valued over its observable features, as is the case with
aikido.  

16 Wolz outlines some of the historical influences on Noh: bushido or ethical conduct from samurai class;
miyako or the refinements of manner from the nobility; and Zen meditation and quietude as spiritual
training from the monks.  Ki is also an important aspect of Noh dance.

17 According to one researcher, the traditional Japanese pattern of walking was replaced by a Western
style during a period of modernization (Meiji era 1868-1911).  The researcher goes on to argue that
although the traditional style of walking no longer “prevails in daily life,” it has been preserved in extra-
ordinary aesthetic activities such as performing and martial arts (Yamaguchi 1988).  I have not been able
to confirm her observations concerning pedestrian patterns elsewhere.

18 See also Fraleigh 1987: xvi; and Armstrong’s 1971 theory of the presentational quality of the “affecting
presence”

19 Friday is describing the relationships between training partners in budo in general and Kahsima-
Shinryu in particular.  Although I never heard this “Axiom of the Moon on Water” at North Bay, I think it
captures the spirit of aikido’s goals.

20 Here is her description of how a female friend grasped Ness’s arm: “There was contact but no pressure.
The hand didn’t feel friendly to me—it hardly felt alive.  However, it didn’t feel ‘dead’ either.  It was just
limp, not heavy, but passive in a refined way.  It puzzled me.  The grasp was so loose it practically begged
to be broken.  I might have attributed the limpness to our own unusual bonding, a Filipina choosing an
American as a recipient for this kind of action.  However, what I felt in her touch I recognized
kinesthetically as the same quality I had seen in the contacting moves of young people all over the city,
men and women alike.  Feeling the grasp for myself, I was struck by its ‘unclinginess,” and its delicacy.
It was an unassuming presence, this hand around my elbow, yet it was tenacious; undemanding, yet
persistent” (Ness 1992: 124).

21 An atemi is a strike to the opponents weak points.  It is used in aikido to demonstrate to a partner
where they are “open” or vulnerable to counter attacks.

22 This phenomenon is often called “white belt male syndrome” which I have already discussed.

23 See for examples Martin 1987; Rubin 1975 and 1993; Bordo 1995; Young 1990; Grosz 1994.

24 Sutemi (literally "to throw away or sacrifice the body") or high fall is a throw off nage’s hip. 

25 My rank, gender, and social connections at dojo impacted what gossip—and therefore what kinds of
conflicts members may be experiencing—I was privy to.  In addition, for matters of confidentiality and
anonymity, I have been careful not to discuss incidents of conflict that could easily be attributed to those
involved.
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Figure 25. Linda Holiday training with a student during her Saturday
morning class.

Figure 26. Bob Frager (standing)
demonstrates a training principle with
Aimen Al-Refai as uke.

Figures 25-35.  Training.
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Figure 28. Glen Kimoto talking with Hiram Clawson after class.

Figure 27. Alan Holiday directing a workshop for the teachers in the
young people and teen programs.
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Figure 31. General class doing nikyo from suwari waza.

Figure 29. Blandy Merrill as nage doing sankyo.

Figure 30. Aimen Al-Refai throwing Yannick Loyer.
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Figure 33. Jerilyn Munyon (right); Mary Gibino (left).  Mary is
“leading” Jerilyn, who continues to reach for Mary’s wrist.

Figure 32. Dennis Wheeler doing a wrist stretch during
Kangeiko at the university dojo.
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Figure 34. Masaye Harrison turns her
focus inward as she thinks-feels her way

into a technique.

Figure 35. Blandy Merrill (center) has just
finished a throw; Tarik Ghbeish
(foreground) in the midst of one.

Figure 36. The
author’s first
view of aikido, 
at a dance
performance in
Elizabeth, New
Jersey in 1977.
Photo courtesy of
Craig Rothman.
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Figures 37-41. Grab my wrist.

Figure 40. 

Figure39. 

Figure 41. 

Figures 37 and 38.



CONCLUSIONS

“Discontents inspire moral fantasy, a reimagining of the world.  This
reimagining can take many forms which yet have a kind of underlying
unity: there are dreams of justice, reveries of revenge and reversal, the
musings that define aspirations, the poetics of utopia, the value-
statements of social critiques. In all these ways and many more, people
imagine themselves whole, or contemplate a world where they could be
whole, where they might not suffer, might have justice. They dream of
possible worlds” (Parish 1996: 3).

Not content with the status quo, many Americans are reimagining the world by way of

their bodies.  The conventional worlding metaphors of European and American

traditions are being challenged at every turn through film, television, science fiction and

fantasy novels, metaphysical texts expounding on ancient Eastern and Western

philosophy, the proliferation of Eastern medical practices; from scientific string theory

to worldviews based on karma; and through less comforting events like terrorism in

public spaces, government buildings, schools and churches once thought sacrosanct.

Mellor and Shilling argue convincingly that “Once information proliferates outside of

any stable sacred/profane division, there is a tendency for it to become uncoupled from

certainty” (Mellor and Shilling 1997: 167) and values and truth float unmoored to

peoples or institutions deemed dependable by individuals or communities.  Reality, in

short, is up for grabs creating the loss of what Anthony Giddens called “‘ontological

security’” (cited in Mellor and Shilling, 169).  

The body is also subject to constant threats to its integrity in an information age

constantly revealing the unseeable, untouchable, unsmellable, unhearable dangers of

everyday living: toxins in food, water, air, and minds, we are told through the media,

may interrupt our security at any moment.  As Mellor and Shilling suggest, the 1980s

boom in therapeutic counseling and “recovery” programs may be a reflection of this

cognitive insecurity, but, as I have argued, such loss of security in mindful knowing may
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also have given rise to the proliferation of practices which seek to provide a new way of

knowing.  When one’s own body becomes the source and repository of knowledge,

security is intimately, personally controlled.  

Today’s pluralistic cultural setting exposes us to new metaphorical concepts at an

unprecedented rate.  As the world makes less and less sense, we seek out new metaphors

both to explain the chaos and to re-direct our action.  In striving to make sense out of

incoherent experiences through the adoption and adaptation of new metaphors, we begin

to create new realities.

“New metaphors have the power to create a new reality.  This can begin
to happen when we start to comprehend our experience in terms of a
metaphor, and it becomes a deeper reality when we begin to act in terms
of it.…Much of cultural change arises from the introduction of new
metaphorical concepts and the loss of old ones” (Lakoff and Johnson
1980: 145).

Americans have bodily experiences for which this culture may have no appropriate

interpretive metaphor; truths known in the body; realities that are downplayed or hidden

by conventional concepts, like the absolute divisions between body and mind and spirit.

In an effort to create new realities, we find “homes” in places we’ve never been before;

we become “hooked” on worldviews we’ve never encountered before.  Our own

kinesthetic and psychological histories predispose us to finding coherence or satisfaction

in particular metaphors.  Aikido and its kinesthetic concepts appeal to its practitioners in

central California because it offers a means to discovering, inventing, or developing

sentiments of harmony.

For almost 40 years now, Americans have been exposed to discourses and

practices that seek to bring mind into harmony with body.  What were once

marginalized as either Californian or Oriental nonsense, are now becoming mainstream

sensibilities.  It has required and stimulated a new perspective on the American sense of

self.  American relationships have long been characterized as independent and polarized:
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mind or body; spirit or matter; self or other; self or society; idea or action.  Japanese

relationships are typically characterized as interdependent and indivisible: uke and nage;

irimi tenkan; self and other; self and society; mind and body; spirit and matter; principle

and technique.  But as Gupta points out, these stereotypes are produced in efforts to

invent a particular national character, individualism for Americans and interdependence

for Japanese.  As stereotypes, they are more present and immediate in our imaginations.

But they also tend to blind us to other important aspects of these cultures.  Community

building is as much a part of American cultural history as individualism.  I have

attempted explain how one community is forged through particular social forces and

physical practice.  At North Bay Aikido dojo, community is foregrounded through the

multiple, intimate partnerships required to train in the art and through individual

commitments to the “dojo” as a social (and socializing) entity.  Individualism is not lost.

It is preserved through personal control of one’s training regimen and through

development of personal “accents” in the effort and shape of techniques.

Each new training partnership requires a willingness to take risks.  What will

happen in this partnership?  Through continual training in the forms practitioners

become sensitive to the unknown, understanding it as potential life.  In this sense, aikido

is a creative art.  Becoming aware and present in the moment and of the moment allows

students to co-create aikido.  But the moment has lasting impressions and effects on

individuals and thus on society.  Osensei’s hope was that the moment would change the

context: that conflict would become peace.

In this dissertation, I use “connection” as a metaphorical concept with

correspondences in somatic, psychological, and social experiences of aikido.  That

metaphor takes on further reality as it is used to interpret social life outside the dojo and

to act in new ways in general.  Concepts like “loving protection for all beings” and
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“peaceful conflict resolution” which form the basis for aikido ethics; “irimi” and

“tenkan” which form some of the technical foundations of aikido practice; and

interactional correspondences like yin-yang or uke-nage, are known both cognitively

and kinesthetically.  These are to a large degree new metaphors that people try on and

try out in a range of situations: training, work, family, etc.  Similarities to these new

metaphorical constructs are found (that is, old behaviors are reinterpreted) and created

as they are applied broadly to peoples lives.  Aikido practices provide new metaphors

that have the power and potential to create new realities.

The participant body

With anthropological concerns over objectification of the Other foregrounded, the

participatory half of our methodological equation is being emphasized.  Yvonne Daniel,

for example, describes her experience as an “observing participant” of Cuban dance

(Daniel 1995); Thomas Ots stresses that “experiencing participation” is a necessary

move beyond observing living bodies (Ots 1994: 134); and Galina Lindquist uses the

phrase “the experiencing anthropologist” (Lindquist 1995: 13) to encourage such an

approach.  Fieldworkers are exploring and testing new methodological practices and

theories which emphasize participation to a greater degree.  The nature of participation

and the meaning of the experience of participation, however, is still under debate.  These

debates ask (among other things), “Who are we in the field?” (Briggs 1970 and Kondo

1986a) and “What is the meaning of my experience there?” (Favret-Saada 1990 and

Stoller 1989).  There are those who believe that direct participation reproduces natural

“learning processes” (Bloch 1991).  Bloch argues that social knowledge is gained

primarily through direct bodily experience and not through textual or linguistic

explanation.  Anthropological practices of long-term engagement with the field subjects

through immediate participation and concentrated observation closely replicate the
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learning process (Bloch 1991).  Lindquist agrees suggesting that new “cognitive maps”

of the world are created through fieldwork (Lindquist 1995).  It is a process similar to

what Tanya Luhrmann calls “interpretive drift”: the slow, on-going processes of

persuasion in which belief is continuously negotiated and reinforced through immersion

in its discourses and practices (Luhrmann 1989).  These approaches imply that native

experiences can be reproduced to some degree in one’s self.  

Others argue that occupying the native’s social position (Favret-Saada 1990) or

mimicing native body positions (Sklar 1991 and 1994; Jackson 1989; and Desjarlais

1992) provides a native point of view (or standpoint) but not an equivalent native

experience.  These are not polarized debates by any means.  For example, Desjarlais,

strongly influenced by Bateson, argues that anthropologists in the field engage in

“deutero-learning” or learning to learn (Desjarlais 1992: 17).  He, for instance, had to

learn and incorporate local bodyways through everyday activities and observations

before he could effectively learn what knowledge was embodied in bodily patterns.  And

Sklar argues for “kinesthetic empathy” (the subjective, sensory understanding of another

through mimetic reproduction of the other’s movement) as a field method (Sklar 1994:

16), while Favret-Saada adamantly rejects the possibility of empathizing with others

(Favret-Saada 1990: 193).  The key question in this debate is delivered in one of

Lindquist’s subheadings.  It asks, Do we as outsiders ever have full access to the Other’s

experiences or only to its expressions? (Lindquist 1995: 12).  Edward Bruner, she

reminds us, was convinced of the later; that experiences could only be examined

through the Other’s expressive culture (13).  Expression, for Bruner, is the symbolic

retelling of experience.  “There are inevitable gaps between reality, experience, and

expression, and the tension among them constitutes a key problematic in the

anthropology of experience” (Bruner 1986: 7).  It is also, I contend, a problematic for
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fieldworkers.  As others have already noted, our reproductions are always hybridized

constructions and should be read that way.

Maurice Bloch asks: how do we solve the paradox of claiming to be writing as

outsiders but representing the native’s point of view? (1991: 127).  Since we write,

doesn’t our “medium” force us to [mis]represent insider’s cognitive processes as

logical? (129).  And doesn’t our attempt and desire to persuade readers require us to

conform to the our “folk model” of cognition (that it is logical, sequential, and lineal)?

The results, Bloch claims, “leaves all the main participants uncomfortable”—including

the anthropologist—because the ethnographic picture isn’t quite right.  The problem, he

continues, is our attempt to “render [ ] into text something which is not a text” (ibid.).

This seems a problem especially true when the subject of the research is embodied

knowledge.  But I don’t think its as bad as all that.  Dance researchers have successfully

written dance through notation systems and thick descriptions.  And Steven Feld’s

inspiring ethnography on the emotional impact of Kaluli song demonstrates to me that

these intangibles can be entextualized.

Embodiment as methodology

As anthropologists turn to the body as a research subject, we need to explore new

methods with which to study bodily experience.  The bodies and embodiments in

question must necessarily be those of our field subjects as well as our own as field

researchers (see, for example, Blacking 1977; Jackson 1989; Sklar 1991 and 1994).

Thus, a paradigm of embodiment offers both theoretical and methodological challenges

(though Csordas, who proposed embodiment as a paradigm, neglects its implications on

how we should conduct fieldwork).  The questions I introduce to the debates, then, are

these:  What might anthropological fieldworkers gain by developing our somatic

awareness?  What practices can we employ to deliberately heighten our own bodily
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awareness, our own “somatic modes of attention” to our selves, our worlds, and our

field subjects?  How might it enhance our ability to interpret the bodily practices of

others?  How do my bodily experiences in the field inform my ethnographic

interpretations?  and What are the limitations of such an approach?

Deidre Sklar writes that “The ability to recognize sensory priorities, establish

corporeal rapport, and analyze bodily communications in their own terms can be the key

to the sensory and felt dimensions of cultural knowledge” (1994: 19) as well as the

starting point for ethnographic inquiry.  In order to gain access to these corporealities,

the fieldworker must participate in the body culture of the field subjects.  She suggests

that since “movement as expression is never not also movement as immediate

experience,” it is possible to enter the experience of others by mimicing their

movements.  Bodily mimesis produces what she calls “kinesthetic empathy,” a

methodology in which an experience-far observation is converted to an “experience-near

perception” (Sklar 1994: 14-15).  During her fieldwork in New Mexico, “Empathic

perception often provided clues not just to the sensations of particular movements, but

to the whole complex of concepts, values, affects, and action that comprise the Tortugas

fiesta” (1991: 7).  It allowed her to kinesthetically “feel with” the other participants.1

Susan Foster argues, moreover, that technically trained dancers develop such a

heightened “kinaesthetic awareness” or “empathy” that they can “strongly sense what

other persons’ bodily movements feel like” simply by watching or being proximate to

those bodies (Foster 1992: 485).  

Laderman reminds us that “Anthropologists use their own bodies and minds as

primary tools for the investigation of cultures” (Laderman 1994: 192; see also Lindquist

1995: 13).  And yet, Michael Jackson writes that it wasn’t until he was in his mid-

thirties and beginning to study yoga that he “began to live my body in full awareness for
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the first time.”  Before that, he writes, “whole areas of my physical being and

potentiality were dead to me” (Jackson 1989: 119).  Desjarlais says his bodily

experience in the field was an “oversight” which he blames on anthropological

privileging of “the linguistic, the discursive, and the cognized over the visceral and the

tacit” (1992: 29).  He only realized how he had come to embody Yolmo culture after he

returned to the U.S. and “began to use [his] anatomy in yet another way” (ibid.).  For

both Jackson and Desjarlais, their newly awakened body awareness inspired re-analysis

of their fieldwork.

Many writers have commented on the unique body knowledge developed by

dancers and athletes (see for examples, Fraleigh 1987;  Foster 1992; Brownell 1995;

Lewis 1995).  This enhanced kinesthetic attunement can be a valuable analytical tool

and augment methodological approaches to movement research.  Susan Foster and Sally

Ness use the trope of “choreographer” to highlight their embodied approaches to

research.  They suggest that the dancer/choreographer has specialized skills that enable

her to study body culture from a unique standpoint.  Ness’ dance training allowed her to

become attuned to the movements and posturing of Philippine bodies in ordinary

practice and in ritual or public sinulog dances (Ness 1993 and 1995).  Sklar combines

kinesthetic experience with observational and notation techniques, pointing out that “a

combination of conceptual, kinesthetic, and affective pathways” creates a more effective

research methodology (Sklar 1994: 8).  Sklar was already trained in several movement

arts (dance, theater, and mime) when she went into the field.  As such she had already

developed a heightened awareness of her own bodily experiences and what they might

mean.  Ethnographers without such previous training but interested in a corporeal

approach, might turn to dance, martial arts, sports, or a variety of somatic or body

therapies to develop their own proprioceptive awareness.  Some of these practices
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develop heightened kinesthetic awareness as an explicit goal, as in Contact

Improvisation or Feldenkrais therapy, while in others it is a by-product of training.

This methodology is not without precedent, though it is not frequently

highlighted.  Sally Ness uses her own kinesthetic experience to confirm her observations

regarding local gestural and postural styles and qualities (Ness 1992).  Deidre Sklar

experiments with “kinesthetic empathy,” a participatory method which employs bodily

mimesis (Sklar 1994: 14-15).  Kinesthetic empathy is “nothing mysterious” (15), she

writes, since it is a relational technique that people use daily.  It is a process through

which we call up (re-member) sensory experiences from our own past in an attempt to

empathize with others.  The interchange of bodily motions across corporealities through

mimetic performances has also been theorized by Gregory Bateson (1951) and has been

recommended as an anthropological method by Michael Jackson (1989), Maurice Block

(1991) and others.

Andrew Strathern’s final chapter in Body Thoughts (1996) on embodiment and

the return to our senses is optimistic.  He stresses that embodiment is not only a theory

of other bodies, but an approach which reminds us of “our own immediate being, which

is most apparent and yet sometimes most hidden to us” (1996: 198).  “Embodiment is,

therefore, a new humanism, not exactly soteriological [salvational] but one that is

intended to bring us back to ourselves.  It is, put simply, a reaction against

disembodiment…” (ibid.).  What I find hopeful in Strathern’s final statements is that he

hints at the possibility that ethnographers will begin to become aware of how they

experience the field bodily, how they perhaps come to embody it themselves, and how

their embodied fieldwork shapes their ethnographic products.  Noting a disciplinary shift

from observing to listening as our primary fieldwork method, James Peacock wonders if

we will next develop “a kind of muscular anthropology” in which we are “Movers and
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shakers. Vigorous doers” (Anthropology News March 2000: 5-6).  I suggest we develop

as many sensory tools as we can.

Final remarks

Writing about the body is like trying to nail jello to a wall.  Putting the “aiki”

experience—the blending of universal and individual ki—into language has been a

complicated task.  Experiences of the body are so immediate, direct, and timeless that

translations into literacy are always troubling and incomplete.  I have heard it said that if

a picture is worth a thousand words, then a dance is worth a thousand pictures.  The

founder of aikido himself once said “Words and letters can never adequately describe

Aikido—its meaning is revealed only to those who are enlightened through hard

training” (Ueshiba cited in Stevens 1984: 21).  However, for the purposes of writing

about aikido, I have tried to explain “connection” through technical and sociological

descriptions.

This is not a treatise on the art of aikido but an ethnography of a community

generated by its practice.  And communities are living, changing entities.  Since the

conclusion of my field research, the dojo membership has changed: blue belts are now

brown belts, brown are now black, shodan are nidan; students have moved away,

married, had babies; Linda returned to Japan after a 20 year absence.  And perhaps most

significantly, North Bay Aikido hosted the visit of one of its Japanese spiritual

“grandfathers,” Motomichi Anno Sensei.  I have tried a number of terms to express what

happened at North Bay during his 1999 visit: crystallization, turning point, reciprocity

of spirit.  “Consolidation” is the word Jan used; Jerilyn said it was the culmination of

twenty years of work and vision; as if everything previous was in preparation for Anno

Sensei’s visit.  Linda too felt that something had changed.  All the members of North

Bay are trying to describe the fullness of the community’s experience over the three
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weeks of his visit.  The way he captured our hearts, and we his.  The way his spiritual

teachings of aikido answered North Bay’s new building and status: a big spirit for a big

future.  Anno Sensei instructed us to make our movements big and expansive so that our

spirits would be big and expansive.  “Train your spirit,” he said repeatedly, “not your

technique.”  His big spirit and generosity humbled us.  (Forgive me if I speak so

personally, using “we” and “us” instead of “they” and “them.”  But this fieldwork was

personal and its difficult to go on speaking of the members of North Bay as if they were

distant “others,” especially in regards to this event)

The visit of Anno Sensei to North Bay Aikido dojo and its annual summer retreat

at UCSC will have long lasting repercussions on aikido in this region.  Our collective

feelings for him were displayed at the retreat banquet when we rose and gave him a

sincere standing ovation and again at the end of the retreat when many tears could be

seen in the eyes of participants who had to say good-by to him.  I said to Linda later that

day as I cleaned out the sensei dorm rooms that I was glad he would be teaching more

classes at North Bay because I wasn’t ready to let him go yet.  “I don’t think he is ready

to let us go either,” she replied.  Linda knew it would be an exceptional event but as she

said to me, there was no way she could convey it to us; we had to be in his presence.

Anno Sensei’s visit came at the end of my fieldwork.  It was both the apex of an

era for aikido in Santa Cruz and the beginning of another.  To understand the

significance of his visit one needs to know the history of aikido in this region and the

particularities of the community that North Bay Aikido dojo has created.  I hope I have

conveyed that in this dissertation.  

1 Sklar combines kinesthetic experience with observational and notational techniques.  Her point is that
“a combination of conceptual, kinesthetic, and affective pathways” creates a more effective research
methodology (Sklar 1991: 8).  Like Michael Jackson, she does not suggest that the meaning of her
personal experiences was identical to the local participants, only that her feelings were similar and that
that provided clues to local meanings.
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APPENDIX A.  GLOSSARY

Definitions of aikido terminology (as used at North Bay Aikido):
AIKIDO The Art of Harmonizing Energy or Spirit
AI harmony; coming together; integration; unification; unity 
AI-DORI cross hand grab 
AME NO TORI-FUNE “rowing movements” in hanmi position; Shinto practice to

cleanse the mind and spirit; in a metaphorical sense, row your boat through the
spiritual levels of heaven towards purification 

AME-NO-UKIHASHI “Floating bridge of heaven”; from Shinto mythology;
symbolizing connection between earthly and spiritual realms of existence 

ATEMI diverting, defensive strike or blow 

BO long wooden staff 
BOKKEN wooden sword 
BU combat
BUDO the way of the warrior arts; the way of protection, of society, strength and honor

in peace 
BUJUTSU technical fighting 
BUSHIDO warrior’s code, “the way of the warrior” 
BUSHIN highest level of spiritual communion 

DAN black belt or yudansha ranks (1st dan to 10th dan); commonly referred to by their
Japanese terms shodan, nidan, sandan, etc.  In aikido, there are only a few tenth
dans who were conferred the rank by Osensei personally.  At present, it is
difficult to know whether or how new tenth dans will acquire this rank.  Dan
literally means “step” and is also used in Noh to refer to the transition from one
dance section to another.  Hence a five-dan dance has five sections (Bethe and
Brazell 1982: 157).

DESHI student, pupil, disciple 
DO the Way or Path; a moral, ethical, or spiritual path or way of life practiced through

disciplined actions
DOJO place where the Way is revealed; a place for strengthening and refinement body,

mind and spirit; within the dojo codified rules of behavior, Japanese greetings
and technical terms, and traditional Japanese training uniforms and mock-
weaponry are generally required

DOJO-CHO head of the dojo 
DOKA “Songs of the Way”, teaching poems of Osensei 
DOMO ARRIGATO (GOZAIMASHITA) thank you (very much) 
DOSHU honorary title for the recognized master of the art 
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FURUTAMA NOGYO standing squarely, left hand resting (palm down) on top of right
hand (palm up); hands are gently shaken to relieve all tension in the body (with
left hand clasped over right hand, hold in front of hara and vibrate vigorously)
Furutama (which means “shaking the jewel,” to shake up, cleanse, polish the
soul itself) is an ancient Shinto meditation technique. 

GAESHI to reverse 
GAMBATTE “hang in there!” 
GASSHUKU seminar, workshop 
GI training uniform; white pants and jacket with belt
GOKYO fifth teaching (reverse grip of ikkyo, esp. for knife attacks) 

HAJIME begin! 
HAKAMA wide-skirted pants worn over gi; symbol of the samurai culture and

typically worn by aikido yudansha 
HANMI basic beginning foot position with one foot pointed forward and the other one

step behind at a 45 degree angle.  This position (known as a “martial-style step”)
is also used in Noh for warrior characters.

HANMI-HANDACHI nage is kneeling and uke attacks from standing 
HAPPO UNDO eight corner cutting/extension movement 
HARA a point located just below the navel considered the physiological, energetic, and

emotional “center,” and central axis of movement.  Also called tanden. 
HARAGEI the art of developing the hara 
HIJI-DORI elbow grab 

IKKYO first teaching 
IRIMI front technique, entering, moving into and through the line of attack (2nd pillar

of aikido) 
IRIMI-NAGE entering throw (“20-year throw”) 

JIYU-WAZA free-style techniques with one uke (specific or any attacks) 
JO short wooden staff (48” - 55” long and 3/4” - 1” thick) 
JU principle of yielding, flexibility; the willow aspect of aikido techniques and

philosophy 
JUTSU (JITSU) martial techniques intended for combat, as opposed to do.

KAESHI-WAZA reverse (counter) techniques 
KAITEN opening and turning (3rd pillar of aikido) 
KAITEN-NAGE rotary throw 
KAMAE posture or stance of readiness; there are different stances, each with different

positions for the hands or weapon 
KAMI Shinto deities (natural gods and goddesses); spirit of the universe; the divine 
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KANGEIKO “cold training”; intensified winter training 
KATA “fixed form”; formalized and routinized arrangements of movement used in solo

practice.  Rarely used in aikido.  In kabuki, kata are codified sequences of
movement transmitted as traditional conventions (Leiter 1979: 178).  One
historian suggests that Kabuki kata may actually impede the creation of new
dances even while they preserve traditional forms (Gunji 1970: 66).  Kata “are
practiced as much for the perfecting of technique as for the aesthetic experience
to be derived from ‘beautiful movements’. They may be described as a
choreography of attack and defence, a ‘ritual’ of technique and movement…”
(Frederic 1995:104)

KATA shoulder 
KATA-DORI shoulder grab 
KATANA (medium length japanese) sword, blade 
KATATE-DORI single-wrist grab 
KEIKO study or practice; reflection and refinement, returning to the origin and

discovering reality 
KI spirit; life force; vital energy; strength; sensitivity 
KIAI focusing of spirit through sound; sharp shout created from the hara to unbalance

opponent; projection of ki 
KIMUSUBI linking of ki; blending of energies 
KOGI-FUNE-UNDO “rowing the boat”; warm-up exercise adopted from Misogi ritual 
KOHAI junior student; anyone who begins the study of aikido.  Advanced students

should help and support them 
KOKYU power of breath and life force; coordination of ki flow and breathing (4th

pillar of aikido) 
KOKYU-HO (KOKYO DOSA) seated technique using ki to throw and pin partner 
KOKYU-NAGE “breath throw”, using timing of body and spirit without applying

pressure to partner’s joints 
KOKYU-UNDO breath (air) movement exercises 
KOSHI hip, lateral pelvis, waist 
KOSHI-NAGE hip throw 
KOTE-GAESHI apply wrist reversal to throw partner 
KOTODAMA the spiritual function of sound; every one-syllable sound has its own

spiritual vibration 
KU emptiness; the void created by aikido countermoves 
KUBI neck 
KUBISHIME choke 
KUMANO ancient district in Wakayama prefecture, considered as the home of Japanese

spirituality 
KURO-OBI “black belt” 
KYO doctrine
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KYU ranks below black belt; mudansha rank (usually 6th kyu to 1st kyu denoted by
white, blue, and brown belts respectively) 

MA-AI distance of time and space between uke and nage; the direction and movement
of mind and spirit, along with physical distance, determine the balance of power
and proper usage of space 

MASAKATSU AGATSU “truth is victorious; therefore, I am victorious”; Aiki victory;
principal tenet of aikido and favorite of North Bay Aikido

MEN head 
MIGI right 
MISOGI purification of mind, body and spirit, realized by keiko, cleaning, fasting or

other exercises 
MOROTE-DORI both hands grabbing one wrist 
MUDANSHA holder of white and colored belt degree 
MUNE chest 
MUNE-TSUKI strike to chest or stomach 
MUSHIN no mind; a mind without ego; a mind that reflects and does not judge; state of

absolute clarity and absence of thoughts 
MUSUBI process of unification of opposites as different images of the same reality;

movement of the spiral 

NAGARE flow; unbroken flow of ki during execution of technique 
NAGE “thrower”; person who receives attack from uke and initiates the neutralizing

technique
NIKYO second teaching; a technique using a wrist lock

OSENSEI an honorific title meaning Great Teacher and in aikido is used only to refer
to the founder, Morihei Ueshiba 

OBI belt (part of gi) 
OMOTE to the front 
ONEGAISHIMASU please (train with me); I ask a favor 

OSAE-WAZA pinning techniques (5th pillar of aikido) 

PILARS OF AIKIDO: 
IRIMI-NAGE entering throws 
KAITEN open-and-turn movements 
KOKYU-HO breath-power techniques 
OSAE-WAZA pinning techniques 
SHIHO-NAGE four direction throws 
USHIRO-WAZA rear techniques 

RANDORI free-style practice with multiple attackers 
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RYOTE both hands 
RYOTE-DORI both hands grabbing one wrist each 

SANGEN triangle (pyramid), circle (sphere), square (cube), the three most perfect
proportions in geometry with symbolic importance for Osensei 

TRIANGLE  body, mind, spirit; past, present, future; heaven, earth, humankind;
signifies ki flow, creation of energy and initiative 

CIRCLE  unity, serenity, perfection; signifies liquid dimension, source of unlimited
techniques 

SQUARE  earth, water, fire, air; signifies solid dimension, applied control based on
form and solidity 

SANKYO third teaching (using wrist pressure) 
SATORI enlightenment 
SEIZA traditional Japanese sitting position
SEMPAI anyone who began the study of aikido before you; you should respect this

person’s experience 
SENSEI teacher; anyone who gives guidance along the way; literally “born before” 
SHIHAN master teacher with rank of 6th dan or above.  Currently only Japanese

masters hold this title 
SHIHO four directions 
SHIHO-NAGE four-direction throw (applied at wrist) (1st pillar of Aikido) 
SHIME to squeeze/choke 
SHIN KOKYU divine or spirit breath; a particular meditation practice that focuses on

three kami: 
AMATERASU NO OMIKAMI sun goddess, representing the divine, impartial

love; 
O’HARAIDO NO OMIKAMI spirit of purification and cleansing 
AME NO MINAKANUSHI NO OMIKAMI spirit of the universal center 

SHIN SHIN TOITSU unification of mind and body 
SHINBU FUSATSU “divine techniques do not kill”; principal tenet in aikido

philosophy 
SHINTO Way (to) of the gods (shin); traditional religion of Japan 
SHODAN 1st degree black belt 
SHOMEN in the dojo the upper seat with the shrine housing the picture of the founder

and the spirit of aikido (not a religious, but rather a spiritual symbol); also front
or top of head 

SHOMEN-TSUKI strike (thrust) to the face 
SHOMEN-UCHI strike to (top of) head 
SHUGYO intensive training (spiritual, mental, physical, ascetic); the “day-to-day

struggle”; lifelong discipline; the work of education to refine and purify the
quality of life.  Homma Sensei writes that shugyo is “daring, I think, to jump
into the well” (Homma 1994: xxiii) 
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SUBURI single movement using sword or staff (bo or jo) in solo practice; suburi is
training as opposed to kumi tachi, which is study (keiko) 

SUKI opening gap; vulnerability; moment of carelessness or inattention 
SUTEMI hard (high) fall; literally “to throw away or sacrifice the body” 
SUWARI-WAZA techniques practiced on knees 

TACHI-DORI attack with bokken, sword taking 
TACHI-WAZA standing techniques 
TAI NO HENKO “pivoting of the body”; basic blend (tenkan turn) 
TAI-JUTSU body techniques; empty-handed techniques (done without weapons) 
TAKEMUSU AIKI “courageous and creative living”; favorite motto of Osensei 
TANDEN place of “one-point”; center of body below navel; hara 
TANTO (wooden) knife 
TANTO DORI attack with knife or techniques to disarm attacker who is using a knife 
TE hand 
TEGATANA “hand-sword”; edge of hand 
TEN-CHI heaven-earth dichotomy 
TENCHI-NAGE heaven-and-earth throw 
TENKAN “back” technique, turning 
TOBU-UKEMI “flying break-fall” 
TORI “the one who takes” (alternate term for NAGE) 
TSUKI thrusting strike 

UCHI inside; to strike 
UCHI-DESHI devoted, personal student living in dojo with teacher 
UCHI-GATAME “pounding the body with the firsts”; warm-up exercise used to

stimulate the skin, muscles, and ki 
UESHIBA Morihei Ueshiba Osensei (1883-1969), founder of Aikido
UKE “receiver”; person who initiates an attack and receives from nage the

immobilizing technique (usually resulting in taking a fall to the mat)
UKEMI refers to all the actions of uke, often specifically to techniques of falling
URA rear, back 
USHIRO-DORI rear “bear hug” 

USHIRO-KATATE-DORI-KUBI-SHIME rear choke with one wrist held 
USHIRO-RYO-HIJI-DORI both elbows grabbed from rear 
USHIRO-RYO-KATA-DORI both shoulders grabbed from the rear 
USHIRO-RYO-TEKUBI-DORI both wrists grabbed from the rear 
USHIRO-RYOTE-DORI both wrists grabbed from the rear 

USHIRO-WAZA rear techniques (“sixth sense”) (6th pillar of aikido) 
WAZA technique(s) 
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YAME quit, give up, stop (from yameru) 
YOKO (to the) side 
YOKOMEN-UCHI side of the head (diagonal) strike 
YONKYO fourth teaching (using nerve pressure) 
YUDANSHA holder of black belt degree 

ZANSHIN continuity; remaining aware and prepared for the next attack; calm
awareness; retention of the mind; unbroken concentration 

ZAZEN meditation posture and exercise 

GOIN’ NATIVE AIKIDO STYLE
tune: Makin’ Whoopee
Goin’ Native lyrics: Holly Tannen
Goin’ Native Aikido Style lyrics: Renée Rothman

Another partner
To interview
My dissertation’s 
All about you
I think it’s thrilling
That you’re so willing
So I’m goin’ native.

Another kiai1

Another tsuki2

Another hanmi handachi3

I’ve got my blue belt
and feeling so svelt
I’m goin’ native.

Picture a bright young scholar
Earning her PhD
Writing about aikido
For anthropology 

I take ukemi4

Then make a note
My sense of ki flow
Is still remote
My back is achin’
My wrists are breakin’
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But I’m goin’ native.

Another workshop
Another class

There’s more misogi!5

You bet your ass
But I’m still willin’
Although its killin’
I’m goin’ native.

Tell her professer
She won’t forget her
But she’s gone native 

1 A powerful shout produced by concentrating ki and extending it vocally.
2 A punch, usually to the stomach.
3 Training in which the attacker stands and the other partner sits in seiza, or kneeling.
4 “Taking ukemi” means taking falls, rolls, and pins.
5 Purification.  North Bay uses the term to refer to all the housecleaning and upkeep of

the dojo which is performed on a volunteer basis by members
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APPPENDIX B.  Guidelines for Kyu and Shodan Exams at North Bay Aikido

Remember these are guidelines  use them to aid your practice.  On a test, you may be
asked to demonstrate techniques which are not on this list.  For that, the only
preparation is to train regularly. 

5th kyu (white belt):
suwari-waza shomen-uchi ikkyo
(standing) shomen-uchi ikkyo
(standing) shomem-uchi irimi-nage
(standing) katate-dori shiho-nage
several variations from basic attacks:
(katate-dori, aidori, ryote-dori, morote-dori, tsuki)
kokyu-ho (kokyu-dosa)
ukemi (forward and backward rolls)

4th kyu (blue belt):
suwari-waza and standing:

shomen-uchi ikkyo and nikyo 
kata-dori ikkyo and nikyo 

standing:
shomen-uchi irimi-nage 
yokomen-uchi shiho-nage 
tsuki-kotegaeshi 

several variations from basic attacks
(add ushiro ryote-dori, shomen-uchi and yokomen-uchi to 5th kyu attacks)
jiyu-waza (one person)
take ukemi from one partner
kokyu-ho

3rd kyu (blue belt):
suwari-waza and standing:

shomen-uchi ikkyo thru yonkyo 
kata-dori ikkyo thru yonkyo 

standing:
shomen-uchi irimi-nage 
tsuki irimi-nage 
shomen-uchi kotegaeshi 
tsuki kotegaeshi 
ryote-dori shiho-nage 
yokomen-uchi shiho-nage 

variations from all basic attacks
jiyu-waza (one person)
randori (two people)
ukemi (including sutemi)
kokyu-ho
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2nd kyu (brown belt):
suwari-waza and standing:

shomen-uchi ikkyo thru yonkyo
kata-dori ikkyo thru yonkyo

hanmi-handachi:
katate-dori shiho-nage 
ryote-dori shiho-nage 
shomen-uchi irimi-nage 
tsuki kotegaeshi 

standing:
shomen-uchi / tsuki / katate-dori

irimi-nage 
kotegaeshi 
kaiten-nage 

koshi-nage from several attacks
variations from all basic attacks
jiyu-waza (one person)
randori (two or three persons)
ukemi (including sutemi)
kokyu-ho

1st kyu (brown belt):
suwari-waza and standing:

shomen-uchi ikkyo thru yonkyo 
yokomen-uchi ikkyo thru yonkyo 
kata-dori ikkyo thru yonkyo 

hanmi-handachi:
several variations from basic attacks (including ushiro waza)

standing:
shomen-uchi / tsuki / yokomen-uchi

irimi nage 
kotegaeshi 
kaiten-nage 

variations from all basic attacks including ushiro ryote, hiji, kata-dori, and 
kubishime

koshi-nage from all basic attacks
tanto-dori
jiyu-waza (one person)
randori (three persons)
ukemi
kokyu-ho

1st dan (shodan, black belt):
same requirements as for 1st kyu, but greater skill required 
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APPENDIX C. DOJO ETIQUETTE

(The following list of proper dojo behavior is available on a hand-out at the dojo and on
the dojo’s web site.)

BASIC DOJO ETIQUETTE

In an Aikido dojo, the observation of basic forms of etiquette is integral to the creation
of a respectful and attentive atmosphere which is conductive to learning. Although
Japanese forms are unfamiliar to most Westerners, over a period of time they not only
become comfortable expressions of courtesy, but also, as we come to understand the
levels of meaning behind the forms, they can enrich and further our practice. Most basic
to these forms is a bow, a gesture of respect and gratitude.

In a dojo, please observe the following guidelines:

A standing bow is done when entering or leaving the dojo.

The formal bow at the beginning and the end of practice consists of two or three seated
bows towards the shomen (front wall of the dojo where Osensei’s picture is), four claps,
one more bow, and then a mutual bow between teacher and students. The form and
complexity of this ceremony marking the beginning and end of class varies somewhat
from place to place, so in the case of a visiting instructor his or her example should be
followed.

Effort should be made to be on time for class, but if unavoidably late a student should
perform the formal bow individually before beginning to practice. If it is necessary to
leave class early, a student should inform the instructor and do an individual formal bow
at the close of his or her own practice.

Onegaishimasu (“please”, or “I ask a favor”) and Arigato gozaimashita (“thank you”)
are the expressions used at the beginning and the end of class, respectively, and also
between partners at the beginning and the end of each individual practice.

Traditionally the instructor is addressed as Sensei in the dojo. However, the extent to
which this custom is followed depends on the individual instructor.

The proper way to sit during class is in seiza — formal Japanese sitting posture. A
crosslegged sitting position is acceptable if seiza is impossible. If a student has a
particular problem with knees or feet that interferes with the ability to sit in seiza, make
sure the instructor is informed of the problem. Ina ny case, an attentive posture should
be maintained. Slouching, lumping, or leaning is not conductive to the practice of
balance and centering! Students should not sit with legs outstretched.

Students should not sit with their backs towards the shomen (wall with Osensei’s
picture); traditionally this is the place for the instructor or master to sit while watching
class. If it is necessary to pass by when people are lined up in seiza facing the shomen,
walk in back of them rather than in front
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After the instructor demonstrates a technique, students bow, choose partners quickly,
and begin to practice. When the end of a particular practice is signaled (often with two
claps), students should stop practice immediately, bow to their partners, and quickly line
up in seize for further instruction.

For reasons of safety, respect, and courtesy, it is essential that the teacher’s instructions
be followed exactly. Many Aikido techniques can be dangerous if not practiced properly.
Emphasis should be placed on learning as much as possible through intent observation
and concentrated practice, and questions should be saved for when they are really
necessary.

Gis should be kept clean, and fingernails and toenails should be kept short. No jewelry
should be worn during practice. Do not use alcohol or drugs before class.

The mat should be swept before each class. It is the student’s responsibility to keep the
dojo clean. Dojo literally means “place of the way”. It should be a place for misogi
(purification) and for our sincere personal work.

Observation of these forms of etiquette will help to create a good atmosphere in the
dojo. But more important than the superficial observation of any form is the sincere and
open-hearted attitude toward training which gives meaning to the forms.

(The following are Osensei’s directions and are posted on the dojo wall and on the web
site.)

Etiquette for Practicing Aikido (by Morihei Ueshiba Osensei)

1. In Aikido, one blow can determine life or death. When practicing, obey your
instructor, and do not engage in useless contests of strength.

2. Aikido is an art in which a person learns to deal with not only one but multiple
attackers. It therefore requires that you practice at all times with careful awareness not
only in front of you but in all directions.

3. Practice at all times with the feeling of pleasurable exhilaration.

4. The teachings of your instructor constitute only a small fraction of what you will
learn. Your mastery of each movement will depend almost entirely on individual, earnest
practice.

5. Daily practice begins with light movements of the body, gradually increasing in
intensity and strength. There must be no excessive strain. That is why even an elderly
person can continue to practice pleasurably without bodily harm, and will attain the goal
of his or her training.

6. The purpose of Aikido is to train both body and mind and to develop a person’s
sincerity. All Aikido techniques are secret in nature and are not to be idly revealed to
others in public, not shown to rowdy or unprincipled people who will misuse them.
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APPENDIX D. RESEARCH QUESTIONNAIRE

NORTH BAY AIKIDO DEMOGRAPHIC SURVEY

SECTION I.  PERSONAL INFORMATION [demographic data.  3-5 minutes]

A. Age

B. Educational background:
Less than high school diploma
Professional or technical school
High school diploma
Some post-graduate work
Some college
Post-graduate degree/s (please specify):
College degree
Other (please specify)

C. Your race:

D. Your ethnic background: 

E. Your national citizenship:

G. Sexual identity:
Lesbian
Gay
Heterosexual
Bisexual

H. Domestic partnerships (check all that apply):
Single
Married ceremonially
Divorced
Married legally
Live with domestic partner
Separated

I. Children: Yes (number, gender, and ages)   No 

J. Grandchildren: Yes (number, gender, and ages)  No 

K. Your main or principal occupational title: 

L. The type of industry or business you work in: 
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M. The combined income before taxes of all members of your family/household for the

past year:
Less than $10,000
$25,001-$40,000
$55,001-$70,000
$10,001-$25,000
$40,001-$55,000
$70,001 or over

N. Describe your spiritual or religious background and current affiliations or activities,

if any:

O. Describe your political affiliations or activities, if any:

P. Are you a registered voter?  Yes    No Would you describe yourself as:
Democrat
Republican
Independent
Other (please specify) 

SECTION II.  PRACTICE  [short answers.  5-8 minutes]

A. Rank and years of training

B. Do you consider North Bay Aikido your "home" dojo?  If not, where is your "home"

dojo?

C. Does your spouse or domestic partner train?  If yes, how long and where?

D. Do any of your children train?  If yes, how many, how long, and where?

E. In the last 12 months, have you trained in any other dojo?  Where?

F. In the last 12 months, have you attended any workshops or seminars?  Where?

G. In the last 12 months, have you taught any Aikido classes?  How often and where?

H. In the past, have you ever trained in any other martial art?  Which one(s) and when?

I. Do you currently train in another martial art?

J. In the past, have you ever practiced any other structured system of movement, for

example, dance or sports?  Which one(s) and when?

K. Do you currently participate in any other structured system of movement?



SECTION III.  [short comments.  15-20 minutes]

A. Briefly, how did you become involved in Aikido:

B. What do you enjoy most about Aikido training?

C. Please indicate which Aikido or martial arts publications (books or journals) you

have read or which were important to you.  Do you find reading about Aikido helpful?

Comment:

E. Do you have any suggestions or comments concerning North Bay Aikido’s training,

misogi, or social practices?
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